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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This Research on “Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda” has been undertaken at a pivotal 
moment for the country. The Domestic Violence Act (2015)1 was enacted by the Parliament of 
Antigua & Barbuda in 2015, and came into force on 1 October 2016. 
 
The Research forms part of the EU-funded project, “DECIDES Caribbean – Cultural Rights to 
foster behavioural changes and women’s empowerment against Domestic Violence in Barbados 
and the Eastern Caribbean,” developed by Interarts, Barcelona, Spain (project leader), in 
partnership with Women Against Rape (WAR), Antigua & Barbuda (NGO); Caribbean Women’s 
Association (CARIWA), Grenada (regional women’s NGO); and Advocates for Safe Parenthood; 
Improving Reproductive Equity (ASPIRE), St. Lucia (NGO). 
 
This Research Report presents a Situational Analysis of Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda 
based on: (1) Desk/Internet research; (2) Collection of statistical/quantitative data on the 
incidence of Domestic Violence from relevant agencies; (3) Individual semi-structured interviews 
with key informants (DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators); (4) Individual in-depth interviews with 
key DV/GBV stakeholders; and (5) Focus Groups (FGs) with key stakeholders in three selected 
parishes (St. John, St. Phillip and St. Mary).  
 
The Research has been informed by the definition of Domestic Violence (DV) presented in the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015), which draws on international best practices as well as the types of 
families, households and domestic relationships found in the Antigua & Barbuda and the wider 
Caribbean. 
 
The Research starts with the assumption that individual DV/GBV survivors do not bring domestic 
violence upon themselves, i.e., they are not the cause of, and neither are they to blame for 
having experienced domestic violence or other form(s) of gender-based violence. Internationally, 
it is recognized that DV is underpinned by unequal power relations among and between men 
and women. Physical, sexual, verbal, emotional/psychological and economic abuse inflicted on 
women and girls, men and boys cuts across race/ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status, age, 
(dis)ability, urban/rural location, and other differences. DV affects a person’s fundamental rights 
and freedoms. The resulting pain, fear and insecurity have high health, social and economic costs 
for the individual, family, workplace and society. Addressing DV is thus pivotal to the 
achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and in particular SDG #5 on 
gender equality, in order to adequately tackle poverty reduction and promote policies and 
programmes that advance sustainable development.2 

                                                           
1  Government of Antigua and Barbuda (2016). Domestic Violence Act (2015), No. 27 of 2015. Official Gazette, 17 

March 2016, vol. 36 (18). Government Printing Office, Antigua & Barbuda. 
2  On 25 September 2015, countries adopted a set of sustainable development goals (SDGs) to end poverty, 

protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for all as part of a new sustainable development agenda. SDG #5 seeks 
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According to the DECIDES Caribbean project partners, DV is a major concern that has direct 
effects on human welfare in the short term, and on economic growth and social development in 
the long term. It also infringes human rights. In addition, “DV affects all ages and sexes, but … it 
primarily affects women (85% of women compared to 15% of men) and children, and is deeply 
entrenched in societal, cultural and behavioural norms.” 
 
In the context of the new Domestic Violence Act (2015), the Research aimed to develop a 
situational analysis on DV, especially against women and girls, in order to fill the knowledge gap 
on the incidence, types, causes and effects of DV in the society, to more effectively inform 
advocacy, policy-making, programming, behavioural and social change. As far as possible, given 
the small number of men and boys who report DV to the police and other relevant institutions, 
the Research also sought to gather and analyze information on DV against men and boys as far 
as possible. 
 
The Research was guided by the following ethical principles/practices with regard to social 
science research in general, and research on DV/GBV in particular: 

 Voluntary participation; 
 Informed consent; 
 Confidentiality and anonymity; and 
 Counselling support.  

The report provides a summary and discussion of the following constitutional and legislative 
provisions related to DV/GBV: 

a. The Constitution; 
b. The Domestic Violence Act (2015); 
c. The Sexual Offences Act (1995); 
d. The Offences Against the Person Act (1873), and Offences Against the Person 

(Amendment) Act (2013); 
e. The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) Act (2010), and The Trafficking in Persons 

(Prevention) (Amendment) Act (2015); 
f. The Electronic Crimes Act (2013); and  
g. The Maintenance of and Access to Children Act (2008). 

The Research sought to collect statistical/quantitative data from institutions that are on the 
frontline of addressing DV/GBV, e.g., the Police; Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA); Courts; 
Her Majesty’s Prison; Boys Training Centre; Ministry of Health, hospitals, health clinics; and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
“to achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls.” See Sustainable Development Goals, United 
Nations: www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/. 
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 Ministry of Education, high schools. However, since the majority of these institutions do not 
collect or compile data on DV cases treated, the statistical data presented and analyzed in 
Sections 5.1 – 5.2 are based the records accessed from the Police and DOGA. 
 
Table 2 (see Section 5.1) presents the compiled Police records on DV for the period January-
December 2015 from the three selected parishes – St. John, St. Philip and St. Mary. The statistics 
in Table 2 indicate that the ratio of female to male DV survivors is 425 to 162. Females thus 
accounted for some 72% of the DV survivors who reported to the Police. This indicates that the 
majority of DV survivors who reported to the Police were female, which is consistent with 
general perceptions of DV in the society and globally. However, the statistics also show that a 
significant percentage (approx. a quarter) of DV survivors who reported to the Police were 
males. The ratio of male to female DV perpetrators is 485 to 95, accounting for almost 84%. This 
is also consistent with popular perceptions, as well as indicates that approx. 16% of alleged 
perpetrators were females. 
 
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the percentages of cases reported to the Police by DV survivors 
in the three selected parishes. The breakdown indicates the highest percentage (63%) in St. 
John’s Parish, followed by 27% in St. Mary’s Parish (including Barbuda), and 10% in St. Philip’s 
Parish.  
 
At first glance, the Police records suggest that St. John’s Parish, being that of the capital city, 
show a higher level of awareness and reporting institutions, compared to St. Mary’s, a 
neighbouring semi-urban parish. St. Philip’s, a rural parish located on the other side of Antigua, 
shows the least reporting of DV cases to the Police. However, when the rates of DV reports to 
the Police, were calculated based on the actual population statistics of the parishes, the results 
showed a different picture, with Barbuda showing the highest rates of DV reports to the Police 
for both females and males, and St. John the lowest. The rates of DV reports to the Police by 
females were as follows (highest to lowest): Barbuda (1:32), St. Mary (including Barbuda) (1:43), 
St. Philip (1:47), followed by St. John (1:96). For males, the rates were (highest to lowest): 
Barbuda (1:57); St. Philip (1:69); St. Mary (including Barbuda) (1:84), followed by St. John (1:285). 
Thus, when compared to the global statistic that one (1) in every three (3) females experiences 
GBV in her lifetime, it is evident that Antigua & Barbuda exhibits very low rates of DV reporting 
to the Police.  
 
The Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA), a department of the Ministry of Social Transformation 
and Human Resource Development, is responsible for leading the implementation of the 
country’s Domestic Violence Act (2015). DOGA described its primary mandate as “the 
empowerment of women and promotion of gender equality.” The Directorate works closely with 
the Police with regard to the incidence of any form of gender-based violence. Clients often call 
or visit DOGA’s offices directly, or are referred by the Police, legal system, educational and health 
care institutions, among others.  
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 Table 3 (see Section 5.2) presents the numbers of DV reports handled by DOGA for the period 
2011–2015 (inclusive). The types of DV abuse recorded by DOGA are as follows: Physical abuse; 
Sexual abuse; Psychological and Emotional abuse; Verbal abuse; and Financial abuse. 
 
Figure 5 is a graphic representation of the number of cases reported to DOGA during 2011–2015 
(inclusive), which indicates a general decline in the reports made annually, except for 2014 when 
there was an increase over 2013. It is not clear what accounts for the annual decline in reports 
received over the 5-year period, for example, whether it’s due to a decrease in the incidence of 
DV in the society linked to increased advocacy and awareness, or other factors.  
 
Figure 6 shows that psychological/emotional abuse and verbal abuse tend to go hand in hand. 
Thus, in general, persons reporting psychological/emotional abuse also report verbal abuse. They 
also represent the highest incidence of DV cases reported, and the most difficult to prove. 
 
Figure 7 indicates that in the period 2011-2015, female DV survivors outnumbered males with 
regard to all types of abuse. It is also notable that women were more likely to allegedly 
perpetrate psychological/emotional/verbal abuse, rather than physical or sexual. This may be 
attributed to the social construction of masculinity and femininity in Antigua & Barbuda and the 
Caribbean, where manhood is associated with physical strength, aggression and violence, while 
femininity is associated with being physically weak, emotional, etc. These European stereotypes 
persist in the Caribbean, despite the fact that during the colonial period African and Indian 
women worked on sugar cane and other forms of plantation labour alongside men, as well as the 
current pushing of gender boundaries through women’s entry into the labour force and 
professions such as the Police, armed forces, etc.  
 
It is noteworthy that small but significant numbers of male survivors reported DV to the Police 
and DOGA, which represents a shift from the past when men felt an acute sense of shame in 
reporting domestic and other forms of gender-based violence.  
 
Section 5.3 presents an analysis of the semi-structured interviews conducted with eight (8) 
DV/GBV survivors, seven (7) of whom experienced DV and one (1) GBV more broadly. Women 
Against Rape (WAR) had difficulty in identifying DV/GBV survivors to be interviewed, since 
persons who experience DV/GBV continue to feel a sense of shame despite increasing societal 
awareness, as well as the general lack of confidentiality in the small-island society.  
 
It is notable that all the DV/GBV survivors interviewed were female, with ages ranging from 18 to 
68. Six (6) named Antigua & Barbuda as their country of origin, while two indicated Jamaica. The 
majority of survivors (6 of the 8 interviewed) attended secondary school, which suggests that 
despite having had a secondary education, the women experienced DV. With regard to 
occupation, less than half were employed, which may be a more critical factor in having the 
financial autonomy to not accept DV in an intimate partner relationship. Certainly their voices 
and stories point to a deep awareness that their experiences of DV/GBV were violations of their 
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 rights; they all made reports to the Police; four took their cases to Court, despite their 
inadequate knowledge of and frustration with the system; the majority sought/received 
counselling from St. John’s Hospital, DOGA and a school counsellor. And they all continue on 
their individual journeys of self-empowerment.  
  
The individual DV survivors recounted having experienced some or all of the DV abuses set out in 
the Domestic Violence Act (2015): (a) Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse; (b) Sexual 
abuse or threats of sexual abuse; (c) Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse; (d) Economic 
abuse; (e) Intimidation; (f) Harassment; (g) Stalking; (h) Damage to or destruction of property; (i) 
Entry into the applicant’s residence without consent, where the parties do not share the same 
residence; and (j) Any other not identified above. 
 
All eight (8) DV/GBV survivors went to the Police for help. While this is positive in that they all 
viewed the Police as a key source of assistance, their experiences indicate that the Police do not 
take reports of DV/GBV seriously. The Police either provided no assistance to the survivors, or 
took the side of the perpetrators, or there was no follow up. And in two cases where the 
perpetrators were imprisoned for sexual abuse, one was “for a couple of days,” and the other 
case was thrown out due to a lack of evidence. Finally, one survivor seems to have been pushed 
into becoming a perpetrator. Having made many reports to the Police and received no 
assistance, she responded to the perpetrator’s continued harassment by stabbing him, at which 
point she was put in jail by the Police “to cool down.” 
 
Four (4) of the eight (8) survivors had their cases heard in Court. Their experiences were mixed. 
One (1) received a Protection Order, but the perpetrator left Antigua to avoid potential arrest, so 
the Court case is still open. In another case, the perpetrator also left the country. One (1) 
experienced the incident at age 16, and four years later at age 21 (when the interview was 
conducted), she said, “I am still in and out of Court.” One (1) expressed embarrassment at having 
to “talk about all that stuff in Court,” and concluded despairingly that, “he was released 
anyway.”  
 
Four (4) of the eight (8), i.e., half the DV/GBV survivors received support from family and friends. 
While three (3) DV survivors received substantial support, the majority received either limited or 
no support. This is a key finding, given the lack of a coherent support system for DV survivors in 
the country. It suggests the need for greater public education to raise awareness of the situation 
of DV survivors and their need for support from family/friends, and the critical need for 
stakeholder agencies in the society to improve their DV support services and coordination. 
 
The DV/GBV survivors’ responses indicated that they had little knowledge of the laws related to 
DV/GBV, their rights under the law, or support services provided by various agencies.  
 
Section 5.4 is based on semi-structured interviews conducted with seven (7) DV/GBV 
perpetrators. Six (6) of the DV/GBV perpetrators interviewed were male and one (1) was female, 
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 with ages ranging from 22 to 55. The six (6) males named Antigua & Barbuda as their country of 
origin and identified as African heritage, while the female originated from Trinidad & Tobago and 
identified as (East) Indian heritage. Five (5) lived in an urban area in Antigua and three (3) lived in 
a rural area. Five (5) received some level of secondary education, with two (2) indicating that 
they were dropouts, and two received various technical/vocational training. With regard to their 
occupations, they were all employed at the time of the interview. Their occupations ranged from 
a police officer, business owner/artist, operations manager of a business, contractor, 
construction worker, and labourer. The seven DV/GBV perpetrators did not represent the full 
spectrum of demographic groups in the society, because of the challenge of finding perpetrators 
who were willing to be interviewed. For example, the cohort did not include persons from 
Barbuda or persons originating from Guyana, Jamaica, Dominica or the Dominican Republic, 
significant immigrant population groups in the country.   
 
The interviews with the perpetrators provide a great deal of insight on DV with regard to societal 
gender norms, the normalization of gender-based violence, and the impunity perpetrators 
experience. Based on the perpetrators’ descriptions, much of the DV in intimate partner 
relationships seems to be related to problems related to men’s challenges in coping with the 
changing gender roles in the society. It indicates the clear need for public education through the 
schools, media, etc. And the particular need for boys and men to be targeted for awareness-
raising and sensitization on gender equality and domestic violence.  
 
Two (2) of the seven (7) perpetrators had their cases taken to Court, but (5) perpetrators did not 
go to Court, since they were either never reported to the Police by their survivors, or charges 
were not laid by the Police. The DV perpetrators’ responses were similar those of the survivors in 
Section 5.3, and indicate that they had little knowledge of the laws related to DV/GBV, the rights 
of survivors under the law, and the penalties for offenders.  
 
Section 5.5 is based on: individual in-depth interviews with 15 DV/GBV Stakeholders, as well as 
four (4) Focus Groups (FGs) held in the selected parishes of St. John, St. Mary and St. Philip.  
 
The 15 DV/GBV Stakeholders interviewed comprised senior officials working on the frontline of 
DV/GBV issues in a cross-section of governmental, private sector and civil society organizations, 
as follows: State Security/Protection Agencies: Office of the Police Commissioner; Her Majesty's 
Prison; Boys Training School; Government Ministries: Ministry of Legal Affairs, Directorate of 
Gender Affairs (DOGA), Ministry of Social Transformation; Ministry of Health; Ministry of 
Education; Private Sector: Observer Media Group; and Faith-based Organizations (FBOs): Anglican 
Church, and Methodist Church (see Appendix II). 
 
Four (4) Focus Groups were held in: St. John’s Parish (Yorks Community Centre); St. Mary’s Parish 
(Bolans Village); and St. Philip’s Parish (Seaton Village and Willikies).  
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 The interviews with representatives of DV/GBV stakeholder institutions provide a rich body of 
evidence, which is presented in Sections 5.5 and 5.6 under the following main headings: 

 Socio-cultural beliefs, norms and attitudes that underpin DV/GBV in the society; 
 Understandings of Domestic Violence; 
 Perceptions of the prevalence of DV in the country; 
 Social characteristics of DV survivors and perpetrators; 
 Knowledge of and views on the laws related to DV/GBV; 
 DV/GBV services provided by State/Government ministries, departments and agencies; 
 The role of the private sector and civil society in addressing DV/GBV; 
 Agencies responsible for DV/GBV perpetrators (punishment and rehabilitation); 
 Recurring issues faced by agencies responsible for addressing DV/GBV (safe spaces to 

allow clients to disclose/report abuse); confidentiality; appropriate/confidential handling 
and management of DV/GBV files; referrals of DV/GBV survivors to other agencies; and 
stakeholder agencies managing the impact of DV/GBV work on frontline professionals); 

 Advocacy on DV/GBV; 
 Budget allocations for addressing DV/GBV; and 
 Data collection/analysis/dissemination by DV/GBV stakeholder institutions. 

Section 6 presents recommendations for a coordinated approach to addressing DV/GBV, which 
have emerged from the desk/internet and field research, as well as regional and international 
best practice. The recommendations set out in Table 10 are not intended to be prescriptive. 
Rather, they are presented for the consideration of the national community of Government, 
private sector and civil society stakeholders on DV/GBV, as well as individual institutions that 
may be seeking to begin/increase/strengthen their work on DV/GBV. Table 10 also identifies key 
stakeholder institutions for the implementation of the recommendations. 
 
The recommendations in Table 10 are set out under the following main headings: 

 Leadership and co-ordination of the national response to DV/GBV; 
 Laws related to DV/GBV; 
 Advocacy and awareness-raising on DV/GBV; 
 Training/sensitization on DV/GBV; 
 Protection, support and care of DV/GBV survivors; 
 Rehabilitation of DV/GBV perpetrators; 
 Reporting on DV/GBV; 
 Data collection on DV/GBV; 
 Research/analysis on DV/GBV; 
 Resources for addressing DV/GBV. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION  

2.1 Preamble 

This Research on Domestic Violence has been undertaken at a pivotal moment for the country. 
The Domestic Violence Act (2015)3 was enacted by the Parliament in 2015, and recently came 
into force on 1 October 2016. 

The Research forms part of the EU funded project, “DECIDES Caribbean – Cultural Rights to 
foster behavioural changes and women’s empowerment against Domestic Violence in Barbados 
and the Eastern Caribbean,” developed by Interarts, Barcelona, Spain (project leader), in 
partnership with Women Against Rape (WAR), Antigua & Barbuda (NGO); Caribbean Women’s 
Association (CARIWA), Grenada (regional women’s NGO); and Advocates for Safe Parenthood 
(ASPIRE), St. Lucia (NGO). 

The Research sought to develop a Situational Analysis of Domestic Violence in Antigua & 
Barbuda.  

This Research Report, which presents the findings of the Research, will inform the following 
activities to be undertaken by the DECIDES Caribbean project partner organizations: 

 Training and capacity building in: (a) project management, cooperation, fundraising, 
research, analysis and documentation; (b) advocacy, lobbying, networking with public 
and private institutions. This will lead to support for women’s empowerment and their 
capacity to build strong institutional and political links and to the preparation of 
educational material and cultural products addressed to key stakeholders. 

 Learning partnerships involving key stakeholders aimed at: (a) raising awareness on 
attitudes and sensitivity towards survivors, and understanding their actual needs; and (b) 
creating safe environments, discussing a protocol for harmonized reporting, and 
establishing Domestic Violence Response Teams. 

 Awareness-raising activities to build public recognition and behavioural change among 
local communities, including teachers and adult education facilitators, through the 
development of a public campaign, community meetings, and cultural activities such as 
exhibits on gender-based violence and audio-visual productions. 

The wider Interarts’ DECIDES project in the Eastern Caribbean, of which this Research forms an 
integral part, aims to: 

1. Strengthen civil society’s lobbying and advocacy capacities, and women’s empowerment 
to establish a constructive dialogue with key stakeholders, both public and private, to set 

                                                           
3  Government of Antigua and Barbuda (2016). Domestic Violence Act (2015), No. 27 of 2015. Official Gazette, 17 

March 2016, vol. 36 (18). Government Printing Office, Antigua & Barbuda. 
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 up joint and coordinated actions responding to actual needs, generate synergies, and 
share resources; and 

2. Trigger cultural and behavioural change by raising awareness within different sectors of 
society regarding the nature, dimension and consequences of DV, through initiatives 
aimed at the active involvement of different communities. 

2.2 Definition of Domestic Violence (DV) 

The Research has been informed by the definition of Domestic Violence presented in the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015), which draws on international best practices as well as the types of 
families, households and domestic relationships found in Antigua & Barbuda and the wider 
Caribbean. 

The Domestic Violence Act (2015) states as follows: 

“Domestic relationship” means a relationship between an applicant and a 
respondent in any of the following ways:  

a. they are or were married to each other, including marriage according to any 
law, custom or religion; 

b. they cohabit or cohabited with each other in a relationship of some 
permanence; 

c. they are the parents of a child or are persons who have or had parental 
responsibility for that child, whether or not at the same time; 

d. they are family members related by consanguinity, affinity or adoption; 
e. they would be family members related by affinity if the persons referred to in 

paragraph (b) were, or were able to be married to each other; or 
f. they share or shared the same household or residence.4 

“Domestic Violence” means:  

Any controlling or abusive behavior that harms the health, safety or 
well-being of the applicant or any child in the care of the applicant and 
includes but is not limited to the following –  

a. physical abuse or threats of physical abuse; 
b. sexual abuse or threats of sexual abuse; 
c. emotional, verbal or psychological abuse; 
d. economic abuse; 
e. intimidation; 

                                                           
4  Ibid, Domestic Violence Act (2015), p. 8-9. 
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 f. harassment; 
g. stalking; 
h. damage to or destruction of property; or 
i. entry into the applicant’s residence without consent, where the 

parties do not share the same residence.5 

2.3 Rationale 

The Research starts with the assumption that individual DV/GBV survivors do not bring domestic 
violence upon themselves, i.e., they are not the cause of, and neither are they to blame for 
having experienced domestic violence or other form(s) of gender-based violence. Internationally, 
it is recognized that DV is underpinned by unequal power relations among and between men 
and women. Physical, sexual, verbal, emotional/psychological and economic abuse inflicted on 
women and girls, men and boys cuts across race/ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status, age, 
(dis)ability, urban/rural location, and other differences. DV affects a person’s fundamental rights 
and freedoms. The resulting pain, fear and insecurity have high health, social and economic costs 
for the individual, family, workplace and society. Addressing DV is thus pivotal to the 
achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and in particular SDG #5 on 
gender equality, in order to adequately tackle poverty reduction and promote policies and 
programmes that advance sustainable development. 

According to the DECIDES Caribbean project partners, DV in Antigua & Barbuda “is a major 
concern that has direct effects on human welfare in the short term and on economic growth and 
social development in the long term. It also infringes human rights.” In addition, “DV affects all 
ages and sexes but … it primarily affects women (35% of women compared to 15% of men) and 
children, and is deeply entrenched in societal, cultural and behavioural norms.”  

According to the Antigua & Barbuda Country Gender Assessment (CGA),6 the Government of 
Antigua & Barbuda has ratified a number of international Conventions relevant to gender 
equality and gender-based violence, including: 

 The Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW) – ratified by the Government of Antigua & Barbuda on 3rd May 1989; Optional 
Protocol ratified in 2006; 

 The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 1989 – ratified on 5th October 1993; and  
 The Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of 

Violence Against Women (‘Convention of Belem do Para’) – ratified in 1998. 

                                                           
5  Op. Cit., Domestic Violence Act (2015), p. 9. 
6  Caribbean Development Bank (2014), Country Gender Assessment: Antigua & Barbuda, Vol. 1, Report prepared 

by Tamara Huggins, on behalf of Rawwida Baksh and Associates. Caribbean Development Bank (CDB), Barbados, 
p. 48-49. 
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 In addition, the Government of Antigua & Barbuda upholds the following international and 
regional agreements, strategies, and plans of action: the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for 
the Advancement of Women (1985); the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action (1995); the 
UN Millennium Development Goals (2000); the Commonwealth Plan of Action for Gender 
Equality (2005-2015); the OAS/CIM Strategic Plan of Action (2011-2016); the Quito Consensus  
(2007); and the Port-of-Spain Consensus on Transformational Leadership for Gender Equality 
(2011). 
 
The CGA, which represents the most recent gender equality assessment of Antigua & Barbuda, 
focuses on economic development, tourism, education, public sector reform, and institutional 
frameworks for gender equality. Thus, it does not analyze issues of gender-based violence (GBV) 
in general or domestic violence (DV) in particular. 

However, the CGA provides the following statistics on DV/GBV survivors for 2011, compiled by 
DOGA based on the cases they handled:  

 Rape and Sexual Violence: 0 (Males); 6 (Females); 
 Child Rape or Sexual Violence: 0 (Males); 10 (Females); 
 Physical Abuse: 5 (Males); 88 (Females); 
 Psychological and Verbal Abuse: 43 (Males); 240 (Females); 
 Financial Abuse: 2 (Males); 199 (Females); and 
 Human Trafficking: 0 (Males); 22 (Females).7 

While limited, the statistics cited above point to the predominance of female survivors of 
DV/GBV. The data also indicate small numbers of male survivors of DV/GBV.  

However, these figures do not provide the full picture, since they are limited to cases handled 
directly by the Directorate of Gender Affairs, which is based in St. John’s, the capital city. Thus, 
they do not reflect cases reported to the Police in rural parishes and Barbuda, as well as the 
cases that go unreported due to issues such as the survivor’s financial dependence on the 
perpetrator, the feelings of shame experienced by survivors and more so among males, the 
pressure placed on survivors that they should not bring the family into disrepute, etc. 

In the context of the new Domestic Violence Act (2015), the Research aimed to develop a 
situational analysis on DV against women and girls in Antigua & Barbuda, in order to fill our 
knowledge gap of the incidence, types, causes and effects of DV in the society, to more 
effectively inform advocacy, policy-making, programming and social change. As far as possible, 
given the small number of men and boys who report DV to the Police and other relevant 
institutions, the Research also sought to gather and analyze information on DV against them. 

In addition, the research team had a particular interest in hearing the experiences and 
perspectives of DV/GBV perpetrators, who comprise a vital group in addressing DV/GBV issues in 
                                                           
7  Op. Cit., Country Gender Assessment: Antigua & Barbuda, vol. 1, p. 16. 
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 the society. It is also notable that the researchers based in Antigua & Barbuda had a combination 
of university training in social work, social and clinical psychology, and experience in counselling 
DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators, which was critical to the conduct of the field research. 

2.4 Aim and Objectives 

The aim and objectives of this Research on Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda were as 
follows: 

Aim:  

 To develop a situational analysis on DV in Antigua & Barbuda in order to inform cultural 
and behavioural changes and the empowerment of women, and lead to the prevention 
and reduction of DV in the society.  

Specific objectives:  

 To build knowledge and capacity for DV research, data collection and analysis in Antigua 
& Barbuda and the wider Caribbean; 

 To collect statistical/quantitative data on DV in Antigua & Barbuda from relevant 
institutions; 

 To conduct qualitative research on DV in Antigua & Barbuda among key stakeholder 
organizations and key informants (survivors and perpetrators); 

 To use research methods that are ethical and sensitive to the national context, and the 
situations and needs of DV survivors and perpetrators; 

 To produce a comprehensive research report, including a draft protocol for harmonized 
reporting, to inform advocacy, policy, action and reporting to prevent, reduce and 
address DV in Antigua & Barbuda. 
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Ethical Principles 

The Research process was guided by the following ethical principles with regard to social science 
research in general, and research on DV/GBV in particular: 

 Voluntary participation: Persons were not coerced into participating in the Research. 
 Informed consent: Research participants were informed about the procedures and 

potential risks involved the research, and gave their written consent to participate. The 
Local Researchers provided Informed Consent Forms that all research participants duly 
signed before participating in the Research. 

 Risk of harm: With regard to research on domestic violence, harm may be defined as 
either physical or psychological. Three standards were applied: 
• Confidentiality – DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators were assured that their identity 

information would not be recorded or made available to anyone not involved in 
conducting the research;  

• Anonymity – Data gathered from DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators remained 
anonymous throughout the research process and in the reports produced; and 

• Counselling support – In recognition that the interviews with DV/GBV survivors and 
perpetrators could cause psychological distress, both they and the Local Researchers 
were offered follow-up counselling support by skilled DV/GBV counsellors at Women 
Against Rape (WAR), on request.  

3.2 Research Methods 

This Research on DV in Antigua & Barbuda includes desk/internet and field research undertaken 
at the national level as well as in three selected parishes (St. John, St. Philip, and St. Mary). 

The three parishes were selected by the local project partner, Women Against Rape (WAR). 
Through one of its recent projects on DV and GBV, WAR identified two areas in St John’s (Grays 
Farm and Villa/Point) in need of improved quality of access to care for DV/GBV survivors. In 
addition, recent studies have identified the capital city of St. John’s and the rural parish of St. 
Philip as the two districts in Antigua & Barbuda with higher-than-average poverty levels. St. 
John’s has the highest rate of poverty after St. Philip. The high rate in St. Philip may be related to 
the fact that, with the collapse of the sugar economy, there has been little economic revival in 
this area of Antigua.8 Indeed, links between poverty and violence have been established by many 
experts internationally. St. Mary, a semi-urban parish adjoining St. John’s, was selected primarily 
because it is linked by Police Jurisdiction District C to the sister island of Barbuda. Thus although 

                                                           
8  See http://www.caribank.org/uploads/publications-reports/economics-statistics/country-poverty-assessment-

reports/AntBarbCPAMainReport.pdf. 

http://www.caribank.org/uploads/publications-reports/economics-statistics/country-poverty-assessment-reports/AntBarbCPAMainReport.pdf
http://www.caribank.org/uploads/publications-reports/economics-statistics/country-poverty-assessment-reports/AntBarbCPAMainReport.pdf
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 it was not possible to conduct field research in Barbuda, the national level desk/internet 
research as well as the research on St. Mary enabled some inclusion of Barbuda in the research 
findings. WAR therefore believed that research on DV in St. John’s, St. Philip and St. Mary could 
unearth significant data to inform policy and programming in Antigua & Barbuda. 

The population census data for Antigua & Barbuda as a whole, the three selected parishes, and 
Barbuda were as follows: 

 Antigua & Barbuda: 85,567 (Total); 40,986 (Males); 44,581 (Females); 
 St. John’s Parish: 51,737 (Total); 24,792 (Males); 26,945 (Females); 
 St. Mary’s Parish: 7,341 (Total); 3,533 (Males); 3,808 (Females); 
 St. Philip’s Parish: 3,347 (Total); 1,579 (Males); 1,768 (Females); 
 Barbuda: 1,634 (Total); 861 (Males); 773 (Females).9 

The research methods used were as follows: (1) Desk/Internet research; (2) Collection of 
statistical/quantitative data on the incidence of DV from relevant agencies; (3) Individual semi-
structured interviews with key informants (DV survivors and perpetrators); (4) Individual in-
depth interviews with key DV/GBV stakeholders; and (5) Focus Groups (FGs) with key DV/GBV 
stakeholders. 

The Research was conducted in three main phases: the desk/internet research (see Section 
3.2.1); the collection of statistical/quantitative data (see Section 3.2.2); and the interviews and 
focus groups (see Sections 3.2.3 – 3.2.5). 

The research methods are discussed in further detail below. 

3.2.1 Desk/Internet research 
 
The desk/internet research informs the Literature Review/ Situational Analysis (1) on DV in 
Antigua & Barbuda (see Section 4). It includes the collection, review and analysis of the following 
kinds of published and unpublished literature and documents: 
 
 Laws and policies related to DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda;  
 Government of Antigua & Barbuda National Strategic Plans, which include a focus on 

DV/GBV; 
 Antigua & Barbuda National Reports submitted to the United Nations and other 

international agencies that include DV/GBV (e.g., CEDAW, UNHRC Universal Periodic 
Review);  

 Antigua & Barbuda Reports commissioned by international and regional organizations 
that are focused on or include analyses of DV/GBV (e.g., UN agencies, OAS/CIM, etc.); 

                                                           
9  See Government of Antigua & Barbuda (2014). Antigua & Barbuda 2011 Population and Housing Census, 

Statistics Division, Ministry of Finance, the Economy, Public Administration, Public Broadcasting and Information.  
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  Popular music played on the radio in Antigua & Barbuda that include DV/GBV (e.g., 
calypso, dance hall music, etc.); 

 Antigua & Barbuda newspaper reports, and social media discussions on DV/GBV;  
 Academic research that focus on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda. 

3.2.2 Statistical/quantitative data on the incidence of Domestic Violence from 
relevant agencies 

The Research sought to collect statistical/quantitative data from institutions in Antigua & 
Barbuda that are on the frontline of addressing DV/GBV, e.g., the Police; DOGA; Courts; Prison; 
Boys Training Centre; Ministry of Health, hospitals, health clinics; and Ministry of Education, high 
schools.  
 
However, since a number of these institutions do not keep or compile records of DV cases 
treated, the statistical data presented and analyzed in this Research Report are limited to the 
records kept by the Police and DOGA. 
 
A key recommendation of the Research Report is the need for statistical data collection by all 
relevant agencies that address DV/GBV in the course of their mandates.   

3.2.3 Fifteen (15) individual semi-structured interviews with key informants 

 8 survivors of DV/GBV; and 
 7 perpetrators of DV/GBV. 

3.2.4 Fifteen (15) individual in-depth interviews with key DV/GBV stakeholders 

 The Royal Police Force (Office of the Commissioner of Police);  
 Her Majesty’s Prison and Boys Training Centre; 
 Senior officials of relevant Government Ministries (e.g., DOGA; Ministry of Legal Affairs; 

Ministry of Health; Ministry of Education; etc.); 
 Representatives of civil society organizations (including faith-based organizations); and 
 Media. 

3.2.5 Four (4) Focus Groups (FGs) with key DV/GBV stakeholders resident in 3 
selected parishes  

The key DV/GBV stakeholders’ resident in the three parishes (St. John, St. Mary and St. Philip) 
included: 

 Police officers; 
 Healthcare professionals;  
 Teachers/ school counsellors; 
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  Persons employed in the private sector;  
 Representatives of NGOs, CBOs and FBOs;  
 Youths (18-25 year olds) resident in the three parishes. 

3.3 Research Instruments10 

The Research Instruments used were as follows: 

 Informed Consent Forms (2); 
 Tables (6) for the collection of statistical/quantitative data from the agencies identified;11 
 Questionnaires (2) for conducting individual semi-structured interviews with DV/GBV 

survivors and perpetrators; and 
 Questionnaire (1) for conducting individual in-depth interviews with key DV/GBV 

stakeholders; and 
 List of questions (1) for conducting Focus Groups (FGs). 

 
  

                                                           
10  See Appendix 1 for the research instruments.  
11  Please note that while six (6) tables were prepared for the collection of statistical/quantitative data, the ones 

that were used were those for the Police and DOGA. It was not possible to access statistical data from the other 
agencies (Ministry of Health/hospitals/health clinics; Ministry of Education/high schools; Courts; Her Majesty’s 
Prison; and Boys Training Centre), which do not compile statistical data of cases handled. 
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4.0 LITERATURE REVIEW/ SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS (1) OF DV/GBV IN 

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
This literature review/situational analysis (1) of DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda is based on the 
desk/internet research conducted (see Section 3.2.1).       

4.1 The Constitutional and Legal provisions on DV/GBV in Antigua & 
Barbuda  

This section discusses the constitutional and legislative provisions on DV/GBV in Antigua & 
Barbuda. These include the following: 

a. The Constitution of Antigua & Barbuda; 
b. The Domestic Violence Act (2015); 
c. The Sexual Offences Act (1995); 
d. The Offences Against the Person Act (1873), and Offences Against the Person 

(Amendment) Act (2013); 
e. The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) Act (2010), and The Trafficking in Persons 

(Prevention) (Amendment) Act (2015); 
f. The Electronic Crimes Act (2013); and  
g. The Maintenance of and Access to Children Act (2008). 

Table 1 below provides a summary, discussion and critical review of the above constitutional and 
legislative provisions related to DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda. 
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 T1  SUMMARY/DISCUSSION OF KEY DV/GBV PROVISIONS IN THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF ANTIGUA & BARBUDA12 

LEGISLATION DV/GBV PROVISIONS 
The Constitution Order of Antigua & 
Barbuda (1981) 

The Constitution Order of Antigua & Barbuda (1981) provides for the protection of an individual's rights and 
freedoms "regardless of race, place of origin, political opinions or affiliations, colour, creed or sex.” The country’s 
CEDAW Report (1995) made the point that the Constitution is in accordance with Article 3 of CEDAW, because a 
woman who is deprived of her rights can apply to the court for a redress. "This Constitutional provision guarantees 
women the full exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with 
men." It is however, notable that only women may need the opportunity to apply for redress in order to demand 
their "right" to the enjoyment of "human rights and fundamental freedoms" (GOAB, 1995). 

The Domestic Violence Act (2015)  The Domestic Violence Act (2015) was passed by the House of Representatives (Lower House of Parliament) on 
20/10/2015; by the Senate (Upper House of Parliament) on 18/11/2015; and came into force on 1/10/2016. The 
earlier Domestic Violence Act (1999) was revoked. 
 
The Domestic Violence Act (2015) defines what constitutes Domestic Violence (see Section 2.2). The definition of the 
domestic partner relationship has been expanded to include a wider range of partnerships, including those who may 
not share a physical household. 
 
The Act aims to "protect victims of domestic violence", and allows a person who is or has been in a domestic 
relationship to apply for a "Protection Order". The applicant can be an adult or a child who has experienced domestic 
violence, “any controlling or abusive behaviour that harms the health, safety or well-being of the applicant or any 
child in the care of the applicant ….” The Act acknowledges that the DV survivor and perpetrator may be of either 
sex. 
 
An application for a Protection Order can be filed at any time of day or night. The Court may grant an Interim 
Protection Order to ensure the safety and protection of the applicant for up to 30 days, until the Court proceedings. 
The Interim Protection order is automatically extended for 15 days at a time if the Court is unable to hear and 
determine a course of action within the 30 days. DV perpetrators are liable to be fined or imprisoned if they 
contravene the terms/provisions of Protection Orders. 
 
However, it is notable that the Act does not treat DV as a criminal offence. Its main thrust is the provision of 

                                                           
12  Table 1 is based on research/analysis undertaken by Local Researchers, Amy Hassett and Koren Norton, for this research project.  
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 LEGISLATION DV/GBV PROVISIONS 
Protection Orders, which seek to protect the applicant (DV survivor) from further abuse. Respondents (DV 
perpetrators) who have been issued with Protection Orders only become liable to criminal charges if they fail to 
comply with the provisions of the Protection Orders. DV cases reported to the police may also result in criminal 
charges being laid against the perpetrator where the types of abuse (e.g., assault, sexual assault, rape, abduction, 
murder, harassment and stalking through means of electronic devices, etc.) overlap with other areas of criminal law, 
e.g., the Offences against the Person Act (1873), Offences against the Person (Amendment) Act (2013), and Sexual 
Offences Act (1995), with regard to redress for physical and sexual offences. 
 
Importantly, the Act speaks specifically to the responsibility of the Police. Police officers are obligated to inform both 
the DV survivor and the perpetrator of their rights. "A police officer shall respond to every complaint," and “it shall 
be documented.” The responsibility of the Courts include the granting of Interim and Final Protection Orders to DV 
applicants (survivors). 
 
It is too early to assess the implementation of the Domestic Violence Act (2015) since it only came into force on 1 
October 2016, but police officers would require gender/DV training on how to interview applicants, document their 
complaints, respond to their needs (with regard to safety and security, medical attention, counselling support, etc.), 
as well as how to intervene in domestic disputes. The training should also include sensitization about social and 
cultural norms, including the need for police officers to separate their personal beliefs/biases from their professional 
duties as required by the Domestic Violence Act (2015). 
 

The Sexual Offences Act (1995) Under this Act, women are unable to commit the crime of rape (defined as penetration). In addition, penalties for 
unlawful carnal knowledge (sex with a minor) are less for women than men. Further, the Act does not recognize rape 
within marriage, except under certain circumstances pertaining to legal separation or dissolution of the marriage. 
This legislation thus includes provisions that discriminate against men and women. It needs to be noted that the 
above narrow definition of rape and gender discriminatory provisions have been amended in the laws of many 
Western countries. 
 
The Act polices all acts of anal intercourse, irrespective of gender. It defines the act of buggery as occurring between 
two males, and between a male and a female. Adult to adult incidents, whether consensual or otherwise, are subject 
to a maximum of 15 years’ imprisonment. Notably, this Section of the Act is infrequently enforced, except where 
incidents take place in public spaces. 
 
The crime, “Detention of a Person”, involves an individual of either gender, held against his or her will, with the 
intent to have sexual intercourse. If convicted, the sentence can be up to 10 years’ imprisonment. 
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 LEGISLATION DV/GBV PROVISIONS 
 

The Offences Against the Person Act 
(1873); and  
The Offences Against the Person 
(Amendment) Act (2013)  

The Offences Against the Person Act (1873), and the Offences Against the Person (Amendment) Act (2013) cover 
many offences including: homicide; attempts to murder; letters threatening murder; acts causing or intending to 
cause damage to life or bodily harm; assault; rape; abduction; defilement of women; sodomy (whether against the 
person’s will or consensual); bestiality; among others. The Offences Against the Person (Amendment) Act (2013) 
repeals Section 2 of the original Act. It includes more information on the Court proceedings, as well as how to handle 
the convicted.  However, it does not address any other substantive area of the original Act. It needs to be noted that 
in many Western countries, sodomy has been revoked under the law or is not enforced.  
 
Several of the offences covered, including rape, indecent assault and abduction, overlap with those in the Sexual 
Offences Act (1995). 
 
Conviction for murder is punishable by death.  Also included are conspiracy to murder, manslaughter and 
infanticide. Persons convicted of conspiracy and manslaughter could be receive sentences of up to 35 years in 
prison.  
 
Infanticide is an offence that is committed by a mother to her child prior to 12 months of age. The Act states that if a 
child dies prior to reaching 12 months of age, the mother may be held liable, whether or not it is a result of her lack 
of recovery from the birth or lactation. After an indictment for the murder of a child, the verdict may return as 
manslaughter, guilty but insane, or concealment of birth. It is notable that the Act criminalizes only mothers and 
does not mention fathers. The Act makes mention of a mother's recovery after giving birth as well as lactation. This 
implies that there is an awareness of the woman’s physical and mental health during pregnancy, child birth and 
postpartum. It suggests that an assessment of the mother at an earlier stage by her medical provider or at the 
hospital could alert health and social workers prior to a crisis, and prevent infanticide. 
 
Any person convicted of rape will be convicted of a felony and is liable of up to 35 years’ imprisonment. However, 
the term rape is not defined, and the language in this section is gender neutral. Rape is also covered in the Sexual 
Offences Act (1995).  
 
Indecent assault upon a female is subject to conviction of a misdemeanour and carries a liability of up to 5 years in 
prison. The Act does not define the circumstances of indecent assault, nor does it permit the same crime to be 
committed against a male. Indecent assault is also addressed in the Sexual Offences Act (1995); however the latter 
uses gender neutral language and therefore the victim may be either male or female.    
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Abduction of a female of any age for the purpose of marriage or carnal knowledge, or a female under the age of 18, 
whether through seduction or against her will with the intent of marriage or to carnally know her, or with the intent 
to marry her to another or have her carnally known by another, without the consent of her mother, father or lawful 
caretaker is a felony with a sentence of up to 2 years’ imprisonment. Under the provisions of the Act, only females 
can be abducted.  The Act defines forcible abduction almost identically to abduction, except that "forcible" implies 
some level of violence.  It is charged as a felony which is punishable by up to 5 years’ imprisonment. The Act also 
specifies abduction of girls under 16 with the intention of marriage or carnal knowledge, without the permission of 
the mother, father or legal guardian. It does not mention the permission or desire of the girl involved. It is a 
misdemeanour that is punishable by up to 2 years’ imprisonment. Abduction is also included in the Sexual Offences 
Act (1995), where it does not include the distinction of age, and is punishable by up to 10 years’ imprisonment. 

The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) Act 
(2010); and  
The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) 
(Amendment) Act (2015) 

The Act describes trafficking in persons as “the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring, or receiving of a 
person by means of the threat or use of force or other means of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of 
the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability, or of giving or receiving of payment or benefits to achieve the 
consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.” 
 
Section 20 of the Act, states that a trafficked person’s past sexual behavior should not be taken into consideration. 
Thus, the trafficked person’s sexual history is deemed irrelevant and inadmissible, and prevents him/her from being 
further maligned and/or viewed as having deserved it. The Act also lends immunity to persons who have been forced 
into illegal acts. 
 
The Act mandates the establishment of a Prevention Committee (which has been set up) to monitor all aspects of 
implementation of the legislation. However, apart from the Permanent Secretary in the Ministry responsible for 
gender affairs and the Director of Gender Affairs, the other committee members may not be knowledgeable about 
the gender and social dimensions of trafficking, for example, what vulnerabilities make a person an easy target, how 
trafficking affects the survivor psychologically, and the need for trafficked persons to feel safe and have faith in the 
system in order to come forward. It is therefore essential that training be conducted for the Prevention Committee, 
since educating the public is one of their key functions. The Prevention Committee is also mandated to establish a 
database for the collection of key information, monitoring and evaluation. This will require technical support for the 
setting up of the database and training on its maintenance. At this point, the responsibility for the collection of 
information on trafficking falls under the purview of the Directorate of Gender Affairs, which collaborates with the 
Royal Police Force and the Immigration department.  
 
It needs to be noted that the Act does not make enough mention of what specific actions should be taken against 
proprietors of bars and strip joints, the primary employers of trafficked women who comprise the majority of 
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 LEGISLATION DV/GBV PROVISIONS 
trafficked persons in Antigua & Barbuda.  
 

The Electronic Crimes Act (2013) 
 

The Electronic Crimes Act (2013), No. 14 of 2013 was passed by the House of Representatives on 28/8/2013; by the 
Senate on 11/9/2013; and by the Governor General on 28/10/2013. The Act aims to address the "prevention and 
punishment of electronic crimes and related matters." While it primarily covers illegal entry into networks and 
systems, unauthorized use of the systems, illegally obtaining information and sending malicious software and/or 
messages, it also covers areas including sending offensive messages through communication services; violation of 
privacy; child pornography; and harassment utilizing electronic means.   
 
The Act describes sending offensive messages as "false, causing annoyance, inconvenience, danger, obstruction, 
insult, injury, intimidation, enmity, hatred or ill will." This is also listed in the Domestic Violence Act (2015). While in 
the Electronic Crimes Act (2013), any type of relationship or non-relationship would qualify, the Domestic Violence 
Act (2015) covers domestic relationships, past or present, as defined in the Act. 
 
Violation of privacy is described as "a person who, intentionally or without lawful excuse or justification, captures, 
publishes or transmits the image of a private area of a person, or the image whether whole or partial of a person in a 
vulnerable position without his or her consent, under circumstances violating the privacy of that person." Again, 
there is overlap with the Domestic Violence Act (2015), except that the victim is not involved in a domestic 
relationship. The language used is gender neutral, and thus either a male or female may be the victim of this 
offence. 
 
The Section on child pornography describes a host of unlawful behaviours, ranging from sharing or publishing photos 
or images of a child engaged in a sexually explicit act or conduct, to searching for or collecting these images, to 
engaging with children online in an abusive or inappropriate manner. The Act covers the abuse of children of either 
sex, and the perpetrator may also be of either sex. 
 
Finally, the Act speaks to harassment by electronic means, “to intimidate, coerce or harass another person," but it is 
vague as to the details of the harassment.  
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The Maintenance of and Access to 
Children Act (2008) 

The Maintenance of and Access to Children Act (2008) aims to ensure the provision of adequate financial and other 
forms of support for children, and also that appropriate persons have visitation rights to children and some say in 
raising the child. A child is described as a person under 18, whether born to the parents or adopted by them; a 
person older than 18 but due to developmental issues or some disability is not able to care for himself or herself; or 
a person between 18 and 25 who is still in school, be it secondary school, college or university.  
 
Section 3 of the Act makes it clear that the parents of the child, whether married or unmarried, or anyone who acts 
as a guardian such as a step-parent or someone who has legal guardianship, has an obligation to protect the child 
from abuse, neglect or exploitation. In Antigua & Barbuda culture, boys tend to be at greater risk of physical abuse, 
while girls are at greater risk of sexual abuse, often from step-fathers or visiting partners. Thus, those whose 
obligation it is to protect the child are often physical abusers or sexual predators. The provisions in Section 3 are 
often ignored, as this Act is more often used to determine who is responsible for the child’s maintenance.   
The Act makes it clear that the responsibility of maintaining the child comes with the right of access to the child. 
Section 9 indicates that someone can be granted access to the child if it is in the best interest of the child. However, 
it is not clear who determines what is the best interest of the child. Does a social welfare officer interview the child 
or both parents? Bearing in mind that children aged 13 and over can speak directly to the Court, who speaks for 
children under 13 year old? Considering the number of girls under and over 13 years old who are sexually molested 
by adult males, how does the Court determine how much access to the child non-biological guardians should have? 
Are guardians asked to provide a Police record to show that there is no history of pedophile behaviour? Or is their 
ability to pay child maintenance the only determining factor? 
 
While financial maintenance of a child is a critical obligation of parents/guardians, and access is equally important, 
the Act hardly considers what the child wishes, his/her emotional needs, his/her gender-specific needs, and the 
particular vulnerability of female children. 
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 4.2 Antigua & Barbuda National Strategic Plans that include DV/GBV 

The Government of Antigua & Barbuda has published the following National Strategic Plans that 
focus on or include DV/GBV: 

1. National Strategic Action Plan to end Gender-based Violence (2013-2018); and 
2. National Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS in Antigua & Barbuda (2012-2016). 

4.2.1 National Strategic Action Plan to end Gender-based Violence (2013-2018)13 

The National Strategic Action Plan to end Gender-based Violence (2013-2018) was developed by 
DOGA, following numerous consultations with various stakeholders including government, non-
governmental organizations, and other groups in the society. Its main objectives are to: 

a. Review, adopt and implement protective laws and policies; 
b. Prevent GBV through advocacy, community mobilization and raising awareness; and 
c. Build capacity for effective case management, care and support. 

These objectives are on point, since laws and policies provide the foundation for the prevention 
of GBV, and the protection, care and support of survivors. The National Strategic Plan’s (NSP) 
outputs, activities and indicators provide clear guidelines to render the achievement of SMART 
goals. The Minister’s message called on her team to ensure that the objectives of the NSP are 
integrated into the security, health and other ministries.  
 
The NSP is rooted in two main conventions, the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 
of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and Belem do Para, the Inter-American Convention 
on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women. These Conventions 
do not address the issue of men and boys as victims of gender-based violence. The NSP uses the 
terms violence against women (VAW) and gender-based violence (GBV) interchangeably. 
However, while the evidence presented in Table 2 indicates that women and girls comprise the 
majority of DV/GBV survivors in Antigua & Barbuda, it is clear that men and boys are increasingly 
reporting incidents of DV/GBV. Krug et al (2002) make the point that male victims often 
themselves become perpetrators. The NSP indicates that it also plans to tackle violence against 
men by providing male survivors of sexual violence with support. Children and youth will also be 
targeted. 
 
The NSP includes the establishment of a Sexual Assault Resource Centre, a ‘one-stop shop’ where 
the Police, lawyers, counsellors, health and other front line professionals share the same space 
and make it easier to address the needs of survivors of sexual assault. 
  

                                                           
13  The research/analysis on the National Strategic Action Plan to end Gender-Based Violence was undertaken by 

Local Researcher, Ms. Koren Norton, for this research project. 
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 The NSP includes a budget that seems adequate to accomplish the goals identified. A sizeable 
portion is dedicated to training and capacity building, which is essential as persons who work 
directly with survivors and perpetrators need to understand the dynamics of DV/VAW/GBV to be 
able to protect, support, counsel, enforce or rehabilitate, depending on their situation.  
 
It is notable that faith-based leaders are not listed in the group to be trained. They are essential 
actors, given that Antigua & Barbuda is a predominantly Christian society. Many societal beliefs 
and attitudes regarding the superiority of men, the man as head of the home, and the 
subjugation of women, may be traced to religious precepts. Also, survivors have often voiced 
that they stayed in situations of domestic violence because of their religious beliefs.  
 
A key section of the NSP is focused on implementation, which can be sustained by DOGA. Pivotal 
strategies include using multi-sectoral approaches, advocacy and communication, working with 
men and targeting youth. 
 
The NSP notes that GBV may also be perpetuated by governmental and other policies, or 
through the actions of persons representing the State. This has been demonstrated when, in 
recent years, two women were elected to Parliament for the first time, and they regularly had to 
endure sexist jibes. In addition, a woman Police Commissioner endured much subtle disrespect 
in a male-dominated field because of her gender. 
 

4.2.2 National Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS in Antigua & Barbuda (2012-2016)14 

The National Strategic Plan (NSP) was developed by the Ministry of Health, in collaboration with 
the AIDS Secretariat, the Country Coordinating Mechanism (CCM), and civil society organizations. 
Validation workshops were conducted with at-risk populations, youth, persons living with 
HIV/AIDS (PLHA), men who have sex with men (MSM), sex workers (SW), faith-based 
organizations (FBOs), and Government ministries. Thus, a collaborative and inclusive approach 
was used in formulating and validating the National Strategic Plan. 
 
The NSP highlighted that in Antigua & Barbuda, the transmission of HIV is linked to gender 
inequality in relations including heterosexual sex, unprotected tourism sex, commercial and 
transactional sex. The majority of males surveyed had more than one sexual partner, thus 
increasing the risk of spreading the infection. Women and girls are often at an economic 
disadvantage, which leads them to enter transactional relationships to enhance their meager 
incomes, thus increasing their risk of becoming infected with HIV.   
 
Caroline Allen (2011), Caribbean/international gender expert, indicates that scholars have made 
the following linkages between HIV and VAW: 

                                                           
14  The research/analysis on the National Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS was undertaken by Local Researcher, Ms. 

Koren Norton, for this research project. 
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a. Violence may increase the risk of HIV transmission through forced or coercive sexual 

intercourse with an infected partner;  
b. Sexual abuse during childhood may be associated with high sexual risk-taking behaviour 

during adulthood;  
c. Violence may affect a woman’s ability to negotiate safer sex;  
d. Women who are HIV positive may be at a higher risk of violence, particularly following 

disclosure of their HIV status to partners; and  
e. Violence against people living with HIV (PLHIV) can increase the likelihood that they will 

engage in risky behaviour and thus exacerbate the HIV epidemic. 

The NSP indicated that migrant women have also been shown to be more vulnerable to HIV 
infection due to limited support, lack of a stable job, and low negotiating skills. It called on the 
Directorate of Gender Affairs to integrate HIV/AIDS information into their gender advocacy 
programmes, ensure messages are gender-sensitive, empower women by teaching them 
negotiation skills with regard to sex and condom use, and help women understand the link 
between domestic violence and HIV/AIDS.         
 
The NSP aims to explore the feminization of the HIV epidemic in Antigua & Barbuda in the future. 
This is an apt goal, reinforced by Thoraya Obaid, Executive Director, UNFPA (2005), who stated 
that many women do not necessarily engage in high risk sexual behaviour, but due to limited 
power in their relationships, coercive sex and partners who are not monogamous, they are being 
infected and the numbers are rising. Poverty and patriarchal structures add to the problem. 
Obaid recommended targeting structural changes through policies and programmes, universal 
access to sexual and reproductive health, addressing cultural issues, and the need for 
collaboration among different groups. 

4.3 Antigua & Barbuda National Reports submitted to UN agencies 
that include DV/GBV 

This section provides a summary of three national reports submitted to UN agencies that 
included DV/GBV: 

1. Antigua & Barbuda Report on the Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) (1995),15 referred to as the CEDAW Report 
(1995); 16 

                                                           
15  The research/analysis on the CEDAW Report (1995) was undertaken by Local Researcher, Ms. Amy Hassett, for 

this research project. 
16  It needs to be noted that the Antigua & Barbuda CEDAW Report: 2017 Preliminary Release, was made available 

by the Directorate of Gender Affairs. However, it is a brief brochure that lacks details, and this analysis thus 
refers to the earlier 1995 report that was submitted to the CEDAW Committee and published.   
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 2. Antigua & Barbuda National Review submitted to the United Nations Human Rights 
Council (UNHRC) Periodic Review (2011), 17  referred to as the UNHRC Periodic Review 
(2011); 

3. Antigua & Barbuda National Review of the Beijing Platform for Action +20 (2015),18 
referred to as the Beijing+20 Review (2015). 

The CEDAW Report (1995) comprised the Government of Antigua & Barbuda’s first, second and 
third reports since the country signed and ratified CEDAW on 3 May 1989.  

The introduction acknowledged that the country’s laws and policies had been created exclusively 
by males, but that females had since been appointed to some of the top bureaucratic positions, 
and the Government was committed to remedying the issues of inequity among males and 
females in the society.   

The section on Article 5 of CEDAW acknowledged sex roles and stereotypes in the society. It 
suggested that schools were well placed to eliminate prejudices and stereotypes because they 
include both male and female teachers who work with children of both sexes during their 
developmental years. However, there was no indication as to how this was to be implemented. It 
raises questions of whether teachers were being trained to understand how culture perpetuates 
gender inequalities and inequities, and whether gender awareness and a zero tolerance on 
violence have been integrated into the curriculum. 

The Report acknowledged that domestic violence was a very complex issue and that if the aim is 
to eliminate it, collaboration was required among governmental and nongovernment 
organizations. In addition, the Report mentioned that laws are in place for the protection of 
females, for example, the Offences Against the Person Act, which "criminalises certain sexual 
assaults against women including but not limited to rape, abduction and defilement of women, 
sodomy, carnal knowledge and provides penalties ...."  It did not, however, discuss the issue of 
enforcement of the law. The Report also mentioned a plan, through the Directorate of Women's 
Affairs, to construct a temporary shelter for victims of abuse and their children, provide support 
services, counselling, and sensitivity training for persons involved in health, law enforcement, 
and counselling in the society.  

It needs to be noted that, to date, the Government has still not established a shelter for DV 
survivors. Women Against Rape (WAR) acknowledges that gender sensitization/training to 
address the needs of vulnerable women and girls was conducted, through a community grant 
from the Coalition of Vulnerable Communities. Also, in May 2016, community-based 

                                                           
17  The research/analysis on the UNHRC Periodic Review (2011) was undertaken by Local Researcher, Ms. Koren 

Norton, for this research project. 
18  The research/analysis on the Beijing+20 Review was undertaken by Local Researcher, Ms. Amy Hassett, for this 

research project. 
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 organizations were trained to advocate and raise awareness among communities on gender-
based violence, through a grant from UN Women.  

The CEDAW Report (1995) did not go far enough in discussing how to end gender inequality and 
inequity in Antigua & Barbuda. For example, it did not interrogate the society’s beliefs, attitudes 
and practises with regard to the unequal treatment of women on a daily basis.  The report lacks 
genuine insight into what it is like to be a woman in Antigua & Barbuda society, as well as a 
substantive plan as to how the country aims to eradicate gender discrimination, inequality and 
inequity.  

The preparation of the National Review (2011) was led by the Ministry of Legal Affairs, which 
convened a committee comprised of members of various Government departments (that were 
not named). The Review noted that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is reflected in the 
Constitution of Antigua & Barbuda, which is the supreme law and protects everyone regardless 
of country of origin, political interest, colour, race, creed or sex, and provides protection from 
forced labour, slavery and inhumane treatment. 

The Review included an extensive report of the services available for children, and explained that 
the Government’s activities are based on the Convention on the Rights of the Child. The Child 
Welfare Department assists with issues related to child maintenance, family counseling and a 
Child Care and Protection policy that seeks redress for abused children, and placement in foster 
homes for children who cannot stay with their parents for a variety of reasons. Services for 
children include education up to age 20, probation services for delinquent youth, uniform grants 
and a school meals programme.  

It needs to be noted that there are gender disparities in the treatment of boys and girls in the 
society. For example, there are three (3) foster homes for girls in Antigua & Barbuda, but there is 
only one home for boys who are “delinquent” and not necessarily abused. Boys also comprise 
the vast majority of children on probation compared to girls. On the other hand, pregnant girls 
are asked to leave the school and can return after the birth of their child, but the schooling of 
boys who are the fathers is not interrupted.  

Gender Affairs (DOGA) received a bare mention in the Review, with regard to “a plan to 
eradicate persistent gender inequalities in all forms, through targeted interventions in key 
human rights with emphasis on promoting the rights of women and social justice areas.” Ideally, 
gender analysis should have been integrated across the review of human rights, especially with 
regard to children and youth, the political arena, labour laws, education, health care, and all 
other relevant policies.  

Representatives of Antigua & Barbuda, including the Government and NGOs, participated in the 
Fourth World Conference on Women held in Beijing, China in 1995, at which the Beijing Platform 
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 for Action (BPfA) was adopted.  ‘Violence against women’ was the fourth of 12 “critical areas of 
concern” set out in the BPfA.  

The Beijing+20 Review (2015) summarized progress made on gender equality and women's 
empowerment in Antigua & Barbuda since 1995. It reported key achievements in the areas of 
education, women's political participation and leadership, legislation, violence, the 
establishment of the Directorate of Gender Affairs, and raising awareness of gender 
equality. Challenges reported were the patriarchal socialization of society, women in poverty, 
the culture of abuse towards women and girls, and women being unsupportive of each other.  

The Review pointed out that area of violence against women still requires much 
attention. Various laws had been put in place to protect women and girls from violence. Services 
have been made more available and affordable, so that women can better access them. Court 
services for the acquisition of a Protection Order were free. Also, GBV training has been provided 
to the police, judges, counsellors, nurses and other public servants in order to help them provide 
services in “an effective and efficient manner.” However, the Review did not indicate whether 
the training was ongoing, to include new staff. GBV training should include the power dynamics 
of relationships, and the trauma and emotional aspects of violence. It was not clear whether the 
training enables the professionals to explore their own biases, the culture's judgements, or the 
need for sensitive communications. In order to improve the enforcement of the laws, survivors 
must feel comfortable with and protected by professional service providers. 

The Review referred to DOGA’s work on DV/GBV which includes: a 24-hour crisis hotline and 
crisis centre for GBV survivors; counselling and support; court advocacy; a victim support group; 
identifying safe havens; community outreach; 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based 
Violence; and research and data collection. 

The Review acknowledged the impact of patriarchal socialization and the need to sensitize men 
on gender related issues. However, it did not indicate how the Government intends to address 
these issues that are critical to the progress of gender equality and women's empowerment.  

4.4 Reports on Antigua & Barbuda commissioned by regional and 
international organizations that include a focus on DV/GBV 

This section provides a summary of two reports commissioned by regional and international 
organizations that include an assessment of DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 

1. Review of Policing and Prosecution of Sexual Offences: Country Report for Antigua & 
Barbuda (2009); and 

2. OAS-CIM Report on Capacity Building for Integrating Services on HIV and Violence against 
Women in the Caribbean: Analysis of Service Provision in Antigua & Barbuda (2011). 
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 4.4.1 Policing and Prosecution of Sexual Offences: Country Report for Antigua 
& Barbuda (2009)19 

The Association of Caribbean Commissioners of Police (ACCP), and the United Nations 
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)20 collaborated on this qualitative research project to 
assess the “State's responses to sexual violence, especially as it relates to law enforcement and 
prosecutorial interventions,” with the aim of "strengthening State accountability and community 
action for ending gender-based violence in the Caribbean."  
Key informants included: police trainers; police prosecutors; police administrators; Director of 
Public Prosecution; prosecution and defense attorneys; agency personnel serving assault victims; 
and social workers and health care providers. 
 
The Review focused on the following: (a) Policing roles, practices and procedures; (b) Reporting 
and pursuing complaints; (c) Committal hearings and the trial; (d) Prosecution roles, practices 
and procedures; and (e) Recommendations. 
 
The Review indicated that sexual violence against women was reportedly high among all 
CARICOM countries, with higher per capita rates than the global average. There was "a 
widespread sentiment of discontent and frustration over the current systemic responses to 
sexual offences." “Sexual offences, by their very nature are challenging, but a major factor 
contributing to this is the gender dynamics that defines this type of crime. No other crime so 
thoroughly splits the human race in two, with males accounting for the overwhelming majority 
of the perpetrators and females accounting for most of the victims. When this is combined with 
the hyper male culture of law enforcement, and the unique and intensely female experience of 
rape and sexual offences, it is easier to understand why these offences do not fare well in the 
criminal justice system." 
 
"It is generally accepted that the law on its own does not guarantee effective action to eradicate 
gender-based violence." "Police enforcement was perhaps regarded as one of the weakest links 
in the systemic responses to sexual offences." Criticisms of police performance included their 
tardiness in response, and lack of ability in how to respond to victims. The society lacked 
confidence in the police force because of the view that police officers were committing some of 
the sexual crimes, and they lacked training. Police officers themselves stated that they needed 
training.    
 
Starting with the police officers and moving up, the system was reported as being “inefficient 
and unaccommodating.” Delays were reported at each step, from the police, to the 

                                                           
19  This Review was commissioned by the Association of Caribbean Commissioners of Police (ACCP), and the United 

Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM). The research/analysis on the Review was undertaken by 
Local Researcher, Ms. Amy Hassett, for this research project. 

20  UNIFEM and other UN agencies responsible for gender equality were brought together under the umbrella of 
the new agency, UN Women, in January 2011. 
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 investigation, to the prosecutor, and then to trial. There also seemed to be a lack of 
communication and collaboration between the various departments, which contributed to the 
cumulative inefficiency. The Review also addressed some of the other areas necessary for 
responding to sex crimes. Medical, counselling, victim support services, child protection services, 
and social services were some of the other services required in treating and protecting victims of 
sexual offences. It was noted that these too need to be improved due to a lack of training, 
structure, and human resources.  
 
The Review indicated that since 2006, sexual assault had become more prevalent in Antigua & 
Barbuda. In 2007, a series of rapes was carried out by a man (or men), referred to as "the 
masked serial rapist," and reactions from victims, service providers and other community 
members were documented. The rapist(s) had not been caught at the time of writing the 
Review, which caused a sense of insecurity among women and other community members. In 
response to the serial rapist(s), the Sex Offence Unit, a specialized unit, was established in 2008. 
The Unit was located in a separate wing of the CID building, a modern structure equipped to 
handle the investigation of sex crimes. However, the police officers assigned to the Unit received 
no specialized training, except during their six months of training as recruits, in which a 1½ hour 
double period was dedicated to "offences against women and girls." When visited for the 
Review, there was little to no written material visible at the Sex Offence Unit. And when 
interviewed, the police investigators were not aware of any policy documents, manuals, 
protocols or guidelines on how to handle their duties. They believed that reporting of sex crimes 
had increased, but it could not be confirmed because there was no meaningful record keeping 
and no centralized data collection system in Antigua & Barbuda. 
 
Arising from the unsolved rape cases, the Directorate of Gender Affairs established a five-
member task force on gender-based violence in 2008, comprised of the Commissioner of Police, 
Director of Gender Affairs, two lawyers and a medical practitioner. The task force was mandated 
to: 

 Conduct an evaluation and investigation into the situation of rapes and sexual violence in 
Antigua & Barbuda; 

 Make recommendations on an effective, consistent and collaborative approach to the 
response to and reduction of sexual assault in Antigua & Barbuda; and  

 Identify any other areas of violence against women that may call for future study. 

However, the task force did not report on its findings or recommendations, and therefore the 
Review was unable to draw on them.   
 
The report concluded that a lack of education, structure, and accountability were the key areas 
that require improvement. Antigua & Barbuda seems to lack resources for training as well as the 
number of professionals to cover the workload. It was mentioned that to become a police 
officer, there is no requirement for successful completion of secondary school, which suggests 
that training is even more important. All professionals involved in treating sex crimes need to 
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 learn about the issues and dynamics involved, including how to communicate with victims, how 
not to re-traumatize them, how to document their experiences, how to give them a voice, and 
how to enable them to become empowered during the justice process. Many of those 
interviewed were aware that the State needs to improve these areas. 

4.4.2 OAS-CIM Report on Capacity Building for Integrating Services on HIV and 
Violence against Women in the Caribbean: Analysis of Service Provision 
in Antigua & Barbuda (2011)21 

According to the OAS-CIM Report, the proportion of women among HIV cases has continued to rise 
in the Caribbean, and stood at about half of all cases, although there is considerable variation 
between countries. The numbers of females exceeded males in the young 15-24 age group. An 
increasing body of Caribbean research highlights entrenched gender norms that allow many 
perpetrators of VAW to escape punishment or even social sanction. This was particularly evident 
with regard to domestic violence, but also to some extent sexual assault including rape. Both 
phenomena have been shown to increase risk of HIV transmission.  Women living with HIV may in 
turn be subject to increased violence based on HIV stigma compounded by gender discrimination 
(OAS/CIM, 2011: 6). 
 
In Antigua & Barbuda, women accounted for 46% of reported cases of HIV, and in the 15-24 age 
group there were 3.3 female cases for every male case. Behavioral Surveillance Surveys 
conducted in six Eastern Caribbean countries showed that 49% of 15-24 year olds and 14% of 25-
49 year olds had sex with more than one partner in the previous 12 months. Of those with 
multiple partners, 92% of 15-24 year olds and 83% of 25-49 year olds had not used a condom at 
last sex.    
 
The Report noted that no national studies on VAW have been conducted in Antigua & Barbuda, 
and that VAW was a generally accepted norm, with many women experiencing it and some even 
expecting it as part of their intimate relationships with men. The interviewee from WAR 
described the norms as follows: 
 

Norms that say men should have access to women whenever they want and that 
women are responsible for rape if they dress a particular way. The idea that men are 
out there and women are their prey. The way we socialize our children that man is 
the boss while a woman should be sitting at home waiting for her husband to bring 
home the money and then she has to do whatever he says …. There are some 
religious bodies who reinforce that kind of behavior because the man is the head of 
the house and the woman must obey whatever he says (OAS/CIM, 2011: 14-15). 

                                                           
21  OAS-CIM (2011), “Capacity Building for Integrating Services on HIV and Violence against Women in the Caribbean: 

Analysis of Service Provision in Antigua and Barbuda and Updated Literature Review,” Final Report on a study 
commissioned by the Inter-American Commission on Women, Organization of American States (OAS/CIM), 
Washington, D.C., Unpublished. The principal researcher is grateful to Ms. Yasmin Odlum (OAS/CIM) and Dr. 
Caroline Allen (Gender Consultant), for providing access to this unpublished report. 
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The Report noted that many women contacted DOGA directly in cases of gender-based violence, 
whether or not they wished to report it to the police or seek legal redress. There is a Crisis 
Hotline, and intake forms for the DOGA Crisis Centre include a check box indicating that HIV 
counseling has been given. DOGA helps women apply for Protection Orders and accompanies 
women to court if they decide to press charges. A Spanish-speaking counselor is available, who 
often works with sex workers. In legal matters, the DOGA is assisted by the Legal Aid Centre that 
provides legal services, including representation in Court for persons who cannot afford to pay 
private lawyers.  
 
In extreme cases of domestic violence where a woman’s health is severely threatened, DOGA 
seeks alternative accommodation for her, using an informal network of people who are prepared 
to provide respite in their homes. However, there is no shelter for women survivors. The 
informality was generally thought appropriate in a small country like Antigua & Barbuda that can 
rely on personal networks. However, as pointed out by the interviewee from WAR, some women 
who have been subjected to violence “fall through the cracks” with this informal system, particularly 
with regard to rigorous police investigation and follow-up care and support.   
The Caribbean HIV&AIDS Alliance (CHAA) has partnered with the DOGA to sensitize the public 
about VAW, and assisted the DOGA and WAR in the development of a national rape protocol 
(not yet officially adopted by government) (OAS-CIM, 2011: 13).  
 
The Report made the following recommendations for more concerted action to address HIV and 
VAW: 

a. Protocols for the integration of HIV and VAW services should be developed in 
consultation with local stakeholders and adopted by the Government of Antigua & 
Barbuda; 

b. The existing rape protocol should be formally adopted by the Government and 
implemented with respect to the responsibilities of service providers, notably the police. 
Sanctions should be applied to officers who do not follow the protocol; 

c. A system of disciplinary action should be put in place to address police inaction and 
inappropriate statements and behavior with regard to DV situations brought to their 
attention;   

d. The Sexual Offences Act (1995) should be reviewed, and revisions considered with 
respect to wording such as “If the court thinks one person is not wholly to be blamed,” 
which allows rapists not to be held to account for their action; 

e. Forced sex within marriage should be defined as rape and carry equal penalties to other 
forms of rape; 

f. A shelter for victims/survivors of DV should be established; 
g. The Sexual Assault Centre planned for the St. John’s hospital should be instituted;  
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 h. School-based sex education should be provided, including information about sexual and 
reproductive health services available and discussion on gender norms and gender-based 
violence; 

i. Public education campaigns should be intensified to stress the unacceptability of VAW and 
HIV-related stigma and discrimination; 

j. Monitoring and evaluation systems should be put in place to ensure effectiveness and 
accountability of HIV and VAW services (OAS/CIM, 2011: 17). 

4.5 Cultural and social beliefs/norms/attitudes on DV/GBV in 
Antigua & Barbuda  

4.5.1 Music in Antigua & Barbuda that reflects socio-cultural perspectives on 
DV/GBV22  

Music is an important aspect of national culture in Antigua & Barbuda, often reflecting 
commentary on political and socio-cultural life. Apart from the music produced locally, the 
country is heavily influenced by calypso and soca music from Trinidad & Tobago, and reggae and 
dancehall music from Jamaica. Music is played nonstop on the national airwaves and public 
transport, and the nation’s youth are often seen with earphones in public.  
 
In the 2012 national Carnival celebrations, the calypso “Kick een she back door,” sung by Onyan, 
a popular singer from the band, Burning Flames, was declared to be the ‘road march’ or the 
most popular calypso played by Carnival bands and danced by revelers on the streets. The song 
described a scenario where, if one could not approach a woman through her front door, then 
one should kick in her back door, in response to which she would be “bawling for murder.” The 
calypso generated a furore among gender activists and some religious leaders who argued that it 
represented a “double entendre” of a man forcing a woman to have anal sex. The song’s 
defenders claimed that it referred to a man entering a house. Hillhouse (2012) made the point 
that it sanctioned rape, and highlighted the fact that victims of rape and break-ins could relive 
the trauma when hearing the terrified screams played in the background music. It’s noteworthy 
that none of the detractors of the song made the point that whether or not it referred to the 
sexual crime of male buggery of a woman, forcibly entering a woman’s house itself constitutes a 
criminal offence. 
 
Prominent Antigua & Barbuda calypsonian, King Obstinate, sang “Is love ah love you so” decades 
ago, where he tells his lover that physically violating her body is a reflection of his love:   
 

So when I tear off you eye glass and rip up yuh wig, 
Is love ah love you, is love ah love you, 

                                                           
22  The research/analysis on Music in Antigua & Barbuda reflecting DV/GBV was undertaken by Local Researcher, 

Ms. Koren Norton, for this research project. 
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And when I buss up you rib cage and yuh jawbone and ting, 
Is love ah love yuh, is love ah love yuh. 

 
The description accompanying the YouTube video states, “The artist highlights and 
sensationalizes domestic violence in society that we've grown accustomed to.” This calypso 
represents a set of beliefs, norms, attitudes and behaviours reflected in the society, and 
perpetuated through popular music to both men/boys and women/girls. In addition to the views 
of the singer, representing a male voice, are the related misconceptions among some women, 
that if man is jealous, possessive or violent, it is an expression of love, because if he didn’t care, 
he wouldn’t behave in this way.  
 
In the dancehall genre, sexual violence is explicitly articulated in songs such as, “Soldering is what 
the young girl want, soldering is what the young girl need,” in which “soldering” refers to rough 
and deep sexual penetration.  
 
Female calypsonian, Lady Saw, sang “Stab up me meat,” in which she demanded hard and 
painful penetration. It suggests that some women in the society have internalized violent sex not 
as the norm, and the singer is expressing the view that by offering up her body for violent sex, 
she is positioning herself to be more sexually appealing than other women. At a panel discussion 
held in Antigua & Barbuda, a female panelist commented that some older women believe that 
they have to perform adventurous sexual acts in order to maintain their husbands’ and partners’ 
interest, because the young girls outside are willing to do so. 
 
Apart from physical and sexual violence, workplace harassment is also reflected in the music. 
Singing Sandra, the female calypsonian from Trinidad & Tobago, sang that she would “die with 
her dignity,” rather than succumb to what is required to get a job which includes the humiliation 
of having to “wine and cock up,” meaning to gyrate her hips and ultimately have sex. In refusing 
to do so, Singing Sandra earned respect across the region. One blogger mentioned this song in 
her blog titled, “Empowered woman” (Ennui, 2010), and encouraged women to use it as their 
anthem. 
 

The glorification and popularization of these songs by mainstream 
radio stations informs and stokes a national culture in which men 
perpetrate sexual violence, and women are expected to either accept 
it or become active participants. The music sexually objectifies and 
devalues women, encourages violence, and perpetuates this dynamic 
to younger generations. 
 

On the positive side, a number of organizations, activists, social commentators and bloggers 
champion the elimination of violence against women, and speak out about these denigrating 
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 songs. However, no legislation has been put forward banning such songs from the national air 
waves. 

4.5.2 Press reporting on DV, VAW and GBV in Antigua & Barbuda23 

Analysis of mainstream newspapers in Antigua & Barbuda over a two-week period in October 
2016 indicated many news items focused on domestic violence and wider forms of gender-based 
violence.  
 
Headlines included: 

 “Murder accused claims killing his ex-wife was an accident” (October 5, 2016); 
 “Father alleges police cover-up” (October 6, 2016); 
 “Another cop rape probe” (October 8, 2016); 
 “Police officer accused of sexual assault in custody” (October 11, 2016); 
 “UPP defends reading of sex abuse letter on air” (October 12, 2016). 

These stories highlight alleged cases of: a Police officer having forced sex with a 13 year-old girl; 
a fire officer sexually assaulting his teenage daughter; and an older man standing trial for his ex-
wife’s murder in a public place. One of the newspaper reports (“UPP defends reading of sex 
abuse letter on air”) referred to an incident where a Member of Parliament of the opposition 
United Progressive Party, read a letter on the air written by a teenager who had been sexually 
abused. 
 

While DV/GBV incidents tended to be reported in the newspapers as 
alleged crimes, they were often sensationalized. When combined, 
these stories present a pattern of the low value placed on the life, 
safety, sexuality and bodily autonomy of women and girls in Antigua & 
Barbuda.  

 
The public expressed outrage in the comments sections of the newspapers, calling for the adult 
males to be dealt with harshly, particularly where the alleged perpetrators were Police officers.  
 
In response to the UPP case, a journalist’s Facebook post targeted media reporting (including 
mainstream and social media) on child victims of sexual abuse. The journalist encouraged 
reporters to: use sensitive language; not use words that minimize or trivialize what the child has 
endured; protect the victim; and using statistics to highlight the problem. If taken seriously, the 
suggestions could make a positive impact on media reporting of DV/GBV, and contribute to less 
blaming and re-traumatizing of DV/GBV survivors. 
 
                                                           
23  The research/analysis on the press reports in Antigua & Barbuda was undertaken by Local Researcher, Ms. 

Koren Norton, for this research project. 
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 The above newspaper reports may be juxtaposed against a September 1, 2016 newspaper article 
titled, “Police now obligated to investigate domestic violence cases.” The article discussed the 
new Domestic Violence Act (2015), which mandates that all reports of domestic violence must be 
investigated, as well as the serving of Protection Orders. The article also highlighted that training 
on the new Act was being conducted for personnel in the department responsible for children’s 
and family services, the probation department, legal affairs personnel, and Police officers.  
 
The Facebook page, “Walking into Walls,” set up as a social media campaign to end violence 
against women and girls, publishes reports from around the Caribbean on incidents of sexual or 
physical assaults against women. It highlights Caribbean facts and figures, such as the statistic 
that one in every 3 women will be a victim of gender based violence, and there is no such thing 
as marital rape in some Caribbean countries.  
 
The newspaper article, “Battered Women Need our Help” (2004), was written on the day after a 
public rally to raise awareness on violence against women, in which the author described some 
of the ways in which violence against women occurs in Antigua & Barbuda – women are beaten, 
strangled, gunned down, or killed by her significant other. The journalist made the point that 
immediately after a violent incident, the public expresses outrage, but as soon as the dust 
settles, the concerned voices are no longer heard. The journalist raised the following questions: 

 "What happened?” Asked by family members or the public, this question assumes a level 
of curiosity. 

 “Was there anything that could have been done?” This is a good question, too late for the 
victim, but useful in going forward and adding substance to the prevention drive. 

 “Why didn't someone help her?” While activists wish persons would ask, “What could I 
have done?” asking why someone else did not help raises the barriers people face when 
seeking help. In addition, how can victims be encouraged to seek help in a society which 
stigmatizes domestic violence? 

 “Why did she stay with him so long?” While this seems to be a legitimate question for 
those who are empowered, it can come across as blaming the victim. There needs to be 
more public awareness-raising on why victims stay in abusive relationships, including 
cultural norms that promote being married or having a partner, economic dependence 
on the perpetrator, feeling ashamed to report being abused by an intimate partner, 
feelings of low self-worth, depression, drug use, etc.  

 “What attracted her to him?” This suggests that the person being battered should have 
seen some early warning signs and not chosen to stay in the relationship. 

 “What can we do to keep this from happening again?" This is a most pertinent question 
and includes raising awareness in the society to recognize incidents of gender-based 
violence, reporting it to the police and other relevant agencies, providing protection and 
support to the victim/survivor, etc.   
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 Men are accused of subjugating and muzzling women into submission, and batter them when 
they reject this. The author expressed being troubled that five women had already been killed24 
for the year and their children left to suffer, and hinted at the many more who were victims of 
domestic violence with no recourse.  

The author called for religious organizations, legal fraternity and women’s groups to do three 
things: “Get up! Speak out! Stand up!” She called for legislators to institute stiffer penalties for 
perpetrators of violence against women. She cried for the help of police officers who ask the 
wrong questions, make snide remarks, or brush it off as a “man and woman” issue in which the 
police has no business. She encouraged women to stop keeping their abuse a secret and to seek 
support. This will not only enable them to get help, but it will also encourage other women to 
speak out. She issued a clarion call that instead of just having an emotional reaction to 
someone’s abuse, the society should do more by letting its collective voices be heard and truly 
making a difference. The article had a significant impact, especially as it did not come from one 
of the well-known activists, but an ordinary citizen crying out for change. 

4.6 Academic studies on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda 

The research paper by Cavell Morris-Willis (2015) titled, “Factors Contributing to Gender-Based 
Violence: Domestic Violence Perspective,” is the only piece of academic research found by the 
researchers on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda.  
 
The research sought to use a mixed-method approach to: obtain both quantitative and 
qualitative data; learn about the factors that contribute to domestic violence among 
women/girls between 15-45 years old; explore the effects of domestic violence against women; 
and identify resources available to victims in Antigua & Barbuda. A questionnaire was used to 
obtain information from 50 subjects, both male and female, in the capital city of St. John’s. It 
contained 11 questions, most of which required ticking the correct response. Following the 
research, a panel discussion was held to raise awareness on domestic violence and the 
organizations working to address the issue in the society.  
 
However, the research paper did not include any analysis of the data collected. The author 
acknowledged that she had undertaken the research prior to attending a four-week course at 
The Caribbean Institute in Gender and Development (CIGAD), and that the research included the 
following flaws: the method of selecting the research subjects; and the formulation of the 
questions in the questionnaire, which re-victimized victims instead of giving them a voice. The 
author spoke about her personal growth in the process, and made recommendations as to how 
to properly develop a research project. She concluded that there is need for public education on 
domestic violence, and "more stringent state policies surrounding domestic violence.” 

                                                           
24  While it needs to be noted that not all murders of women represent cases of DV, i.e., they may not take place 

within a domestic relationship. However, they often fall under the wider category of GBV, e.g., the rape and 
murder of a woman by an intruder in her home, or in a public place, etc.  
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One of the key lessons of this review is the absence of trained researchers in Antigua & Barbuda 
who are capable of undertaking rigorous academic research on DV/GBV in the country. Thus, the 
research on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda has tended to be conducted by researchers 
commissioned by regional and international agencies. 
 
4.7 Key Conclusions of the desk/internet research on DV/GBV in 

Antigua & Barbuda 

Box 1: KEY CONCLUSIONS OF THE DESK/INTERNET RESEARCH ON DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA  

SECTION CONCLUSIONS OF THE DESK/INTERNET RESEARCH ON DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
 

4.1 The constitutional and legal provisions on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 
 Key constitutional and legislative provisions on DV/GBV include the following: The Constitution of 

Antigua & Barbuda; The Domestic Violence Act (2015); The Sexual Offences Act (1995); The 
Offences Against the Person Act (1873), and Offences Against the Person (Amendment) Act (2013); 
The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) Act (2010), and The Trafficking in Persons (Prevention) 
(Amendment) Act (2015); The Electronic Crimes Act (2013); and The Maintenance of and Access to 
Children Act (2008). See Table 1 for a summary/review of these constitutional and legislative 
provisions. 

 
4.2 Antigua & Barbuda National Strategic Plans that include DV/GBV: 

 Two key national strategic plans (NSPs) focus on or include DV/GBV: the National Strategic Action 
Plan to end Gender-Based Violence (2013-2018); and National Strategic Plan for HIV/AIDS in 
Antigua & Barbuda (2012-2016). 

 The NSP/GBV includes the establishment of a Sexual Assault Resource Centre, a ‘one-stop shop’ 
where the Police, lawyers, counsellors, health and other front line professionals would share the 
same space and make it easier to address the needs of survivors of sexual assault. The Resource 
Centre is still in the process of being set up. A sizeable portion of the budget is dedicated to 
training and capacity building which is essential. It is hoped that frontline DV/GBV professionals 
are provided with an understanding of the dynamics of DV/ GBV in order to be able to protect, 
support, counsel, enforce or rehabilitate survivors and perpetrators, as necessary. It is notable that 
faith-based leaders were not listed in the group to be trained. They are essential actors, given that 
many societal beliefs and attitudes regarding the superiority of men, the man as head of the 
home, and the subjugation of women, may be traced to Christian religious precepts. Also, 
survivors have often voiced that they stayed in DV situations because of their religious beliefs. 

 The NSP/HIV highlighted that the transmission of HIV is linked to unequal gender relations 
including heterosexual sex, unprotected tourism sex, commercial and transactional sex. Caroline 
Allen (2011) indicates that scholars have made the following links between HIV and VAW: Violence 
may increase the risk of HIV transmission through forced or coercive sexual intercourse with an 
infected partner; Sexual abuse during childhood may be associated with high sexual risk-taking 
behaviour during adulthood; Violence may affect a woman’s ability to negotiate safer sex; Women 
who are HIV positive may be at a higher risk of violence, particularly following disclosure of their 
HIV status to partners; and Violence against people living with HIV (PLHIV) can increase the 
likelihood that they will engage in risky behaviour and thus exacerbate the HIV epidemic. The 
NSP/HIV indicated that migrant women have also been shown to be more vulnerable to HIV 
infection due to limited support, lack of a stable job, and low negotiating skills.  
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4.3 National Reports submitted to UN agencies that include DV/GBV: 

 Three national reports submitted to UN agencies included DV/GBV: the Antigua & Barbuda Report 
on the Convention of the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 
(1995); the Antigua & Barbuda National Review submitted to the United Nations Human Rights 
Council (UNHRC) Periodic Review (2011); and the Antigua & Barbuda National Review of the Beijing 
Platform for Action +20 (2015). 

 The CEDAW Report (1995) acknowledged that domestic violence was a very complex issue and 
that if the aim is to eliminate it, collaboration was required among governmental and 
nongovernment organizations. The Report mentioned that laws that are in place for the protection 
of females, but did not discuss the enforcement of the law. The Report also mentioned a 
Government plan, through DOGA, to construct a shelter for victims of abuse and their children, 
provide support services, counselling, and sensitivity training for persons involved in health, law 
enforcement, and counselling in the society. It needs to be noted that, 22 years on, the 
Government has still not established a shelter for DV survivors. 

 The UNHRC Periodic Review (2011) included an extensive report on the services available for 
children, e.g., child maintenance, family counseling, redress for abused children, and placement in 
foster homes for children. However, there are gender disparities in the treatment of boys and girls 
in the society, e.g., there are three (3) foster homes for girls, but there is only one home for boys 
who are “delinquent” and not necessarily abused. Boys also comprise the vast majority of children 
on probation compared to girls. On the other hand, pregnant girls are asked to leave school and 
can return after the birth of their child, but the schooling of boys who are the fathers is not 
interrupted. DOGA received a bare mention in the Review. Ideally, a gender analysis should have 
been integrated across the review of human rights, especially with regard to children and youth, 
the political arena, labour laws, education, health care, and all other relevant policies.  

 The Beijing+20 Review (2015) pointed out that in addition to various laws to protect women and 
girls from violence, services have been made more available including the acquisition of a 
Protection Order. Also, GBV training has been provided to the police, judges, counsellors, nurses 
and other public servants in order to help them provide services in “an effective and efficient 
manner.” However, the Review did not indicate whether the training was ongoing, and enables 
professionals to explore their own biases, the culture's judgements, and the need for sensitive 
communications. The Review referred to DOGA’s work on DV/GBV which includes: a 24-hour crisis 
hotline and crisis centre for GBV survivors; counselling and support; court advocacy; a victim 
support group; identifying safe havens; community outreach; 16 Days of Activism Against Gender-
Based Violence; and research and data collection. The Review acknowledged the impact of 
patriarchal socialization and the need to sensitize men on gender related issues. However, it did 
not indicate how the Government intends to address these issues that are critical to the progress 
of gender equality and women's empowerment. 

 
4.4  Reports on Antigua & Barbuda commissioned by regional/international organizations that include 

a focus on DV/GBV: 
 Two reports on Antigua & Barbuda commissioned by regional/international organizations included 

a focus on DV/GBV: the ACCP/UNIFEM Review of Policing and Prosecution of Sexual Offences: 
Country Report for Antigua and Barbuda (2009); and the OAS-CIM Report on Capacity Building for 
Integrating Services on HIV and Violence against Women in the Caribbean: Analysis of Service 
Provision in Antigua and Barbuda (2011). 

 The ACCP/UNIFEM Review (2009) focused on: Policing roles, practices and procedures; Reporting 
and pursuing complaints; Committal hearings and the trial; and Prosecution roles, practices and 
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procedures. The Review pointed out that the law on its own does not guarantee effective action to 
eradicate gender-based violence, and that "police enforcement was perhaps … one of the weakest 
links in the systemic responses to sexual offences." Criticisms of police performance included 
tardiness in response; lack of training; lack of ability in how to respond to victims; the police as 
perpetrators of sexual crimes. The entire system was assessed as “inefficient and 
unaccommodating,” with delays at each step: the police; the investigation; the prosecutor; the 
trial; and a lack of communication and collaboration between the departments, which contributed 
to the inefficiency. The Review also addressed other areas necessary for responding to sex crimes, 
including medical, counselling, victim support services, child protection services, and social 
services, which needed to be improved due to a lack of training, structure, and human resources. 
The Review made a set of useful recommendations, which have not been implemented. 

 The OAS/CIM Report (2011) indicated that in Antigua and Barbuda, women accounted for 46% of 
reported cases of HIV, and there was a 3.3 to 1 female-male ratio in the 15-24 age group. VAW 
was reported as a generally accepted norm in the society, with many women experiencing it and 
some even expecting it in their intimate relationships with men. The Report indicated that many 
women contacted DOGA directly in cases of GBV, whether or not they wished to report it to the 
police or seek legal redress. DOGA runs a Crisis Hotline; its Crisis Centre provides HIV counseling; it 
helps women apply for Protection Orders and accompanies women to Court; a Spanish-speaking 
counselor is available, who often works with sex workers. The Legal Aid Centre assists DOGA in 
representing DV survivors who need legal aid to take their matters to Court. In extreme DV cases 
where a woman’s health is severely threatened, DOGA seeks alternative accommodation for her, 
using an informal network of people who are prepared to provide respite in their homes. 
However, there is no shelter for women survivors. The Report made recommendations for more 
concerted action to address HIV and VAW, but it needs to be noted that the report remains 
unpublished and the recommendations have not been implemented. 

 
4.5 Cultural and social beliefs/norms/attitudes on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 

 The section on cultural and social beliefs, norms and attitudes on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda 
explored two key areas: music and press coverage. 

 Music is an important aspect of national culture, and includes commentary on political and social 
life. The calypso, “Kick een she back door” (2012) generated a furore among gender activists who 
argued that it represented a “double entendre” of a man forcing a woman to have anal sex. In the 
earlier calypso, “Is love ah love you so”, the calypsonian tells his lover that physically violating her 
body is a reflection of his love:  “So when I tear off you eye glass and rip up yuh wig, Is love ah love 
you, is love ah love you; And when I buss up you rib cage and yuh jawbone and ting, Is love ah love 
yuh, is love ah love yuh.” A female calypsonian, Lady Saw, sang “Stab up me meat,” demanding 
hard and painful penetration. The popularization of these songs by mainstream radio stations 
stokes a national culture in which men perpetrate sexual violence, and women are expected to 
either accept it or become active participants. On the positive side, a number of organizations, 
activists, social commentators and bloggers champion the elimination of violence against women, 
and have spoken out about these denigrating songs. However, no legislation has been put forward 
banning such misogynous songs from the national air waves. 

 Analysis of mainstream newspapers over a two-week period in October 2016 indicated many news 
items on GBV including alleged cases of: a police officer having forced sex with a 13 year-old girl; a 
fire officer sexually assaulting his teenage daughter; an older man standing trial for his ex-wife’s 
murder in a public place; and a Member of Parliament reading a letter on radio, written by a 
teenager who had been sexually abused. It was noted that while the newspapers tend to report 
DV/GBV incidents as crimes, they are often sensationalized. These stories present a pattern of the 
low value placed on the life, safety, sexuality and bodily autonomy of women and girls. The public 
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expressed outrage in the comments sections of the newspapers, calling for the adult males to be 
dealt with harshly, particularly where the alleged perpetrators were police officers. In response to 
the case of the MP, a journalist encouraged reporters to: use sensitive language; not use words 
that minimize or trivialize what the child has endured; protect the victim; and use statistics to 
highlight the problem. Another journalist made the point that immediately after a violent incident, 
the public expresses outrage, but as soon as the dust settles, the concerned voices are no longer 
heard. 

 
4.6 Academic studies on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 

 The desk/internet research uncovered only one piece of academic research on DV/GBV in Antigua 
& Barbuda. However, the study did not include any analysis of the data collected. And the author 
acknowledged in the research paper that she had undertaken the research prior to attending a 
four-week course at The Caribbean Institute in Gender and Development (CIGAD), and that the 
research included the following flaws: the method of selecting the research subjects; and the 
formulation of the questions in the questionnaire, which re-victimized victims instead of giving 
them a voice. The author spoke about her personal growth in the process, and made 
recommendations as to how to properly develop a research project. One of the key lessons of this 
review is the absence of trained researchers who are capable of undertaking rigorous academic 
research on DV/GBV in the country. Thus, the research on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda has 
tended to be conducted by researchers commissioned by regional and international agencies. 
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5.0 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS (2) OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ANTIGUA & 

BARBUDA BASED ON THE FIELD RESEARCH 
5.1 Police Statistical Records of Domestic Violence in Antigua & 

Barbuda 25  

Table 2 below shows the Police records of Domestic Violence in three selected parishes in 
Antigua & Barbuda: St. John, St. Philip, St. Mary which includes Barbuda.  

T2 POLICE STATISTICAL RECORDS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN 3 PARISHES IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA, JANUARY-
DECEMBER 2015 

 
DATA BY PARISH 

 
BATTERY 

 
THREAT 

 
OTHER 

TYPES OF 
ABUSE 

 

 
TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
DV CASES 

 
RESEARCHERS’ OBSERVATIONS 

 
DV SURVIVORS 

 
  M  F  M  F  M  F  M  F    

PARISH:  
ST. JOHN  

                  

St. John Police 
Station  

18  92  22  41  6  27  46  160   

Grays Farm Police 
Station  

8  52  15  34  4  11  27  97   

Longfords Police 
Station  

2  14  9  7  3  2  14  23   

TOTALS  
  

28  158  46  82  13  40  87  280  Other types of abuse included: “Verbal 
abuse;” “Annoyance;” “Harassment;” 
“Stalking;” and “Throwing a missile.”  

PARISH:  
ST. PHILIP  

                  

Freetown Police 
Station  

0  3  5  4  3  2  8  9   
 

Willikies Police 
Station  

4  10  7  14  4  5  15  29    

TOTALS  
  

4  13  12  18  7  7  23  38  Other types of abuse included: 
“Annoyance;” and “Throwing a missile.” 
 
 
 

                                                           
25  This section is based on police records of domestic violence in Antigua & Barbuda, compiled by Ms. Amy Hassett 

and Ms. Alexandrina Wong for this research project.  
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DATA BY PARISH 

 
BATTERY 

 
THREAT 

 
OTHER 

TYPES OF 
ABUSE 

 

 
TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
DV CASES 

 
RESEARCHERS’ OBSERVATIONS 

 
DV SURVIVORS 

 
  M  F  M  F  M  F  M  F    

PARISH:  
ST. MARY  

                  

Bolans Police 
Station  

6  24  17  31  14  28  37  83   

Johnson’s Point 
Police Station  

                  

Barbuda Police 
Station  

2  8  6  7  7  9  15  24   

TOTALS 8  32  23  38  21  37  52  107  Other types of abuse included: “Verbal 
abuse” (many cases referring to specific 
body parts); “Annoyance;” “Insulting;” 
and 1 “Threat to kill.”  

 
DV PERPETRATORS 

 
 M  F  M  F  M  F  M  F    

PARISH:  
ST. JOHN   

                  

St. John Police 
Station  

98  13  47  12  30  2  175  27    

Grays Farm Police 
Station  

56  6  40  6  8  6  104  18  1 Threat convicted & sentenced to 1 
month’s imprisonment; 1 Battery 
arrested; Majority warned.  

Longfords Police 
Station  

14  2  12  4  3  2  29  8  2 Battery investigated; Majority 
warned.  

TOTALS  
  

168  21  99  22  41  10  308  53    

PARISH:  
ST. PHILIP  

                  

Freetown Police 
Station  

3  0  9  0  3  2  15  2    

Willikies Police 
Station  

12  2  16  5  7  2  35  9  3 Arrested; 5 Under investigation; 4 
Rejected.  
 

TOTALS 
  

15  2  25  5  10  4  50  11    

PARISH:  
ST. MARY  

                  

Bolans Police 
Station  

26  3  38  11  27  14  91  28  2 Battery cases investigated; Majority 
warned.  

Johnson’s Point                   
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DATA BY PARISH 

 
BATTERY 

 
THREAT 

 
OTHER 

TYPES OF 
ABUSE 

 

 
TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 
DV CASES 

 
RESEARCHERS’ OBSERVATIONS 

 
DV SURVIVORS 

 
  M  F  M  F  M  F  M  F    

Police Station  
Barbuda Police 
Station  

10  0  18  1  14  2  36  3  Majority warned.  

TOTALS 
  

36  3  56  12  41  16  127  31    

 
The statistics on domestic violence for the period January-December 2015 presented in Table 2 
were very difficult to compile. The Police records in Antigua & Barbuda were not computerized. 
The researchers were thus given access to the actual log books of reports to the individual Police 
stations in the three selected parishes. 
 
The Domestic Violence Act (2015) only came into force on 1 October 2016, and observation of 
the Police logs indicates a lack of knowledge of and/or a lack of requirement to record 
information on domestic violence. The two main types of abuse recorded in the logs were 
“battery” and “threats.” Other types of abuse indicated in the logs included: “verbal abuse;” 
“annoyance;” “insulting;” “harassment;” “stalking;” and “throwing a missile.”  
 
The logs did not include any language that specifically stated "domestic violence."  The 
researchers thus painstakingly identified and counted all incidents that involved domestic 
relationships: husbands, wives, ex-husbands, ex-wives; boyfriends, girlfriends, ex-boyfriends, ex-
girlfriends; baby or child, mother or father; and uncle, aunt, nephew, grandparent, etc. 
 
Figure 1 below shows a comparison of the percentages of cases reported to the Police by DV 
survivors in the three selected parishes. Of the three selected parishes, 367 reports of domestic 
violence were documented in St. John’s Parish (63%); 159 in St. Mary’s Parish (27%); and 61 in St. 
Philip’s Parish (10%).   
 
St. John’s, the capital city and urban centre, showed the highest number of DV reports to the 
Police, suggesting a higher level of awareness and reporting institutions. St. Mary, a semi-urban 
parish that shares a border with St. John’s and also includes the island of Barbuda for 
administrative purposes, showed the second highest. It also needs to be noted that the Police 
logs for the Johnson’s Point police station were not made available to the researchers, and this 
would have affected the statistics for St. Mary. And St. Philip, a rural parish located farthest from 
St. John’s, showed the least number of DV reports to the Police. 
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 However, when the rates of DV reports to the Police were calculated by parish based on the 
population statistics, the results paint a different picture, with Barbuda showing the highest rates 
of DV reports to the Police for both females and males, and St. John the lowest, as shown below: 
 

Parish Male 
population 

No. of 
Male DV 
Reports 

Rate of 
Male DV 
Reports 

Female 
population 

No. of 
Female 

DV 
Reports 

Rate of 
Female 

DV 
Reports 

St. John 24,792 87 1 : 285 26,945 280 1 : 96 
St. Philip 1,579 23 1 : 69 1,768 38 1 : 47 
St. Mary 
(including 
Barbuda) 

4,394 52 1 : 84 4,581 107 1 : 43 

Barbuda  
(separately} 

861 15 1 : 57 773 24 1 : 32 

 
The rates of DV reports to the Police by females were as follows (highest to lowest): Barbuda 
(1:32); St. Mary (including Barbuda) (1:43); St. Philip (1:47); followed by St. John (1:96). For 
males, the rates were (highest to lowest): Barbuda (1:57); St. Philip (1:69); St. Mary (including 
Barbuda) (1:84); followed by St. John (1:285). 
 
When compared with the global statistic that one (1) in every three (3) females experiences 
DV/GBV in her lifetime, it is evident from the above statistics that Antigua & Barbuda exhibits 
very low rates of DV reporting to the Police.  
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 F1 COMPARISON OF REPORTS TO THE POLICE BY DV SURVIVORS IN 3 PARISHES, 2015 
 

 
 
 
The statistics in Table 2 indicate that the ratio of female to male DV survivors is 425 to 
162. Females thus accounted for some 72% or the majority of the DV survivors who reported to 
the Police. These statistics are consistent with general perceptions of DV in the society. However, 
it is also evident that a significant percentage (approx. a quarter) of DV survivors who reported 
to the Police were males. 
 

The ratio of male to female DV perpetrators is 485 to 95, accounting 
for almost 84%. These statistics are also consistent with popular 
perceptions, as well as points to the reality that approx. 16% of 
alleged perpetrators were females. Interestingly, in the categories of 
threats and other offences, Freetown police station showed a slightly 
higher ratio of male to female survivors (9-7 and 3-2). 

 
Figures 2 and 3 below provide graphic illustrations of the total numbers of male/female DV 
survivors and perpetrators, based on the Police records presented in Table 2. 

 

 

 

St. John 
63% 

St. Philip 
10% 

St. Mary  
27% 

Comparison of Reports to the Police by  
DV Survivors in 3 Parishes, 2015 

St. John St. Philip St. Mary
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 F2  NUMBERS OF DV SURVIVORS IN 3 PARISHES BY SEX, 2015 
 

 

F3 NUMBERS OF DV PERPETRATORS BY SEX IN 3 PARISHES, 2015 
 

 

 
The total Police reports for the three selected parishes indicated 252 reports of “battery”, 219 
reports of “threats”, and 122 reports of other abuses, which were mainly “annoyance”, but also 
“assault”, “verbal abuse” and “stalking.” Figure 4 below provides a visual image of the reports to 
the Police of battery, threats and other abuses in the three parishes. 
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 F4 NUMBERS OF REPORTS TO THE POLICE OF BATTERY, THREATS AND OTHER ABUSES IN 3 PARISHES, 2015 
 

 
 
It is not clear whether the statistics in Table 2 represent all DV cases that were reported to the 
Police stations, i.e., whether all cases reported to the Police were actually recorded in the log 
books. The Domestic Violence Act (2015) mandates that the Police officer, at the scene of an 
incident of domestic violence, or when an incident of domestic violence is reported, shall: (a) 
inform the victim of his or her rights; and (b) hand a printed copy of the information relating to 
the right of the victim as soon as possible thereafter. Section 10.4, “Arrest by police officer 
without warrant subject to Section 21,” states that, “A police officer may arrest a person at the 
scene of an incident of domestic violence, without a warrant, whom he or she reasonably 
suspects of having committed an offence containing an element of violence.” The Act mandates 
the Police to prepare a written report of any incident involving domestic violence. It includes the 
reporting framework/questionnaire, which clearly sets out the information required. 
 
At the time the research on the Police logs was undertaken for this study (February-March 
2017), the Office of the Police Commissioner had not yet taken steps to implement the 
requirements of the Domestic Violence Act (2015), including alerting Police stations that the new 
Domestic Violence Act (2015) was in force, providing copies of the Act to Police stations, pointing 
out the responsibility of the Police under the Act to respond to and report on all cases of 
domestic violence, or the training of Police officers to carry out these responsibilities. 
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5.2 DOGA Statistical Records of Domestic Violence in Antigua & 
Barbuda26 

The Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA), a department of the Ministry of Social Transformation 
and Human Resource Development, is responsible for leading the implementation of the 
country’s Domestic Violence Act (2015). DOGA describes its primary mandate as “the 
empowerment of women and promotion of gender equality.” 
  
DOGA works closely with the Police with regard to any form of gender-based violence. Clients 
often call or visit DOGA’s offices directly, or are referred by the Police, legal system, health care 
and educational institutions, among others.  
 
Table 3 below presents the numbers of DV reports handled by DOGA for the period 2011–2015 
(inclusive). Please note that a report may include more than one type of DV abuse, and thus the 
number of types of abuse tends to be higher than the number of reports made. 
 
It is also important to note that DOGA does not keep statistical records of reports of sexual 
abuse (including rape) committed against adults (18 years and over) and children (under 18 
years old) outside of the domestic context. The DOGA official indicated that such statistical data 
are kept by the Police. Thus the data on sexual abuse in Table 3 are all related to domestic 
violence. The official also noted that since not all Police reports of domestic violence are routed 
through DOGA, the numbers may be higher than indicated in Table 3. 
 
When the DOGA statistics in Table 3 are compared to the Police records in Table 2, it is evident 
that the Police received higher numbers of reports of DV. This may be expected, since in addition 
to the main police station in St. John’s, the capital city, each parish is served by local police 
stations, which tend to be the first port of call for DV survivors, particularly when the incidents 
occur at night. In addition, given that DOGA’s offices are located in St. John’s, this may present 
an obstacle to DV survivors located in rural parishes/communities as well as the island of 
Barbuda.  
 
The types of abuse recorded by DOGA in Table 3, which predominantly represent cases of 
domestic violence (except those of Human Trafficking), are as follows:  
 

                                                           
26  This section is based on research/analysis of Domestic Violence statistics compiled by the Directorate of Gender 

Affairs (DOGA), Ministry of Social Transformation and Human Resource Development, undertaken by Ms. Koren 
Norton for this research project. Women Against Rape (WAR) thanks DOGA for making available their statistical 
records and participating in a stakeholder interview.   
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  Physical abuse: Includes spitting, scratching, biting, grabbing, shaking, shoving, pushing, 
restraining, throwing, twisting, slapping (with open or closed hand), punching, choking, 
burning, and/or use of weapons (e.g., household objects, knives, guns). Physical assaults 
may or may not cause injuries; 

 Sexual abuse (in reports of domestic violence): Includes rape, assault, molestation, 
inappropriate touching, etc.; 27 

 Psychological and Emotional abuse: These forms of abuse which may cause fear, stress or 
shame include: threats of violence and harm (the perpetrator’s threats of violence or 
harm may be directed against the survivor or others important to the survivor, or they 
may be suicide threats); emotional violence/abuse (a control tactic that includes a variety 
of verbal attacks and humiliations, including repeated verbal attacks against the 
survivor’s worth as an individual or role as a parent, family member, friend, co-worker, or 
community member; and humiliating the victim in front of family, friends or strangers); 
isolation (perpetrators often try to control survivors’ time, activities and contact with 
others); use of children (some abusive acts may be directed against or involve children in 
order to control or punish the adult victim, e.g., physical attacks against a child, sexual 
use of children, forcing children to watch the abuse of the survivor, engaging children in 
the abuse of the survivor); 

 Verbal abuse: Linked to Psychological and Emotional abuse (see above); 
 Financial abuse: Includes control of access to family resources: food, clothing, shelter, 

transportation, money, insurance, etc. In all instances, the perpetrator makes the 
decisions whether one or both partners earn an income. Survivors have to get 
‘permission’ to spend money on basic family needs. When the survivor leaves the 
relationship, the perpetrator may use economics as a way to maintain control or force 
the survivor to return: refusing to pay bills, instituting legal proceedings costly to the 
survivor, destroying assets in which s/he has a share, or refusing to ‘work on the books’ 
which would provide legal access to his/her income.28 

                                                           
27  WHO (2005), Integrating Poverty and Gender into Health Programmes: A Sourcebook for Health Professionals, p. 

5-6. 
28  Anne L. Ganley (1998), Improving the Health Care Response to Domestic Violence: A Resource Manual for Health 

Care Providers. 

http://www.wpro.who.int/publications/docs/Nutritionmodule2.pdf
http://www.wpro.who.int/publications/docs/Nutritionmodule2.pdf
http://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/userfiles/file/Maternal_Health/HealthTrainerManual.pdf
http://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/userfiles/file/Maternal_Health/HealthTrainerManual.pdf
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 T3 DOGA STATISTICAL RECORDS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA, 2011–2015 

 
 

Types of 
abuse 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
 

Victims/ 
Survivors 

Perpetra
tors 

 
Tot
al 

No. 

Victims/ 
Survivors 

Perpetra
tors 

 
To
tal 
No
. 

Victims/ 
Survivors 

Perpetra
tors 

 
Tot
al 

No. 

Victims/ 
Survivors 

Perpetrato
rs 

 
Tot
al 

No. 

Victims/ 
Survivors 

Perpetra
tors 

 
Tot
al 

No. 
 

M F M  F M F M  F M F M  F M F M  F M F M  F  

Physical 
Abuse 
(Adults) 

5 88 88 5 93 3 42 42 3 45 5 104 107 2 109 4 32 32 4 36 1 46 46 1 47 

Sexual Abuse 
(domestic 
violence) 

0 38 38 0 38 0 18 18 0 18 3 55 58 0 58 0 17 17 0 17 0 13 13 0 13 

Psychological
/ Emotional 
Abuse 
(Adults) 

43 240 240 43 283 23 114 114 23 137 43 129 133 39 172 16 58 58 16 74 14 66 66 14 80 

Verbal Abuse 
 

43 240 240 43 283 74 107 107 74 181 43 129 133 39 172 11 49 49 11 60 4 51 51 4 55 

Financial 
Abuse 

2 199 199 2 201 0 112 111 1 112 7 82 82 7 89 2 50 50 2 52 10 28 28 10 38 

Total No. of 
DV cases 
 

43 240 239 44 283 74 107 - - 181 43 129 - - 172 77 124 - - 201 12 119 118 13 131 

Source: Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA), Ministry of Social Transformation and Human Resource Development, Government of Antigua & Barbuda, St. 
John’s, Antigua 
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The figures below provide a graphic representation of the statistics presented in Table 3 above. 

F5 NUMBERS OF DV CASES HANDLED BY DOGA, 2011–2015   

 

Figure 5 shows the number of cases handled by DOGA during the 2011–2015 period (inclusive), 
which indicates a general decline in the reports made annually, except for 2014 when there was 
an increase over 2013. It is not clear what accounts for the annual decline in reports received 
over the 5-year period, for example, whether it’s due to a decrease in the incidence of DV/GBV 
in the society, which may be linked to increased advocacy and awareness.  
 
However, when the DOGA statistics are compared to the Police records for 2015 shown in Table 
2, it is evident that the Police received higher numbers of reports of domestic violence overall. 
This may be expected, since apart from the main Police station in St. John’s, the capital city, each 
parish is served by local Police stations, which would tend to be the first port of call for DV 
survivors, particularly when the incidents occur at night. In addition, given that DOGA’s offices 
are located in St. John’s, this may present an obstacle to DV survivors resident in rural 
parishes/communities as well as the island of Barbuda.  
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 F6 TYPES OF DV ABUSE HANDLED BY DOGA, 2011–2015 

 

Figure 6 shows that psychological/emotional abuse and verbal abuse 
tend to go hand in hand. Thus, in general, persons reporting 
psychological/emotional abuse also report verbal abuse. They also 
represent the highest incidence of DV cases reported, and are the 
most difficult to prove. 

F7 SEX OF DV SURVIVORS BY YEAR, 2011–2015 
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 Figure 7 above indicates that in the period 2011-2015, female survivors outnumbered males 
with regard to all types of abuse. It is also notable that women were more likely to use 
psychological/emotional/verbal abuse, rather than physical or sexual. This may be attributed to 
the social construction of masculinity and femininity in Antigua & Barbuda and the wider 
Caribbean society, where manhood is associated with physical strength, aggression and violence, 
while femininity is associated with being physically weak, emotional, etc. These Eurocentric 
stereotypes persist in the Caribbean despite the fact that African and Indian women worked on 
sugar cane and other forms of plantation labour alongside men, as well as the pushing of gender 
boundaries that has been occurring through women’s increasing education and entry into the 
labour force and professions such as the Police, armed forces, etc.  

It is noteworthy that small but significant numbers of men have 
reported domestic violence, which represents a shift from the past 
when men felt an acute sense of shame in reporting domestic and 
other forms of gender-based violence. Males reported the highest 
incidents of DV in the areas of psychological/emotional and verbal 
abuse.  

Very few men reported being survivors of sexual abuse in domestic relationships, with only 3 
cases reported in 2013. With regard to financial abuse, except for 2012, a small and increasing 
number of men reported being survivors. 

When compared with the DOGA statistics, the Police records indicate 
very few reports of psychological/emotional/verbal abuse. This 
suggests that the persons who report psychological/emotional/verbal 
abuse to DOGA generally do not go to the Police, either because they 
may be ashamed, or because they believe it won’t be taken seriously, 
or because they are actually seeking the counselling support offered 
by DOGA which is not offered by the Police.  

5.3 Interviews conducted with DV/GBV survivors29 

This Section is based on semi-structured interviews conducted in February/March 2017 with 
eight (8) DV/GBV survivors, seven (7) of whom experienced DV and one (1) GBV more broadly. It 
needs to be noted that the researchers had difficulty in identifying DV/GBV survivors to be 
interviewed. The researchers wish to thank the Police for assisting in identifying potential 
DV/GBV survivors to be interviewed, and the DV/GBV survivors who willingly agreed to share 

                                                           
29  This section is based on semi-structured interviews with eight DV/GBV survivors based in Antigua, conducted by 

Ms. Koren Norton and Ms. Amy Hassett for this research project. It needs to be noted that there were no 
interviews conducted with DV/GBV survivors in Barbuda. 
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 their experiences. Persons who experience DV/GBV continue to feel a sense of shame despite 
increasing societal awareness, as well as the fear of confidentiality issues in a small-island 
society. Based on the ethical principles of ‘anonymity’ and ‘confidentiality’ (see Section 3.1) that 
have informed the research and interviews, the names of the DV/GBV survivors have been 
withheld. As far as possible, this Section seeks to reflect the authenticity of their voices and 
experiences of DV/GBV. 
 

5.3.1 Background profiles of the DV/GBV survivors interviewed 

Table 4 below shows the background profiles of the eight DV/GBV survivors interviewed for this 
study. In the interest of anonymity and confidentiality, they have been identified as S-1 – S-8. 

T4 BACKGROUND PROFILES OF THE DV/GBV SURVIVORS INTERVIEWED, S-1 – S-8  

DV/GBV 
SURVIVORS 

PROFILES 

S-1 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 19; Country of Birth – Jamaica; Ethnicity – African Jamaican; Location in Antigua 
– Urban; Education – Grade 9; Occupation – Unemployed; Mother of a 10-year old child.  

S-2 
(GBV) 

Gender – Female; Age – 37; Country of Birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Not indicated; Occupation – Nurse.  

S-3 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 45; Country of Birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Secondary school; Occupation – Unemployed. 

S-4 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 33; Country of Birth – Jamaica; Ethnicity – African Jamaican; Location in Antigua 
– Urban; Education – Secondary school, 7 CXCs; Occupation – Restaurant employee. 

S-5 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 68; Country of Birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Rural; Education – Secondary school; Occupation – Business Owner 
(Cottage Industry, organic local sauces, jellies, ashom, etc.). 

S-6 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 18; Country of Birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Secondary school; Occupation – Student. 

S-7 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 21; Country of Birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Completed Secondary school; Occupation – 
Unemployed. 

S-8 (DV) Gender – Female; Age – 43; Country of Birth – Antigua and Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Primary school and Hospitality training; Occupation – 
Unemployed. 

 
It is notable that all the DV/GBV survivors interviewed were female, with ages ranging from 18 to 
68. All identified as African heritage, six (6) from Antigua & Barbuda and two (2) from Jamaica. All 
except one lived in an urban community in Antigua. Six received secondary schooling, one 
primary schooling and hospitality training, and one did not indicate her educational level. With 
regard to their occupations, one was a business owner of a cottage industry, one a nurse, one a 
restaurant employee, one a secondary school student, and four were unemployed. It is notable 
that the majority of survivors (6 of the 8 interviewed) attended secondary school, which suggests 
that despite having had a secondary education, the women experienced DV. With regard to 
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 occupation, less than half were employed, which may be a more critical factor in providing them 
with the financial autonomy to not accept DV in an intimate partner relationship.  
 
The researchers are mindful that while the eight DV/GBV survivors represent the majority 
race/ethnic group in the society (African heritage, born in Antigua & Barbuda), they do not 
represent the full spectrum of demographic groups in the society, because of the challenge of 
finding survivors who were willing to be interviewed. It is notable, according to the 2011 
population census, that 68.5% of the total population was born in Antigua & Barbuda, with 
30.2% born abroad, and 1.3% not stated.30 The DV/GBV survivors interviewed did include two 
from Jamaica, who represent the second highest immigrant group in the country. But the cohort 
did not include survivors from Barbuda, the twin island of Antigua; or persons originating from 
Guyana, Dominica or the Dominican Republic, which represent the first, third and fourth highest 
immigrant population groups in the country, respectively. Importantly also, there were no males 
in the cohort, who, as evident from Tables 2 and 3 above, comprise a significant minority of DV 
survivors.   

5.3.2 Types of DV/GBV Abuse experienced by the Survivors 

Seven (7) survivors recounted having experienced some or all of the DV abuses set out in the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015):  

 Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse; 
 Sexual abuse or threats of sexual abuse; 
 Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse; 
 Economic abuse; 
 Intimidation; 
 Harassment; 
 Stalking; 
 Damage to or destruction of property; 
 Entry into the applicant’s residence without consent, where the parties do not share the 

same residence; 
 Any other not identified above. 

Their individual experiences were as follows: 

 S-1:  (a)-(f). 
 S-3:  (a) Yes, choking; (b)-(d) Yes; (e)-(i) No. 
 S-4:  (a)-(c) Yes; (d) No; (e)-(i) Yes. 
 S-5:  (a)-(g) Yes. 
 S-6:  (a)-(e) Yes; (f)-(i) No. 
 S-7:  (a)-(i) Yes. 

                                                           
30  See Government of Antigua & Barbuda (2014). Antigua & Barbuda 2011 Population and Housing Census, p. 21. 
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  S-8:  (a)-(f) Yes; (g)-(i) No; (j) Yes.  

S-1, S-6 and S-8 offered graphic descriptions of the DV abuses they suffered, which show the 
connections between physical, sexual, verbal, emotional/psychological, and other types of DV 
abuse in reality. DV survivors recounted the physical, sexual and emotional violation by adults 
who have a duty to protect and care for them, such as fathers and stepfathers. Very troubling 
also were their accounts of the collusion of women, such as a mother and female family 
member, who have a duty of care. In addition, the survivors’ stories speak of domestic violence 
across the lifespan, beginning with witnessing it in their homes/families/communities; becoming 
victims of incest (including rape and physical abuse) by fathers, stepfathers, brothers, family 
friends; and being raped, and abused physically, emotionally and financially by other men, 
intimate partners and husbands as teenagers and adults.  
 

Childhood violence seems to shape adult experiences of domestic 
violence. However, it needs to be recognized that DV experience(s) in 
childhood do not necessarily lead to DV abuse in adulthood, given the 
factor of choice and agency.31 

 
S-1, age 19, recalled: 

She was born in Jamaica, and raised by her grandmother in poor conditions. She never 
really got to know her mother. Her mother and stepfather (whom she referred to as “the 
man”) had lived in Antigua for some time, and when S-1 was 19, they brought both she 
and her baby son to join them. From the moment she arrived in Antigua, the abuse 
started. In the six months she spent with them, she experienced everything from 
physical, sexual, verbal and emotional abuse. In addition to the abusive behaviours that 
occurred in Antigua, her mother severed any ties she had in Jamaica. The survivor is 
therefore currently out of touch with her biological father and her baby's father. She 
indicated that both her mother and stepfather were not only abusive to her, but also to 
her siblings. 

 
S-6, age 18, said:  

 “My father always hit me when I try to fight him off from having sex with me. He has been 
troubling me since I was 13. I grew up with him like a father but I recently heard that he is 
not my biological father. It’s very confusing.” 

 “It’s emotionally stressful to know your own father just doing this to you and my mother 
didn’t even stop him. She had to know because the house is not so big. He doing it to her 
now because she pregnant.” 

                                                           
31  I wish to thank Rebecca Hall, Ph.D candidate, University of York, Toronto, for this insight, based on her Ph.D 

research on gender-based violence in the northwest territories of Canada, as well as debates currently taking 
place in Canada on this issue. 
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  “When I got back home [at age 18, from the girls’ home where she had been housed by 
the Welfare Department, Government of Antigua & Barbuda and he was on top of me, 
fighting me for sex, my mother come over and say, “That’s what you come back for, to 
breed again?” 

S-7, age 21, said: 
 

She left home at age 12, after having been raped by her oldest brother at age eight, with 
the knowledge of her mother who expected her to forget it had happened.  At age 16, 
she was stalked by an acquaintance, “who must have believed that my ‘no’ meant ‘yes’, 
and as his anger and frustration progressed he got very aggressive.” “He attacked me 
from behind, broke my arm, busted my head, and I ended up in the hospital.” She was 
offered counselling at the hospital. She filed a report with the Police.   

 
S-8, age 43, recounted having been abused by a family friend and two intimate partners: 

 “At age 13, I was sexually assaulted by the baby father of a family member. She knew he 
did it. He offered me a ride home and he went to a different location and did it in the car.” 

 “My first children father beat me badly with a leather belt, and the other times he hit me, 
and when I ended up on the floor he kicked me up.” 

 “I left my baby father, and when I went back for my stuff he had locked up the house and I 
could not get in, so I didn’t have my personal belongings for days.” 
 

5.3.3 Responses of Agencies/Organizations/Individuals from whom the 
survivors sought help 

The Police 
 

All eight (8) DV/GBV survivors went to the Police for help. While this is 
positive in that they all viewed the Police as a key source of assistance, 
their experiences (see below) indicate that the Police do not take 
reports of DV/GBV very seriously.  
 

In two cases, the Police provided no assistance to the survivors. In two further cases, the Police 
took the side of the perpetrators. In one case, after the Police conducted a sensitive interview 
with the survivor, there was no follow-up. And in two cases where the perpetrators were 
imprisoned for sexual abuse, one was “for a couple of days,” and the other case was thrown out 
for lack of evidence. Finally, in the case of S-4, the survivor seems to have been pushed into 
becoming a perpetrator. Having made many reports to the Police and received no assistance, 
she responded to the perpetrator’s continued harassment by stabbing him, at which point the 
Police put her in jail “to cool down.” 
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S-1:   She went to the Police station on a number of occasions. Her stepfather was put in jail 

(CID) for “a couple of days” for the sexual abuse.  
 
S-2:   The Police visited the hospital (where she was warded for a bullet wound by the 

perpetrator) to take a statement. She then had to go to the Police station for a further 
interview. On both occasions, the interviews were conducted by male officers, “but it was 
okay.” “The initial interview was good – the police officer was sensitive.” However, “there 
was no follow-up – they never caught the perpetrator.” 

 
S-3:   The Police “took his [the Perpetrator’s] side.” “He told the Police I threaten him and 

threaten to burn down the house, and they believe him and act like I was crazy.” 
 
S-4:   Shortly after arriving in Antigua from Jamaica, she started a relationship, which was 

abusive and lasted for about a year. She experienced most types of abuse and even after 
breaking it off, the stalking and harassment continued. She went to the Police many 
times, “but they never did anything.” She even told them of her plan to attack him, but 
again, “they said nothing.” She thought that "silence is consent." The next time he 
harassed her, she stabbed him. She was put in jail “for a time to cool down.” She also 
believed that he subsequently set her house on fire, for which “the Police did nothing.”  

 
S-5:   She went to the Police once, but received no assistance. 
 
S-6:   “I don’t really like dealing with Police. They ask a lot of questions and at the end of it, they 

don’t do anything. They also call others in and you have to go over the story again. Once a 
female officer was sympathetic and she was okay to talk to. They did lock him up after the 
Welfare Department pressure them to, but let him go after a while because the 
prosecutor said they didn’t have money to pay for a DNA test to see if the baby was his.” 

 
S-7:   She has been to “most of the Police stations in Antigua, and none of them have been 

helpful.”  
 
S-8:   “Them [the Police] and him [the perpetrator] were friends, so they weren’t taking me 

seriously.” 
 
The Courts 
 
Four (4) of the eight (8) survivors had their cases heard in Court. Their Court experiences were 
mixed. One (1) received a Protection Order, but the perpetrator left Antigua to avoid potential 
arrest, so the Court case is still open. In another case, the perpetrator also left the country. One 
(1) experienced the incident at age 16, and now age 21, four years later, “I am still in and out of 
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 Court.” One (1) expressed embarrassment at having to “talk about all that stuff in Court,” and 
concluded despairingly that “he was released anyway.”  
 
S-1: She received a Protection Order from the Court against her stepfather, but he “has left 

the island and is back in Jamaica, to avoid a potential arrest. The Court case is still open.” 
She is presently living in “a safe house.” 

 
S-6: “It was embarrassing to have to talk about all that stuff in Court. He was released 

anyway, so I don’t even know what I went through all that for. The Court let him go and 
it’s not even fair.” 

 
S-7: The incident happened when she was 16. She is now 21 years old and, “four years later, I 

am still in and out of Court.” He [the perpetrator] has a lawyer and she does not. She has 
considered dropping the case, but she believes that “that is what they want.” She is 
hopeful that it will end soon. She said that she has been offered compensation, but she 
doesn't believe that any amount of money can compensate for all that she has lost. 

 
S-8: “He [the perpetrator] went to Court and say that I’m the one who initiated sex. The 

experience was embarrassing and nobody offer us any counselling. After the first Court 
appearance, he left the country, so the case was never called again.”  

 
Four (4) survivors never made it to Court. In the case of S-2, there was no follow-up by the Police 
and the perpetrator was never caught. S-5 received no assistance following her report to the 
Police. In the cases of S-3 and S-8, the Police took the perpetrators’ side, and did not undertake 
any follow-up investigation or lay charges. 
 
St. John’s Hospital, Ministry of Health, Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
Four (4) survivors spoke about their experiences at St. John’s Hospital. All received medical care, 
although one (1) qualified her response, indicating that “still feels pain four years later.”  Two (2) 
indicated also having received counseling at the hospital.  
  
S-2: She was hospitalized with a bullet wound, and received counselling at the hospital. In 

addition, as a nurse, she was able to access PTSD leave from her employer, the Ministry 
of Health, and also had follow-up sessions with a psychiatrist. 

 
S-3: At the hospital, she and her husband [the Perpetrator] were seen by a counselor, who 

“listened to both sides and tried to assist. I was allowed to stay for a night.”  
 
S-7: She received medical care at the hospital, but “still feels pain four years later.” 
 
S-8: “I was examined by a doctor after the rape and he was okay.” 
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Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA), Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
Two (2) survivors indicated having received counselling at DOGA. One (1), however, had an 
expectation of finding shelter, which she did not receive. 
 
S-2: The GBV survivor, a nurse, received counselling from DOGA. 
 
S-3: “DOGA gave me counselling and talk to him [the Perpetrator], but did not find me a place 

to live.” 
 
Legal Aid, Ministry of Legal Affairs, Government of Antigua & Barbuda  
 
One (1) survivor was referred to Legal Aid, but it’s questionable why this was done (see below).  
 
S-3: The DV survivor was referred to Legal Aid and “plans to go there soon.” It’s however not 

clear why she was referred to Legal Aid, since (as indicated above) the Police had sided 
with the perpetrator and did not take any follow-up action. She therefore does not have 
a case to take to Court, for which Legal Aid provides legal assistance. 

 
Welfare Department, Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
One (1) survivor indicated that she was disabled and received social security from the Welfare 
Department. 
 
S-3: “I receive social security for my disability.” 
Ministry of Education, Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
Two (2) survivors spoke about their experiences with teachers and school counselors. One (1) 
received financial assistance from teachers to do her exams, while the other indicated that the 
counsellor shared her confidential information with teachers at the school. 
 
S-6: “My teachers help me pay to take CXC exams.” 
 
S-7: She went to see a school counsellor when she was in secondary school [about her DV 

situation], and “the counsellor told my business to the teachers, which made me angry 
and my behaviours got worse.”  

 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 
 
Two (2) survivors indicated that they received counsellig from an NGO. 
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 S-1, S-2 and S-6 received counselling from WAR, which they said was helpful.  
 
Church/ Faith-based Organizations (CBOs) 
 
Three (3) survivors received assistance from religious bodies. One (1), received shelter at a girls’ 
home, and two (2) indicated having found the strength to cope through their faith. 
 
S-6: The Good Shepherd girls’ home provided shelter. 
 
S-2: She said that one positive thing that came out of the horrific attack was that she went 

back to Church and feels like she can shake the perpetrator’s hand because she has a 
strong relationship with God. “Sometimes God put something significant in our lives to 
make our relationship with him stronger.” 

 
S-5: She said that she has found a lot of strength through her Church and her faith. 
 
Family/Friends 
 
Four (4) of the eight (8), i.e., half the DV survivors interviewed received some support from 
family and friends, while the other half received no support. This is a key finding, given the lack 
of a coherent support system for DV survivors in Antigua & Barbuda. It suggests the need for 
greater public education to raise awareness of the situation of DV survivors, as well as the need 
for stakeholder agencies to improve their DV support services and coordination. 
 
S-1: Her brother and “a lady” provided food, shelter, protection and guidance. 
 
S-3: She sought shelter from a sister and cousin. “My sister took me in but tried to control me, 

and I’m basically homeless right now.” 
 
S-5: She went to her family for help “eventually,” since she “felt a lot of shame for her failed 

marriage.” Once she decided to leave the perpetrator, her family took her in, and 
provided shelter and support.  

 
S-8: Her sister and grandmother were helpful. 
 
Based on the DV/GBV survivors’ experiences recounted above, of having sought assistance from 
governmental, civil society organizations, and family/friends, a number of conclusions may be 
drawn.  
 

The Police, who are the primary State agency with a mandate to 
provide protection to victims/survivors of DV/GBV, are not performing 
their duties adequately. In the four (4) cases that went to Court, the 
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 DV survivors did not feel that they had received justice. None of the 
DV/GBV survivors interviewed had received legal aid.  

 
One (1) was referred to Legal Aid, but it wasn’t clear why, since charges had not been laid by the 
Police and there was no Court case. 
 
Governmental agencies provided various kinds of support to survivors. Four (4) survivors 
received medical care/counselling at the St. John’s hospital. DOGA provided counselling support 
to two (2) survivors who visited their offices, but were unable to offer shelter, which is a key 
element of support to DV survivors that is missing in Antigua & Barbuda. The Ministry of 
Education can play a critical role in assisting survivors through counseling support, reporting to 
the Police, etc. However, one (1) survivor indicated that her school counsellor told her teachers 
details of her DV situation, which represents a breach of confidentiality. Another survivor, on the 
other hand, a young woman who is still a high school student, was assisted by teachers to pay for 
her CXC examinations. NGOs, specifically Women Against Rape (WAR), play an important role in 
providing counselling support to DV survivors. Survivors also turned to FBOs for spiritual support. 
 

Churches/FBOs could potentially play a greater role in supporting 
DV/GBV survivors, e.g., shelter, counselling, job training, etc. It’s also 
clear that families and friends offer critical support to DV/GBV 
survivors including food, shelter, protection and emotional support. 

 

5.3.4 Survivors’ awareness of the Laws related to DV/GBV 

The DV/GBV survivors’ responses indicate that they had little knowledge of the laws related to 
DV/GBV, their rights under the law, or support services provided by various agencies. It would be 
helpful to DV/GBV survivors if, on seeking assistance from key institutions such as the Police, 
DOGA, hospitals, Legal Aid, etc., they could be given a brochure on DV/GBV which provides 
information on their legal rights as well as the support services offered by various 
agencies/organizations. 
 
S-1: She stated that she was “aware of some.” 
 
S-2: She named the Domestic Violence Act. 
 
S-3: “Gender Affairs [DOGA] did say there was a law. I will try to see what my rights are about 

the house situation. I left the house and he is in it.” 
 
S-4: “Not really.” 
 
S-5: She was “aware that laws exist, but not of the details.” 
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S-6: No response. 
 
S-7: “Some.” 
 
S-8: No response. 
 

5.3.5 Survivors’ childhood experiences of DV/GBV  

The survivors reported mixed childhood experiences of DV/GBV. Six (6) survivors experienced 
significant DV in their family homes, including three (3) cases of rape by a family member or 
friend. One (1) expressed not having experienced DV at home, but quotes of her mother’s 
statements suggest verbal abuse. Two (2) indicated having witnessed DV/GBV in the school and 
community. Only one (1) survivor stated not having experienced DV at home or school.  

 
It is clear, however, that in three quarters of the cases, the childhood 
home was the arena in which the DV abuse started or took place; and 
the legal, social and other support systems for survivors are woefully 
inadequate. 

  
S-1: She saw DV abuse in her home and community in Jamaica. She said that she was in her 

present situation “because of all the family violence,” and her family “split up because of 
it.” She reflected that she was “completely naïve and ignorant as to what was about to 
happen to her.”  

 
S-2: She didn’t experience DV at home or school. “Dad was a very positive influence who 

encouraged education,” and she attended a girls’ school. However, she saw a lot of 
violence in her neighbourhood. She “grew up in a rough neighbourhood where there was 
always shootings, etc.” She also observed violence on TV and the news, and in songs and 
dancehall music. 

 
S-3: Her mother “suffered a nervous breakdown” and her father “was not always there.” She 

believes that her father's violence has contributed to who she is today. “It wasn’t bad 
when I was younger, but now men take advantage of me because of my disability.” 

 
S-4: She was born in Jamaica. Her father was very abusive to her, her sisters and mother. 

When the survivor completed secondary school, she helped her mother get out of the 
abusive relationship and they lived together.  The survivor has three daughters and at age 
23, she “followed bad company to Antigua for a visit and then just stayed.” She said that 
she “will not even let a man raise his hand to her because of her father.” It needs to be 
noted that the interviewer noted that this statement contradicts the survivor’s 
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 description of her first relationship in Antigua that lasted for about a year and included all 
types of abuse, including burning down her house.  

 
S-5: She did not recall any physical violence growing up. She said that even though her 

mother told her that her “teeth were yellow” and she “was ugly,” it did not affect 
her.  She observed that “women seem to lack self-esteem or something.”  She saw that “it 
was common for women to enter into relationships or live with men primarily for 
economic support for them and their children.” She said that, “it was the culture to be 
with a man to sustain a quality of life. The man would stick around through pregnancy 
and maybe a year or so more, and then move on. When that happened, the woman would 
need a new man to support both she and the children. This was a common survival 
technique.” She always felt very special, that her self-esteem was high, and believed it is 
why she has been able to overcome so many tough circumstances.  

 
S-6: She had been beaten and raped repeatedly by the man she thought was her biological 

father her whole life, but discovered in the past year that he might be a stepfather. “My 
mother has eight children with him and she don’t have any power. I used to blame her 
and feel almost like if I hate her, but I don’t hate her. I just feel sorry for her.” The survivor 
lived with them until she was sent to a home for girls at age 16 after reporting her father 
to the Police, but had to return home at different times when the home closed down and 
when she turned 18. He continued to fight her for sex and she stayed. Because her 
mother didn’t do anything she figured nobody else would, and also because she thought 
if she left, he would do the same thing to her younger sisters. She expressed gratitude to 
the woman who runs the girls’ home where she currently lives, and also towards the 
Welfare Department, but has mixed feelings about the Police and Court system which 
released him. With regard to witnessing violence in her school and community, she said, 
“Oh yes, the students at my school are vicious. There is lots of fighting and bullying. 
School fights are always on WhatsApp and Facebook. I also see fighting in my area 
[community] sometimes.” 

  
S-7: She is one of nine (9) children. Both she and her twin were placed in a [named] home 

before the age of one (1), and she stayed there until age eight (8), when she was brought 
home for a visit. Her oldest brother raped her and she was never sent back to the home, 
which she believes was due to possible embarrassment about the events that 
occurred. Her sister was also molested by the same brother. She said that her mother 
was aware of what occurred, but would not acknowledge it and hoped that she would 
forget it. She always got good grades, but her behaviours were problematic. She said that 
her mother always treated the boys and girls very differently, and that she and her sister 
were sent to the home because they were female. She said that her mother had two 
other daughters after she and her sister, and they were kept at home to cook and clean, 
while the boys could do whatever they pleased. She was concerned for one of her 
younger sisters because of the way that her oldest brother would interact with 
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 her. Because her mother would not intervene, she spoke to her stepfather and he 
confronted her brother. She said that, “my thought pattern was such that if I don't get 
beaten by a boyfriend, I would believe that there is something wrong, that he must not 
love me.”  She is aware of this faulty thinking and has vowed to change it this year. She 
said that she has been involved in many relationships and “they all turn out bad.”  

 
S-8: Her “mother and her boyfriend were always fighting.” “After they broke up, she [the 

survivor’s mother] was constantly in abusive relationships. When her face was not 
swollen, her neck was in a cast. They were always beating her.” “Seeing my mom get beat 
up all the time was very upsetting. I felt that she was weak and she did not even show any 
emotion when I got raped. It’s like the norm for men to always feel they can control 
women.” “My mother went through so much, she started drinking and using drugs, and 
one day she just disappear and never came back” [the survivor’s mother went missing in 
2011 and has not been seen or found since then]. Her father was not active in her life. 
She “would become very anxious when he called and wondered what he was up to this 
time.” Her mother disappearing made her feel like “there were not many solutions to 
being abused, except to just walk away when you couldn’t take it anymore.” At school, 
she felt a lot of anger towards everyone, which resulted in her getting into fights. “I was a 
fighter. I would fight anyone who troubled me or my family members.” About music, she 
said, “I used to listen to rap. That had some bad language sometimes but nothing that 
influence me.” “When I left my baby father house, I stayed with a guy and he kept 
harassing me for sex so I just moved right back with my baby father. I try to teach my son 
to respect women and my girls.”  

5.3.6 Survivors’ educational and economic status 

It is notable that six (6) of the eight (8) survivors attained some level of secondary education, 
while one (1) received primary and hospitality schooling, and one did not indicate her 
educational status. Three (3) were employed (one owned a small business, one was a nurse, and 
the other a restaurant employee), four (4) were unemployed, and one (1) was a high school 
student. Given the small number of survivors interviewed, it is not possible to draw conclusions 
about the impact of their educational and economic status on their experiences of DV/GBV. 
Certainly their voices and stories point to a deep awareness that their experiences of DV/GBV 
were violations of their rights, and they all continue on their individual journeys of self-
empowerment. It also needs to be noted that the interviews did not include any DV survivor 
from the higher socio-economic groups in the society. This does not indicate that DV isn’t 
prevalent among this group, but rather that no DV survivor belonging to this group was willing to 
share her/his story. 
   
S-3: “I don’t work and I’m disabled, so my husband think I don’t have enough rights and he is 

in control …. He choked me one night I came home, and I threatened him and slept with a 
cutlass. I don’t want to be with him anymore. I prefer to be on my own and have my 
freedom.”  
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S-5: She was born in Antigua, moved to England with her family when she was 12, and met 

her first husband when she was 15.  She said that he did not show any signs of aggression 
or abuse until after they got married. She had three children with him, and she 
experienced many incidents of abuse and aggression. In one incident, she went to the 
police, who did not offer her help. Eventually she was able to leave him, and moved back 
with her parents until she could figure out how to make it on her own. She “picked up 
any little trade” that she could “to make ends meet.” She was money conscious and 
smart with her spending.   

5.3.7 Impacts of the survivors’ DV/GBV experiences on their lives 

The survivors shared the impacts of their DV/GBV experiences on their lives. Two (2) felt afraid 
and vulnerable, including having panic attacks. Two (2) indicated symptoms of depression (e.g., 
inability to leave the house, go to school or work; helplessness; insomnia; suicidal, etc.). One (1) 
survivor, who was raped by a family member at age 13, shared her distrust of men and her 
family, residual anger towards the perpetrator, her difficulty with enjoying sexual intercourse, 
and a feeling that the system had failed her.  
 
S-1: She stays “at home most days, unable to work or go to school or wander the 

neighbourhood.” She has “trouble sleeping at night and often feels scared.” 
 
S-2: The initial months after the attack were really hard because of not knowing the 

perpetrator. She “felt very exposed walking on the street,” because it could have been 
someone who knew her and he also knew where she lived. She eventually moved house. 
She had two panic attacks. The first one happened in a supermarket when a guy was 
staring at her, she started to sweat, she froze, and when he left she went outside to see if 
it was the same car that her attacker drove (her estranged boyfriend had noted the car 
because he thought she was with another man at the time). The second panic attack took 
place when a man in black showed up late one night at a home where she was nursing an 
elderly patient. There were other times when she felt helpless and suicidal. She took 
medication for depression for two days and then stopped. “I stay away from the news 
and feel very down. And seeing all the pictures and videos of the violent rapes and killings 
in Jamaica is very disturbing.”  

 
S-8: The effects of the sexual assault at age 13 included a “distrust of men and her family, and 

feeling like the system failed her.” She also “felt some residual anger” towards the 
perpetrator. His family had sent him away, he recently came back and tried to have a 
conversation with her, and she told him she had not forgotten what he did to her. She 
often does not enjoy sexual intercourse.  
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 5.3.8 Support services needed by DV/GBV survivors 

The survivors tended to give one-word answers in response to the question of the support 
services they needed, including financial assistance, housing, employment, baby-sitting and 
counselling. Significantly, four (4) survivors responded that they needed no support, which was 
somewhat surprising because their stories suggest that they were/are in need of assistance.  
 

It is possible that based on their experiences with the system, they did 
not believe that any assistance would be forthcoming.  
 

S-1: “None.” 
 
S-2: “None, I’m OK.” 
 
S-3: “Housing.” 
 
S-4: “None.” 
 
S-5: “None.” 
 
S-6: “I don’t know. Sometimes I need financial assistance. Sometimes I need a baby-sitter, but 

my family helps with the baby. Sometimes it’s stressful when other students at school 
drop words at me and I feel like dropping out.” 

 
S-7: “Employment.” 
 
S-8: “Counselling.”  

5.3.9 Survivors’ hopes for the future 

Four (4) survivors shared their hopes for the future. One (1) said she wanted to help as many 
persons as possible, including telling her story and advocating for others. One (1) dreamt of 
writing and publishing her life story, going to college to get a degree in business studies, and 
owning a business one day. One (1) was seeking assistance through her Church to set up a 
community centre to feed the homebound and provide services for youth and families. Another 
discussed the need for counselling and looking at job options. They all showed resilience in 
overcoming their DV/GBV experiences and were looking forward with purpose. 
 
S-2: The survivor was comfortable telling her story and said she wants to help as many 

persons as she can. When asked what her advice would be to others, she replied, 
“Support makes a big difference. Being able to talk about it in a safe place. That’s why I 
will advocate for others. You have to take back your life.” 
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S-4: She said that she is a very strong individual who is very family-oriented. She speaks with 

her mother in Jamaica daily. Her mother is currently caring for her three daughters. She 
lives for her seven-year old son. She reads with him, encourages studying, and takes him 
to Church. She said that she doesn't have any friends, and she hopes to have her mother 
and daughters living here with her one day. She dreams of writing and publishing her life 
story. She also dreams of going to college to get a business degree and owning a business 
of her own. She believes that parents need to spend more time with their children and 
improve their parenting for society to be better functioning with less violence. She 
believes, however, that Antigua is significantly safer than Jamaica. 

 
S-5: Something that she feels is lacking and she is pursuing in the Pares community is a 

community centre. Through her Church she is seeking assistance to start up a community 
centre to feed the homebound and provide services for youth and families. Some of the 
survivor's philosophies of life include: "Knowledge gained and not shared is not worth 
having;" and "Dare to be different." And she believes that her role in life is to befriend 
and empower. 

 
S-8: According to the interviewer, the survivor was initially unsure of doing the interview, 

since this was the first time she was telling her story, but she became very open. She 
asked a lot of questions. “She wanted to know what happens to a person after being 
sexually or physically assaulted, and as I listed possible effects she nodded a lot. She felt 
some validation. She has never received counselling so after the interview we talked about 
her continuing with counselling. We also discussed job options and how her strengths 
could be used to ensure that her life goes forward and upward.” Some strengths 
identified were her resilient personality, her sister’s and grandmother’s support, her 
wanting more for herself, her wanting to be a role model for her children, her parenting 
skills, her finding God and believing that her faith makes a positive difference in her life. 
It’s a comfort to her, knowing that the system is changing slowly to make a difference in 
the lives of some survivors. She has recently found strength in her younger sister 
becoming a gender advocate and her eyes have been opened. She wants to talk about 
her experiences, and understand how they have affected her and how she can make her 
life better. She is also over-protective of her two teenage daughters, and wants to better 
support them. 

5.4 Interviews conducted with DV/GBV perpetrators32 

This Section is based on semi-structured interviews conducted in March/April 2017 with seven 
(7) DV/GBV perpetrators. The researchers had a particular interest in hearing the perspectives 
and experiences of DV/GBV perpetrators, who comprise a vital group in addressing issues of 
                                                           
32  This section is based on semi-structured interviews with seven (7) DV/GBV perpetrators, which were conducted 

by Ms. Koren Norton and Ms. Amy Hassett for this research project. 
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 DV/GBV in the society. The researchers acknowledge the great difficulty in identifying DV/GBV 
perpetrators to be interviewed, and sincerely thank the DV/GBV perpetrators who agreed to 
share their experiences. Based on the ethical principles of ‘anonymity’ and ‘confidentiality’ (see 
Section 3.1) that have informed the interviews and research project, the names of the 
perpetrators and other information that could identify them have been withheld.  

5.4.1 Background profiles of the DV/GBV perpetrators interviewed 

Table 5 below shows the background profiles of seven (7) DV perpetrators who were interviewed 
for this study.33 In the interest of anonymity and confidentiality, they have been identified as P-1 
– P-7. 
 

T5 BACKGROUND PROFILES OF THE DV PERPETRATORS INTERVIEWED, P-1 – P-7  

 

DV 
PERPETRATORS 

BACKGROUND PROFILES 

P-1 Gender – Male; Age – 34; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Secondary school; Occupation – Police officer.  

P-2 Gender – Male; Age – 42; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – “Some secondary school”; Occupation – 
Labourer.  

P-3 Gender – Male; Age – 48; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Self-identified as a “Secondary school dropout”; 
Occupation – Construction worker. 

P-4 Gender – Male; Age – 52; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Rural; Education – Technical College; Occupation – Hotel 
maintenance. 

P-5 Gender – Female; Age – 53; Country of birth – Trinidad & Tobago; Ethnicity – Indian Trinidad & 
Tobago; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Secondary school; Occupation – Operations 
manager in her husband’s business. 

P-6 Gender – Male; Age – 55; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – “Mixed heritage” (African 
and Caucasian) Antiguan & Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban childhood and employment; 
presently resident in a rural area; Education – College, Hotel and Restaurant Management; and 
training in Art; Occupation – Business owner/ Artist.  

P-7 Gender – Male; Age – 22; Country of birth – Antigua & Barbuda; Ethnicity – African Antiguan & 
Barbudan; Location in Antigua – Urban; Education – Secondary school, up to Grade 7 (equivalent to 
Form 3); Occupation – Hotel worker [currently an inmate at Her Majesty’s Prison (HMP)]. 
 

                                                           
33 It needs to be noted that eight (8) interviews with DV/GBV perpetrators were conducted for the study, but in the 

process of analyzing the research findings, it became clear that since one of the perpetrators was involved in an 
open high-profile case of domestic violence, any description of his situation in this report would point to his 
identity in the small society of Antigua & Barbuda.    
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 Six (6) of the DV/GBV perpetrators interviewed were male and one (1) was female, with ages 
ranging from 22 to 55. The six (6) males named Antigua & Barbuda as their country of birth and 
identified as African heritage, while the female originated from Trinidad & Tobago and identified 
as Indian heritage. Five (5) lived in an urban area in Antigua and two (2) lived in a rural area. Five 
(5) received some level of secondary education, with two (2) indicating that they were dropouts, 
and two received technical/vocational training. With regard to their occupations, they were all 
employed at the time of the interview except one who was in prison. Their occupations ranged 
from a Police officer, artist/business owner, operations manager of a business, contractor, 
construction worker, and labourer.  

The researchers are mindful that the seven DV/GBV perpetrators do not represent the full 
spectrum of demographic groups in the society, because of the challenge of finding perpetrators 
who were willing to be interviewed. For example, the cohort did not include persons from 
Barbuda or persons originating from Guyana, Jamaica, Dominica or the Dominican Republic, 
which represent significant populations in Antigua & Barbuda.   

5.4.2 Types of DV/GBV abuse reported by the perpetrators 

Six (6) of the seven (7) perpetrators recounted having perpetrated or were accused of 
perpetrating the majority of the DV abuses set out in the Domestic Violence Act (2015): (a) 
Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse; (b) Sexual abuse or threats of sexual abuse; (c) 
Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse; (d) Economic abuse; (e) Intimidation; (f) Harassment; 
(g) Stalking; (h) Damage to or destruction of property; (i) Entry into the applicant’s residence 
without consent, where the parties do not share the same residence; and (j) Any other not 
identified above. One (1) perpetrator had sexual intercourse with a minor which did not take 
place within a domestic relationship, and thus does not constitute a DV abuse as defined by the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015), but rather a case of GBV. 

The individual interviewees stated that they had perpetrated or were accused of perpetrating 
the following types of DV/GBV abuse:  

 P-1:  (a), (c), (d), (g); 
 P-2:  (a), (g);  
 P-3:  (a)-(c); 
 P-4:  (a), (d), (e); 
 P-5:  (c), (e), (h);  
 P-6:  (a), (c); 
 P-7:  (b) Sexual intercourse with a minor.  

The following are the perpetrators’ descriptions of the DV/GBV abuse they inflicted or were 
accused of perpetrating, in their own words:  
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 P-1 Recounted the following incidents that occurred over a 6-month period prior to the 
interview: 

 “I thought she was cheating on me. We had an argument and I pushed her over the 
gallery. She know I have a bad temper but she still provoke me because if she just answer 
the question straight, then we wouldn’t have this problem. She got upset because my 
mother was in the house and didn’t help her. My mother didn’t really like her anyway. She 
is also upset because I didn’t let her leave when she wanted to. It happen more than once. 
If she leave she might not come back. She look good and she is bright so she can get 
somebody else. I do love her a lot and I’m really sorry for how I treated her. I’m willing to 
try, but I’m under a lot of stress all the time.” 

 Physical abuse: “Pushing, hitting, pinning her down on the bed, restricting her from 
leaving.” 

 Emotional, Verbal, Psychological abuse: “We both verbally abuse one another – like hard 
talk. I feel like I am emotionally abused because she provoke my anger and threaten to 
leave. She push my buttons.” 

 Economic abuse: “I spend money to help pay for her classes, and she don’t take me 
seriously. I have to help pay the mortgage for my mother house, I have no say in there, 
and she [my mother] always drunk. My sisters don’t help her [my mother], everything is 
on me, and I can’t do anything [housework] for myself.” 

 (f) Harassment: “She [his partner, the survivor] say so.” 
 (g) Stalking: “I use a Police vehicle and follow her.” 
 (h) Damage to/destruction of property: “She burst down the curtains, and I pour gas 

[petrol] on the bed and threaten to burn it.” 

P-2 Recalled the following incidents that occurred 3-4 years prior to the interview: 

 Physical abuse: “Yes, we got into a scuffle a couple of times. I think sometimes I overreact 
when people ignore me. I like to talk and if I’m not getting a response, I feel a way.” “I get 
my face scratch up from girl [other girlfriend(s)] too.” 

 (g) Stalking: “I follow them [other girlfriends] already, yes.” 
 (h) Damage to/destruction of property: “Never.” 
 Entry into the applicant’s residence without consent, where the parties do not share the 

same residence: “I would not do that”. 

P-3  Shared the following details of the DV which occurred over the previous 2 years: 

Interviewer: “This interview was very emotional. I asked about previous relationships and he said 
that he had some good relationships but a few were turbulent. He said that when he gets angry 
he ‘trips’. He said that when he broke up with a partner before his [present] wife, he texted her 
that he had had sex with her two daughters.” 
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  [At present]: “My wife is very controlling because she is two years older than me. She is 
very disrespectful and lazy. She constantly say I won’t get my papers if we separate, like 
she is holding it over my head. She is from Montserrat and have a UK passport. I choke her 
and did some other terrible things I am so ashamed of right now. She say someone calling 
was just friends, but when we visit Montserrat we stayed in a house and long after I find 
out that it’s his house. I told her the worst things to hurt her. I ask her to talk and she say I 
have to talk to her with the pastor there. But he take her side, as I expect. She block me 
from WhatsApp and say she doesn’t want me back. I am so stressed out, I can’t eat, I’m 
not sleeping and I just feel like I’m ready to give up.” 

 Physical abuse: “Choking, slap.” 
 Sexual abuse: “Rough sex, and I didn’t stop when she told me to.” 
 Emotional, Verbal, Psychological abuse: “I said a lot of bad things.” 
 A selection of insulting and obscene WhatsApp messages sent by P-3 to his wife [a 

survivor] in December 2016 (the messages referring to a woman’s sexual organs have 
been deleted): 

 “All you acostom to is rape.”   
“You get rape, your step father rape you, you own brother try to rape you, you is a rape 
child, you mother not sure who is your father .”  
 “Thanks anyway. I get back my woman who I love and who love me she so happy .”  
 “I will fix you good .”  
“I have all your friends name riten down I am way ahead I can read you like a book.”   
 “I no you acostom being rape so that is why I use to f*** you without no mercy even 
when you crying.”   
“You never notice that I don't love you or never did .”  
“I only marry you to get my papers and I don't care above that anymore.”  
“F*** you, good by and good luck .”  
“That's the last of me .”  
“And one more surprise don't worry about divorced I already did that since I came back 
from Montserrat after you bring d police I said it is over I only have to pay off some money 
I will send you a duplicate.”   
“You see you didn't even deserve a f***ing ring, what a f***ing blight .” 

WhatsApp messages sent by the survivor [P-3’s wife] to the interviewer:  

“I have been abused by him for almost two years; it was inevitable.”  
“I brought him to Montserrat and had to call the Police for him. When I came back to 
Antigua the other day I had to run away from him. He didn't know I was leaving. ”  
“Then two days after he came and the pastor and minister counselled him and we all 
thought he would be different but it only when people are around that he behaves.”  
“He had me in a head lock down on the bed and I felt my breath cut off. I had to bite him 
for him to let me go .”  
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 “Another time he feels like punching me in my face. Then he raised his hand to slap me. 
And all the sexual abuse he boast about in his text. ” 
“I have never felt love from him. ” 

P-4  P-4 and his wife shared the following details of DV abuse over 13 years of marriage:  

Interviewer: “He said it took place throughout the marriage, but more so when he gets 
frustrated.” P-4:“She called it abuse, but abuse is if you intend to do some damage to the person. 
She have a way of not answering when I talk and I do react. I stop her from leaving the room and 
I slap her because she disrespect me in front of the children.” 

 Physical abuse: “We do get upset. Yes, I hit her, but not any big thing.” 
 (d) Economic abuse: Interviewer: “She is unemployed, and when he is upset he withholds 

money. He wants to drive her to appointments and doesn’t want to give her money to 
take a taxi.” 

 (e) Intimidation: “Yes, I grab her and hold her when she try to walk away. And since she 
called in [a named official] at Gender Affairs [DOGA] to talk to us, whenever I do 
something now, she says I am controlling and not giving her space.” He viewed it as 
“being caring or protective.” 

P-5  (Female) recounted the following DV situation over the previous three years: 

 “He brought me here [from Trinidad & Tobago], I have no family or support, and he work 
nonstop. He doesn’t support me. I work in his company and he is too lax. The employees 
do their own thing and steal from him and when I try to discipline them he does not take 
my side. Some of them don’t talk to me and they don’t respect me. I worked in a bank for 
20 years and he act like I don’t have expertise. If I was good enough for them and reached 
a senior level, why I come here to be treated like this. He has the guys cutting the yard and 
does not come home to clean up. I’m a germaphobe and things have to be done right. He 
expect to hug me when he come home, before he even wash his hands or change his 
clothes. Since December [2016], he sleeping in the guest room and not talking to me. I will 
pack my bags and go back home [to Trinidad & Tobago].” 

 (b) Sexual abuse: “No. He doesn’t touch me. For weeks at a time, he act like I’m invisible. 
When I ask him, he say my attitude and shouting turn him off. I’m a young, attractive 
woman and my husband is ignoring me.” 

 (c) Emotional, Verbal, Psychological abuse: “He is accusing me of emotional and verbal 
abuse. Yes, I say bad words and raise my voice but it’s because he doesn’t listen to me and 
he doesn’t talk to me. That’s the only way to get his attention. He is 51. He is a grown 
man. You trying to tell me he never hear the f-word before? Gimme a break. Yes, I say it. I 
admit it, but he put me in this position by ignoring me, and not having his staff respect 
me. He doesn’t open up. I grew up rough and had to stand up for myself, so I am an 
assertive person. I speak my mind.” 
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  (e) Intimidation: Her husband accused her of intimidating behavior. 
 (h) Damage to/destruction of property: “He broke a door that I locked once. I was arguing 

and he walked out, so I put on the bolt and even with his keys he couldn’t get in.” 

P-6  Spoke at length about three DV situations from age 17 to the present: 

 “The first incident occurred when he was age 17, living in Canada. In his grief over his 
father’s death [in Antigua], he “drank an entire bottle of tequila, got into a fight with his 
girlfriend and gave her a black eye.” The Police were called, he was taken away and put in 
the “drunk tank” for two days, and then released. He and his girlfriend broke up and he 
decided to return to Antigua.  

 The second time, at about age 40, he was “accused of malice” by his wife of 15½ 
years.  He had married a Canadian woman and they came to Antigua to live. However, 
she did not adapt well and returned to Canada. It took a long time before they divorced, 
and shortly after divorcing they remarried. They “lived together in Canada for 15½ years, 
and had two beautiful children. But then she started experiencing a lot anxiety, her 
mental health deteriorated and she stopped working.” He recalls,“supporting and caring 
for her,” until one day he went to pick up his children from school, but they had already 
left. Days went by and he did not know what had happened to his family. He called his 
relatives, but was not told. Eventually he learned that his family “had gone into a shelter 
because of domestic abuse.” He “became depressed and he was drinking heavily.” When 
they divorced, he “gave everything to his wife and children and returned to Antigua.”  He 
said that now he speaks with his children and ex-wife regularly. He is a proud father and 
attributes his children's accomplishments to their mother.  

 Recently, about a year ago, at age 54, he was reported to the Police for physical and 
verbal/emotional abuse by his present wife. They had not been together for very long, 
perhaps two years.  He met her while her husband was terminally ill, when they were 
“just friends.” “After her husband passed away, things moved very quickly,” and they 
began to live together. He believed that “her situation was quite dire,” and he was 
rescuing her. He recalled the expenses and the many attempts to become a family. He 
travelled with her to the USA, met some of her relatives, and they brought back her 
expensive car on her insistence.  “After a year of separation, in and out of Court, a 
Protection Order, and imprisonment,” they are “going to get a divorce.”  He said that “she 
keeps trying to talk,” but he refuses. 

 Physical abuse: “Accused.” 
 Emotional, Verbal, Psychological abuse: “Accused.” 

P-7  Reported perpetrating the following GBV: 

 (b) Sexual abuse: He was arrested, charged and convicted of having sex with a minor. 
When he was 20 years old, he met the girl one evening. “She said she was 16.” They 
“proceeded to spend the evening together and had sexual intercourse.” 
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5.4.3 Perpetrators’ experiences with Individuals/Organizations/Agencies  

The Police 
 
Five (5) perpetrators described their encounters with the Police. In three (3) of the cases, the 
perpetrators were treated lightly by the Police. One perpetrator, a Police officer, got a warning 
from his male supervisor. Another was treated kindly by the Police, although they held him 
overnight to prevent the DV situation from escalating. And another received a visit by the Police 
after his wife called to report a DV incident, and said that he was treated “fair.” None of them 
was charged by the Police or made to appear in Court. Two (2) perpetrators said that they had 
been treated badly by the Police, one indicating that they visited his home regularly, and insulted 
and treated him “unfairly.” And the GBV perpetrator of sex against a minor, said that the Police 
were rough and aggressive with him. In both cases, the perpetrators were charged by the Police, 
appeared in Court, and were imprisoned for the offences. 
 
P-1:   [A Police officer]: “My supervisor at work got to know because she [the DV survivor] made 

a report on me. “I got a warning. I’m glad he just warn me and did not make a big deal 
out of it.” 

 
P-2: “The Police didn’t deal with me harsh. They carry me to the station and tell me they gonna 

hold me until I cool down. It was better for me because maybe if I had stay around that 
woman the same night, I could have done something worse.” “I wasn’t charged.” 

 
P-3: “She call the Police once, but they just talk to us.” He said he was treated “fair” by the 

police. 
 
P-6: “At one point, the Police were coming to the home almost every other day.” He said he 

was treated “unfairly.” He said that the Police would laugh at him “if/when he reported 
that his wife had choked or manipulated him.”  He believed that “a male victim is not 
taken seriously here [in Antigua].” 

 
P-7: The Police “were rough, very aggressive and threatened to hurt him.” He said he was 

treated “unfairly” by the Police. 
 
The Courts 
 
Five (5) perpetrators did not go to Court, because they were either never reported to the Police 
(P-4 and P-5) by their survivors, or charges were not laid by the Police (as indicated above in the 
cases of P-1, P-2 and P-3). 
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 Two (2) of the seven (7) perpetrators had their cases taken to Court. P-6 said he was treated 
“unfairly” by the Court; he was sentenced and imprisoned for an undisclosed period. P-7 was 
sentenced to 2 years and 3 months imprisonment for the GBV offence of having sex with a 
minor. 
 
Attorney-at-law (private) 
 
Five (5) of the perpetrators responded to the question of their experience of having a private 
attorney. Four (4) did not seek private legal assistance. And the one (1) who did said that she was 
helpful. 
 
P-3: “I don’t have money for that.” 
 
P-4: “We never had any legal problem.” 
 
P-5: “No reason to seek legal assistance.” 
 
P-6: He has a lawyer and said that “she is helpful.” 
 
P-7: He didn’t seek legal assistance, because he didn't believe that he had done anything 

wrong. 
   
Her Majesty’s Prison (HMP) 
 
The two (2) perpetrators who received prison sentences for their DV/GBV crimes described their 
prison experiences in their own words below: 
  
P-6: He described the experience of being in prison as “horrible.” 
 
P-7: He spoke with [a named counsellor] at HMP on one occasion, “but it was brief.” He 

explained that while he was remanded in custody, he was not eligible for any of the 
services or programmes in the prison. Now that he has been sentenced, he has the next 
three months to access them. “Prison life is rough. Inmates started to harass me from the 
moment I arrived, calling me anti-man without even knowing anything about me.” He said 
that he mainly stayed away from people, and has been mostly sleeping for the past two 
years in prison. 

 
Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA), Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
Two (2) perpetrators responded to the question of whether they sought help from DOGA. One 
(1) indicated his wife [the survivor] asked DOGA to warn him about the DV. See below for his 
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 response to the DOGA intervention. The other perpetrator indicated that he was not aware of 
DOGA. 
  
P-4: “My wife ask Gender Affairs [DOGA] to warn me.” “It wasn’t necessary to bring anybody 

into our business.” “[The named DOGA official] call us in and said my wife did not want to 
press charges, but she just wanted me to be warned. They even threaten that I would 
have to leave the house and stay somewhere else but that is not happening. I pay the rent 
and my children in there.” 

 
P-7: “Never heard of them [DOGA].” 
 
St. John’s Hospital, Ministry of Health, Government of Antigua & Barbuda 
 
One (1) perpetrator received counselling at St. John’s Hospital. The researchers were pleased to 
hear that St. John’s Hospital has an in-house counsellor who provides counselling to patients 
identified as being DV/GBV survivors. In this case, the counsellor treated both the DV survivor 
and her husband [the perpetrator, P-4]. 
 
P-4: Interviewer: “The perpetrator and his wife were both seen by a counsellor at St. John’s 

Hospital. He had pushed a door when she was walking through the doorway, it slammed 
on her foot which got swollen, and the injury resulted in cellulitis and deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT).”  

 
Employer 
 
One (1) perpetrator, P-4, indicated that he discussed his DV situation with his employer, and “got 
time off to deal with the situation.” 
 
Counselling 
 
Two (2) perpetrators indicated having received counselling, one (1) of whom thought it was 
helpful, but the other didn’t. 
 
P-1: He sought counselling “to appease my girlfriend,” and described it as “helpful” (He gave a 

score of 9 out of 10). 
 
P-6: He said he was happy that he went to counselling, “but it did not help.” 
  
Church/ Faith-based Organizations (CBOs) 
 
One (1) perpetrator indicated that his partner sought help from her pastor. He shared his 
perspective below: 
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P-3: “I’m a private person. The pastor talk to me. He only really took her side.” 
 
Interview question: Did you talk to anyone about the DV/GBV? 
 
Three (3) perpetrators responded to this question. One (1) indicated that he doesn’t have 
anyone to talk to; another shared his experience with a co-worker, who provided support; and 
another, the GBV perpetrator, discussed the case with family members. 
 
P-5: “I don’t have anyone to talk to and that’s the problem.” 
 
P-6: He said that his co-worker was one of his biggest supporters. 
 
P-7: He has spoken with family members about what he went through.  And one time, he saw 

“the girl [the survivor] in Church and she kept looking back at me,” and he continues to 
speculate what was going through her mind. 

 
The interviews with the perpetrators provide significant insight on DV with regard to societal 
gender norms, the normalization of gender-based violence, and the impunity perpetrators 
experience.  
 

Based on the perpetrators’ descriptions, much of the DV in intimate 
partner relationships seems to be related to problems associated to 
men’s challenges in coping with the changing gender roles in the 
society.  

 
A number of conclusions may be drawn and concerns raised from the perpetrators’ responses. 
The Police, the primary State agency with a mandate to provide protection to DV/GBV survivors, 
are not performing their responsibilities under the law. Six (6) of the seven (7) DV/GBV 
perpetrators interviewed were reported to the Police by their survivors, who generally did not 
take the reports seriously. This also supports the survivors’ experiences with the Police discussed 
in Section 5.3 above. The case of P-3 was particularly shocking, given the obscenely abusive 
WhatsApp messages he had sent to his wife. In two (2) cases, the perpetrators were arrested, 
charged and imprisoned. In the case of P-7, the 22-year old who was incarcerated for having sex 
with a minor, the Police seemed to take a dim view of offences against children, and he reported 
that they were rough, aggressive and threatened to hurt him. He also made an important 
observation about his time in prison – he had been remanded for some two years before being 
sentenced for his crime, during which time he did not have access to any of the rehabilitative 
programmes offered to prisoners serving sentences, for example, counselling or education.  
 
Governmental and civil society agencies provide various kinds of support to perpetrators. St. 
John’s Hospital provided counselling to P-4 and his wife. P-4’s wife also called on DOGA for 
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 support, which offered counselling and “warned him.” One perpetrator met with an FBO, at his 
wife’s request, but felt that the pastor “took her side.”  
 
The case of P-4 was startling. From the various threads of information provided above, he had a 
history of DV abuse of his wife over some 13 years, including physical, economic abuse and 
intimidation. It included slamming the door on his wife’s foot, and her having to be treated for 
cellulitis and deep vein thrombosis at St. John’s Hospital, where they both also received 
counselling. However, she did not wish to press charges with the Police. Instead, she reported 
the situation to DOGA, who offered counselling and gave him a warning. From his various 
descriptions of the recurring DV abuse, he did not seem to believe he has a problem. 
 

There is need for greater awareness-raising in the society (by schools, 
DOGA, the Police, NGOs and FBOs, employers, etc.), which needs to 
be particularly targeted to men and boys.  

 
In addition, access to couples’ therapy, counselling and anger management courses may have 
prevented some of the domestic altercations described above from escalating into violence. 
Employers, FBOs and NGOs should consider offering such types of support, which could play a 
critical role in preventing and alleviating DV in the society.  

5.4.4 Perpetrators’ awareness of the Laws related to DV/GBV 

The DV/GBV perpetrators’ responses below are similar to those of the survivors in Section 5.3, 
and indicate that they have little knowledge of the laws related to DV/GBV, the rights of 
survivors under the law, and the penalties for offenders. It would be helpful to DV/GBV 
perpetrators if, on being reported to key institutions such as the Police, Courts, DOGA, hospitals, 
etc., they could be provided with information and a brochure on DV/GBV to raise their 
awareness of the issues, and contribute to a change in attitudes and behaviours.  
 
P-1: “Domestic violence laws and the physical battery law.” 
 
P-2: “I don’t really know the laws.” 
 
P-3: “I don’t know them.” 
 
P-4: “I know there are laws but I don’t know them specifically.” 
 
P-5: “I don’t know what the laws are.” 
 
P-6: “Aware that there are some, but don’t know them.” 
 
P-7: “Not really.” 
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 5.4.5 Perpetrators’ childhood experiences of DV/GBV  

The perpetrators shared their childhood experiences of DV/GBV in their home, school and 
community; how DV/GBV were portrayed through the Church, music, media and politics; and 
their reflections on how this influenced their attitudes and behaviours. 
 
P-1: Home: “My father was a wicked man. Yea, he hit my mother;” School: “Just normal fight 

in school;” Community: “Where the house is in [named community] have a lot of violence 
and growing up I see all kinds of things, but because I’m a Police officer people don’t really 
do things for me to see.” Church: “No.” Music: “Music is just music, is how you take it. You 
can’t allow it to turn you violent. Is mostly just to mellow out yourself.” Media: “Not 
really.” Politics: “No.” Influence on his attitudes/behaviours: “What I realize early in life is 
the survival of the fittest. If you weak, people take advantage of you. Girls try to take my 
niceness for weakness. I became a police because I wanted to help people, so you can’t let 
the negative overtake you. You have to still stand up for what is right.” “I just don’t want 
to become like my father. My mother drink a lot, she always drunk in the house, and it 
makes me angry.” 

 
P-2: Home: “My brother and sister used to fight, have their little scuffle, but they make back 

up the same day or the next day.” School: “Yes, we get our licks from teachers when we 
do bad things, but that’s expected. I got into a fight with a bully once; he was much bigger 
than me. I was trying to pass and I say, “Excuse me” like four times and he refuse to move, 
so I just drive him a hard left hand.” Community: “I’m not a street person. From work to 
home and back, especially as I have a youth man now [baby boy].” Church: “I went to 
Church now and then in my younger days, but not now.” Music: “Boy, that ‘kick in she 
back door’ song was something else. But the people and dem vote it for road march. Most 
people like it for the rhythm. Some music have violence and some you can learn things 
about life. Is up to you how you take it.” Politics: “UPP and ALP don’t set no example. They 
don’t communicate good with one another. The amount of bad talk and name calling and 
disrespect they show, they can’t expect anybody to do no better.”  

 
P-3: Home: “My father beat mother when he was drunk, and I stand up to him sometimes.” 

School: “No.” Community: “No.” Church: “No.” Music: “No.” Politics: “No.” Influence on 
his attitudes/behaviours: “I always say I wouldn’t be like my father. I was a Rasta once 
and I was a Muslim when I lived in Trinidad. I use herb [marijuana] to relax but I never 
touch alcohol.” “I’m not sure” [whether his childhood experiences contributed to his 
attitudes and behaviour as a perpetrator]. 

 
P-4: Home: “No. my father took care of everything. My mother didn’t have any complaints. 

Modern women are different.” School: “No.” 
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 P-5: Home: “Yes.” School: “No.” Community: “Yes, growing up in Trinidad.” Church/FBO: “No.” 
Music: “No.” Politics: “No.” Influence on his attitudes/behaviours: “I had to be tough. I 
grew up with brothers, and in a rough area. As a woman in Trinidad, you have to be 
tough.” 

 
P-6: Home: He was one of six children born to his parents. His father was a well-known and 

reputable individual. His mother was “the only white or light-skinned person in the 
community which made for a very difficult childhood for her.”  She had been “a product of 
rape on another Caribbean island.” His parents’ marriage had been arranged by his 
paternal grandfather. His father was not violent, but he was unfaithful. His mother often 
travelled and would not return for weeks or months. His father would care for the 
children, but almost in a military type style where they would go to the beach each 
morning for a run and then return home to eat porridge and spinach. When he was 
about 14, his father could not find employment in Antigua, and the family moved to 
Canada. However, his father “lasted a week in Canada” and returned to Antigua. When 
he [P-6] had completed secondary school, around age 17, he visited his father in Antigua 
and they “had some of their most meaningful father-son time together.” He said “it was 
his father's way of showing love, because he was not good at that.” His father died about 
a month after his return to Canada. He did not attend the funeral because he“wanted to 
remember him alive.”  Influence on his attitudes/behaviours: “The culture contributes to 
violence and abuse.” 

 
P-7: Home: “Yes.” School: “Not really.” Community: “Not really.” Church: “No.” Music: “No.” 

Politics: “No.” Influence on his attitudes/behaviours: At the age of 15 he“took on the 
attitude that he could not be treated that way, and began to move back and forth 
between relatives’ homes.” 

 
5.4.6 Perpetrators blamed their survivors for the DV/GBV abuse 

Four (4) male perpetrators’ blamed their survivors for the DV/GBV abuse. They used 
words/phrases such as: “provoke,” “trigger,” “women mess things up,” “they take advantage of 
people,” “she start complaining.” P-5, the female DV perpetrator, also described having been 
“pushed” into getting angry, shouting at and cursing her husband [the survivor].  
 
P-1: Interviewer: The perpetrator blamed his girlfriend for his reactions. He frequently used 

words such as “provoke”, and gave the impression that if she would only speak to him 
differently and be more submissive, things would be okay. He also seems to have some 
level of insecurity because of her “marketability” of her perceived ease in replacing him.  

 
P-2: “I just think that sometimes some good woman get attitude because of who they hang 

out with. Their woman friends turn them off from the relationship. When you and them 
good they mess things up, and when things turn bad you can’t find them.” “The job site is 
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 also a frustrating thing because sometimes they take advantage of people and you get 
real mad, but you just chill. When you’re a small fry, nobody listen to you.” 

 
P-3: “I grow up with the responsibility that a man should take care of his wife and children. She 

only recently started complaining about everything. I didn’t want my wife to work but 
then she wanted to so I allow her and she still don’t see that I’m a reasonable person. Ask 
her if she and the children ever wanting for anything. Go ahead and ask her. We were 
happy when we first married because she was humble, and didn’t have friends influencing 
her. Our problem only come when she start complaining about everything I do, and start 
trying to change how things should be. It’s all because of her friends and company. I’m a 
private person.” 

 
P-5: (Female) “I curse and shout when I get angry and sometimes I say hurtful things, but only 

if I’m pushed to it. I can be the sweetest person in the world but if I am treated right. He 
likes to use the silent treatment, he doesn’t open up. He talk to his family on the phone for 
hours, and not to me. I know things sometimes because I hear him telling his sister.” 

 
P-6: Interviewer: He believed that his wife would “trigger him intentionally,” in order to plan a 

financially successful divorce. He said, “she used her daughter as a pawn to achieve her 
goal.” He said that it came to a point where he felt unsafe in his own home. “At one 
point, the Police were called to the home almost every other night.”  

5.4.7 Impacts of the perpetrators’ experiences on their lives 

Four (4) perpetrators discussed the impacts of their DV/GBV experiences on their lives. Two (2) 
seemed to have learnt from their experiences and have been trying to improve their behaviours 
in their intimate partner relationships. One (1), P-4, who is still married to his wife [the survivor] 
doesn’t seem to have learnt any positive lessons from the experience. He seems to blame her for 
bringing “strangers” into their private life; believes that he is a good provider of his family, and 
that if his wife “learns to respect” him, they would be able to “settle their conflicts” without 
external interventions. 
  
P-1: “I have to learn to solve problems better and not with fighting. I lose good girlfriends like 

that. Is like when I get upset, I just see black. Sometimes I’m tired of being frustrated. I 
feel tied down to this house I’m paying for and it’s in her [his mother’s] name alone.”  

 
P-2: “I just try to hold my side and do better. I made a lot of mistakes but right now I have a 

nice girl who try and show me a different way of thinking. She have her qualifications and 
she work. She don’t disrespect me and I don’t disrespect her.” “I move on from the past.” 

 
P-4: “It just is unfair that strangers have to know what is going on in our home and nobody see 

all the good I do. I don’t mean to hurt my wife. I love my wife and she is the mother of my 
children. She take good care of them. You think I would do anything to make my children 
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 suffer? Men out there troubling their children and starving their family. I take care of my 
family. My wife just need to learn to respect me and we can settle our conflicts.” 

 
P-5: (Female): “I experience difficulties and challenges everyday living with my husband. I 

know maybe I overdo it sometimes, and I don’t talk the bad words every day like he say, 
and I didn’t start out quarrelling every day. I tried to be a good wife. I tried. But he is a 
cold, cold man. He is like a wall. We had a nice Hindu wedding [in Trinidad] and we went 
on a nice honeymoon, but he was alone for too long so it seems he forgot how to treat a 
woman. Maybe someone hurt him in the past but he doesn’t open up, so I do not know 
what happened.”  

5.4.8 What support services would be useful to perpetrators in similar 
situations?  

It is notable that four (4) perpetrators suggested relationship/marriage counselling and anger 
management programmes for perpetrators in similar situations. Two (2) were non-committal, 
indicating, “I don’t know,” or “Not sure.” One (1) perpetrator, who was serving a prison sentence 
at the time of the interview, made the useful suggestion that prisoners on remand should be 
provided with the educational, counselling and other opportunities as those serving sentences, 
since they could be held on remand for a long period of time during which they are not receiving 
any opportunities for rehabilitation or training. This has been included in the recommendations 
of this report (see Section 6.0). 
  
P-1: “Anger management classes. Counseling for relationships.” 
 
P-2: “Counselling would be good for some people.” 
 
P-3: “I don’t know.” 
 
P-4: “Maybe marriage counselling.” 
 
P-5: “Marriage counselling.” 
 
P-6: “Not sure.” 
 
P-7: “In prison, if those who are remanded could also access services that would be good.”  He 

would have liked to continue his education while in prison for the past two years. 
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 5.5 Stakeholders’ perspectives on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda34 

This section is based on the following field research conducted for this research project: 
individual in-depth interviews with 15 DV/GBV stakeholders, as well as four (4) Focus Groups 
(FGs) held with DV/GBV stakeholders in the selected parishes of St. John, St. Mary and St. Philip. 
It needs to be noted that the stakeholders shared their knowledge/experience/reflections of 
DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda, as a whole as well as in the specific parishes. However, it was not 
possible to interview stakeholders or conduct a focus group in Barbuda. The researchers wish to 
sincerely thank the DV/GBV stakeholders (see Appendix 3), who participated in the interviews 
and focus groups, and shared their professional knowledge, experience and reflections.  
 
The 15 DV/GBV stakeholders interviewed comprised senior officials working on the frontline of 
DV/GBV issues in a cross-section of governmental, private sector and civil society organizations, 
as follows: State Security/Protection Agencies: Office of the Police Commissioner; Her Majesty's 
Prison; Boys Training School; Government Ministries: Ministry of Legal Affairs; Directorate of 
Gender Affairs (DOGA), Ministry of Social Transformation; Ministry of Health; Ministry of 
Education; Private Sector: Observer Media Group; and Faith-based Organizations (FBOs): Anglican 
Church; and Methodist Church (see Appendix 3). 
 
Four (4) Focus Groups (FGs) were held in: St. John’s Parish (Yorks Community Centre); St. Mary’s 
Parish (Bolans Village); and St. Philip’s Parish (Seaton Village and Willikies). The focus group 
participants comprised males and females with some interest in and sensitivity to DV/GBV issues, 
and were resident in the three parishes, ranging from 20 to 75 years old, and employed in a wide 
range of fields: State/Government: Police officers; security officers; person employed at the 
airport authority; teachers; nurses at community health clinics; nursing students; Private Sector: 
persons employed in the tourism industry; a shop owner, a sales woman; construction workers; 
a taxi driver; Civil Society Organizations: community-based advocates (human rights/gender); 
head of a women’s church group; community members; and Private Sphere: a housewife. 
 
This section offers a comprehensive overview of the knowledge, experiences, perspectives and 
reflections of key stakeholders on the situation of DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda, under 12 sub-
headings (Sections 5.5.1 – 5.5.12), based on the interviews conducted and focus groups held. It 
paints a complex and nuanced picture of the stakeholders who are at the frontline of providing 
DV/GBV services in the society. Many expressed a profound understanding of the DV/GBV 
situation in the country and commitment to addressing it. However, the interviews and focus 
group discussions also uncovered stakeholders’ lack of knowledge of key issues related to 
DV/GBV in the society, stereotypes about DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators, etc. When 
juxtaposed with the statistical data from the Police and DOGA (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2), and the 
actual experiences of survivors and perpetrators (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4),  

                                                           
34  This Section is based on individual in-depth interviews with 15 DV/GBV stakeholders conducted by Ms. Koren 

Norton and Ms. Amy Hassett; and four (4) Focus Groups, comprising stakeholders resident in the parishes of St. 
John, St. Mary and St. Philip, conducted by Ms. Alexandrina Wong, Ms. Norton and Ms. Hassett. 
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There is evidence of a disconnect between what is required to prevent 
and address DV/GBV in the society and the services currently being 
provided by stakeholders.  

 
The research findings of this section point to the urgent need for targeted sensitization/ training/ 
capacity building of professionals in the key stakeholder agencies. See Section 5.6 for the key 
conclusions of this section.  

5.5.1 Socio-cultural beliefs, norms and attitudes that underpin DV/GBV in 
Antigua & Barbuda 

This section discusses some of the socio-cultural factors that underpin DV in intimate partner 
relationships as well as child abuse, based on the observations and perceptions of stakeholders 
who participated in the focus groups (FGs) held in the parishes of St. John, St. Mary and St. Philip.     
 
Socio-cultural factors that underpin DV in the society 
 
A focus group participant from St. Mary’s Parish stated that, “If you grow up seeing your father 
cursing your mother, you will think it is alright and normal. Persons learn from examples because 
what they saw was never corrected. Principles should be taught in school in case they don’t get 
them at home. The problem is worse in situations with visiting relationships, when the two homes 
have two different sets of values.” 
 
Participants in the FG held in St. John’s Parish spoke about DV between intimate partners. An 
older male participant said that, “Some men behave as though they own the woman.” He linked 
this to “the tradition in the society where the man is the head of the household, which gives him 
the power to do, come and go as he pleases.” A female participant reinforced this point: “Man 
believe that he own the woman, especially if she not working, and he feel he can do as he like.” 
 
The FG held in Seaton Village, St. Philip Parish offered further insights into situations in which DV 
occurs between intimate partners. Participants said that, “Intimate relationships are a 
partnership where both parties have their roles;” and “Either spouse could be responsible for the 
many tasks.” However, “If one partner is not meeting their responsibilities, which sometimes 
involves miscommunication, the other partner becomes angry and expresses their anger in an 
abusive fashion.” In the view of a researcher, “When participants gave specific examples, the 
gender roles they described tended to be traditional, i.e., the man goes to work and the woman is 
responsible for domestic tasks. What is also notable about this discussion is that the participants 
seemed to agree with the traditional sexual/gender division of labour, as well justified the 
partner’s anger and abuse if either partner is not meeting the responsibilities of their traditional 
gender roles.” 
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Participants in the FG held in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish stated that, “A lack of communication, a 
lack of conflict resolution skills, and a lack of trust contribute to domestic violence.”   
 
Several participants in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish made the link between substance abuse (such 
as, alcohol and ‘weed’ [marijuana]), and domestic violence. One participant explained that, 
“Weed is put into sugar cane juice to disguise it, and it is often laced with other substances.” 
 

With regard to child abuse, it is evident from the discussion above 
(FG, St. Mary’s Parish), that corporal punishment of children in the 
home and school is widely tolerated in the culture and laws of Antigua 
& Barbuda. In the view of the researchers, this is one of the root 
causes of domestic violence, gender-based violence, and wider forms 
of violence in the society.  
 

Participants in the Willikies’ FG shared a number of observations and views on the issues of 
parenting, bullying and child abuse in their community. One participant said that, “Willikies is 
much more peaceful than town side [St. John’s].” Younger participants concurred that they “did 
not grow up in a house with violence.” They said that in the community, “Violence does not start 
until the age of 13 or 14,” but they “did not know why.” A female participant spoke about her 
youngest son who attends [a named] secondary school, who is the victim of threats of 
violence.  She said that she keeps in touch with the school and has met with the school 
counsellor, but did not feel that they have been very helpful. On the issue of parenting, 
participants spoke of “the need for parents to be involved in their children's lives and to 
understand some of their language, including instant messaging, e.g., LOL [laughing out loud], 
TTYL [talk to you later], etc.” One participant mentioned that, “Children have access to a lot of 
information and music online. Even if the clean version of a song is played on the radio, nowadays 
a child can get the R-rated version online.” One participant observed that a significant social 
impact of DV in the family/community/country is that, “It makes the home unsafe and teaches 
children unhealthy relationships because it is their ‘normal’.”  
 
FG participants from St. John’s Parish also pointed to the socio-cultural changes that need to 
take place in order to prevent and address DV in the society. A young male participant said, 
“While men may have the power, it is not right for a man to hit or abuse his wife or girlfriend 
even if he thinks that she did something which he did not like, for example, going to a fete or 
somewhere else.” Another young male said, “So then, we in the society have to do something 
about the situation. We don’t want our young people growing up in a violent society or they will 
be lost. Who would we have for leaders?” 
 
Participants discussed the need to change social norms and attitudes related to childcare and 
child abuse. The question was raised, “Is child care the responsibility of women only?” A female 
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 participant responded that, “It has always been like that, but now with a lot more women going 
out to work to feed the family, there is hardly anyone at home, so we need day care centres in the 
villages where children can be safe.” A male participant said that, “A man can help sometimes to 
look after the children if nobody else is there.” A young male went further, “Both parents’ have a 
responsibility to care for their children.” On the issue of the need for societal behaviour change 
related to child abuse, DOGA officials interviewed said that, “Perpetrators should be educated on 
other ways of handling their conflicts, since many have been victims of abuse themselves. 
Children should be taught about good touch and bad touch and that it is okay to speak up 
without the fear of backlash.”  
 

5.5.2 Stakeholders’ understandings of Domestic Violence 

While the stakeholders interviewed did not discuss the definition of DV as articulated in the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015), there was some discussion on their understandings of DV in the 
focus groups held at the parish level.  
 
Police officers in St. Mary’s Parish stated that, “a case of physical violence is not considered to be 
domestic violence if the victim and perpetrator are not connected in a familial relationship.” Even 
if the incident takes place in the home, but there is no past or present relationship between the 
survivor and perpetrator, it would be considered a case of “assault” or “battery” under the law. 
One officer made the crucial point that, “There is no criminal offence named domestic violence in 
Antigua & Barbuda.”35 A participant asked whether child abuse was defined as domestic 
violence, and the Police officer’s response was, “Yes, if perpetrated by a family member.” 
Another participant stated that Bolans Village was a community “with more 
verbal/emotional/psychological forms of violence;” and “people use their mouth a lot and always 
have a lot of negative things to say to each other.”  
 
A further question was raised, “What is the difference between discipline and child abuse?” A 
Police officer’s response was, “According to the law in Antigua & Barbuda, children can be 
disciplined physically [corporal punishment] without resulting in battery or grievous bodily harm.” 
It was also noted that, “If a parent is meting out discipline and injures a child, it may not be 
considered to be abuse under the law.” Another participant said that, “Some parents hit and 
pinch their children, and think it won’t be noticeable,” but on reflection [based on the FG 
discussion], she realized that “both hitting and pinching are abusive, regardless of the law.” It 
was reported that child abuse was a very big problem, in part because of the many young, single 
mothers. “Due to being single, children are often left unattended when they go to work.”  
 

                                                           
35  It needs to be noted that the definition of “family” used in the Domestic Violence Act (2015) is very broad, and 

reflects the complex family forms found in Antigua & Barbuda and the wider Caribbean, (i.e., it goes beyond the 
normative European nuclear family). 
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 With regard to the boundary between discipline and child abuse in Antigua & Barbuda, it was 
clear from the discussion that participants believed that the intention to commit violence or a 
deliberate act of abuse makes a difference. One participant of the all-male FG held in Seaton 
Village, St. Philip’s Parish, stated that he did not agree with any form of violence.   

5.5.3 Stakeholders’ perceptions of the prevalence of DV abuse in Antigua & 
Barbuda 

Intimate partner abuse 
 
Stakeholders interviewed believed that the most prevalent types of DV abuse found in Antigua & 
Barbuda were as follows (highest first): 

 Physical abuse: 13 of 15 stakeholders interviewed; 
 Verbal/Emotional/Psychological abuse: 7 of 15 stakeholders interviewed; 
 Sexual abuse: 3 of 15 stakeholders interviewed. 

 

F8 STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWEES’ RESPONSES ON THE MOST PREVALENT TYPES OF DV ABUSE IN ANTIGUA & 

BARBUDA

 

 
Table 6 and Figure 9 below show whether stakeholders interviewed perceived that DV was a 
major or minor issue in Antigua & Barbuda, and whether it had increased or decreased over the 
past five (5) years. 
 

 

57% 30% 

13% 0% 

Stakeholder Interviewees' Responses on the most prevalent types of  
DV Abuse in Antigua & Barbuda 

Physical Verbal/Emotional/Psychological Abuse Sexual Abuse
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 T6 STAKEHOLDERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE PREVALENCE OF DV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 

  
Stakeholder perceptions of DV prevalence 

 

Number of responses 
Major Minor Unsure 

1. Is DV a major/minor problem in the country? 11 2 2 
 Increased Decreased Unsure 

2. Have incidents of DV increased/ decreased over the 
past 5 years? 

6 3 6 

 

F9 STAKEHOLDERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE PREVALENCE OF DV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA  

 

Stakeholders interviewed, who believed that DV was a major problem in Antigua & Barbuda, 
offered the following comments:  

 “Prevalence data is unavailable in Antigua & Barbuda, which are needed to accurately 
measure DV rates.” However, based on DV cases seen by DOGA, it appears to be a major 
problem. The data compiled by DOGA also show a fluctuation in the rates of DV (DOGA). 

 “Even if there were only a few cases, it would make DV a major problem in the society” 
(Ministry of Health). 

 “All domestic partnerships in Antigua & Barbuda experience struggles and many descend 
to the level of abuse” (State protection/security agency). 

 “There is widespread emotional abuse and mental control of women by men in the 
society. There is rampant violence against girls by parents, step-fathers and adult men in 
the home” (Media). 

 “DV is a major problem in the country. It is under-reported, but there is also increasing 
awareness” (Public health official). 

 “DV reporting may have increased due to increased awareness” (FBO).   
 “Many persons are abused, but sometimes it is kept quiet. It is a greater problem in the 

society than it appears (FBO).  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Prevalence of DV

STAKEHOLDERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE PREVALENCE OF DV 

Unsure2 Decreased Increased Unsure Minor Major
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 Stakeholders who believed that DV had increased or decreased over the past five (5) years in 
Antigua & Barbuda, offered the following additional comments:  

 “From the news, it seems that DV has increased, but it could also be that we are more 
aware.” 

 “Not just the number of reports has increased, but the intensity of the attacks. They are 
more violent and sometimes result in death. Cell phones are a big issue – there is an 
invasion of privacy, sometimes threatening partners with blackmail by leaking nude 
photographs or videos” (Legal Affairs). 

 “Our perception of what constitutes domestic violence results in under-reporting. Because 
persons in the community don’t understand DV broadly, they only tend to report physical 
or sexual abuse” (FBO). 

 “DV may have decreased, maybe due to exposure through television and education.  Then 
again, it may just be severely under-reported” (State protection/security agency). 

 “It seems there are less reports in the ‘country’ [rural areas] than in ‘town’ [St. 
John’s/urban areas], but that may be because it is under-reported in the ‘country’” 
(Ministry of Education). 

 “I believe that the number of cases reported has decreased in the past five 
years.  However, I do not know if this indicates a decrease in the incidence of DV” 
(Ministry of Health). 

FG participants in St. John’s Parish, in response to the question of whether domestic violence 
was a problem in their community, stated that DV was a problem “all over Antigua, including 
Yorks community.” Two female participants concurred that DV was “too rampant, especially with 
the hitting and slapping,” but they did not understand why “the women always go back to the 
men.” A male participant said that, “DV is very common among the younger age group, especially 
hitting and verbal abuse.” A female participant said that, “Domestic violence is now the cause of 
death, as we saw in December 2016 when a young woman and an older woman both lost their 
lives as a result of DV.” A female said that, “The limited support systems in the country, for 
example, Gender Affairs [DOGA] who say that they cannot handle many a case, may explain why 
some people don’t report.” Another female said that, “Maybe DV was always happening in the 
society, but people are now getting the courage to talk about it in public.” She recalled the days 
when “Gender Affairs [DOGA] had ads on TV about physical and financial violence, and one which 
showed a judge taken to Court for hitting his wife.” She encouraged DOGA to “bring back those 
TV ads to educate the public about domestic violence.” 

FG participants in St. Mary’s Parish agreed by consensus that DV had increased in the country, 
and was a problem in the parish. A male participant believed that DV was under-reported. A 
female participant said that, “In domestic violence situations, “Physical abuse accounts for 
approx. 50% and emotional and mental [psychological] abuse the other 50%.” She added that, 
“Arguments can take a toll on a person, and lead to stress and depression.” A Police officer stated 
that, “Police statistics show mostly physical abuse and do not give the real facts about the extent 
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 of emotional and mental abuse, which makes it hard to have a clear understanding.” It was also 
noted that, “DV occurs in transactional sexual relationships, where young women and girls 
engage in sexual activities with older men for financial benefit as a means of survival.” 
Participants agreed that, “Males often don’t report DV, especially verbal or emotional, as they are 
afraid of being laughed at.”  
 
Participants also shared their experiences of why women stay in abusive relationships. A female 
participant said that, “Friends don’t always take advice, and some don’t report DV to the Police 
because they have to go back to the man for support.” Other comments in the same vein 
included: “Some relationships are about shelter or finance;” “Some women leave and the man 
does not allow it;” and “Some go back if the man promise to treat them good after the abuse.” 
One participant told of a woman whose face was disfigured when her partner threw acid on her 
after she left him. Family and friends had been begging her to leave him, but she did not, and 
when she finally did, he attacked her. This raised the question of when should a woman leave an 
abusive relationship, since leaving could put her in danger. The general consensus was, “The 
earlier the better;” “Just leave the first time you get hit, as it will become harder.” Someone said, 
“This is easier said than done, especially when he apologizes and acts nice after the incident.” 
Another participant said, “Some women have the mentality that ‘if he love me, he will beat me’.”  
 
FG participants in Seaton Village, St. Philip’s Parish expressed the view that DV was less prevalent 
in St. Philip than in the capital city, St. John’s. One participant, referring to the presence of 
significant numbers of immigrants in St. John’s, said that, “Some of the foreign cultures are more 
aggressive, and that it is a part of their culture.” FG participants in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish, 
believed that DV was a problem in the parish.  
 
On the question of whether women felt safe in their relationships with intimate partners, eight 
(8) of the 15 stakeholders interviewed believed that women felt safe, but their responses tended 
to be qualified: “Yes, in the beginning, women generally feel safe. Once they are deeper into the 
relationship, they may realize that some things are not so good;” “Some women do feel safe, but 
some who are vulnerable, don’t. Unemployed women feel more vulnerable;” “Some do, but some 
don’t feel safe if their partners are abusive, jealous or controlling. Some have a fear of being killed 
after multiple threats and hearing of others who got killed;” “Some women have fears and 
concerns about partners who engage in multiple sexual relationships. I see it as a form of sexual 
abuse when a man is promiscuous.”  
 
Seven (7) interviewees indicated that they didn’t know or were unsure if women felt safe in their 
intimate relationships. One said, “I don’t know if women in the society know what safe is. They 
are so used to being abused, sometimes in subtle ways, that it seems like the norm. Some attach 
the meaning of safety to having a roof over their head, so they accept abuse to have that.” 
Another said, “Students are discouraged from intimate relationships because they are minors, so 
it would be difficult to assess their feeling of safety.” A DOGA official said, “Women who have less 
power and control over resources in an intimate partnership, unemployed women, low-earning 
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 women and disabled women are more likely to feel unsafe. However, gender-responsive surveys 
would need to be conducted in order to have an informed opinion on women’s sense of safety 
and security in relationships.” 
 
Marital rape 
 
With regard to the incidence of marital rape in the society, 10 of the 15 stakeholders interviewed 
responded with widely different viewpoints. A Ministry of Health officer stated unequivocally 
that, “Marital rape occurs. Any time a women says no, it’s rape.” A Ministry of Legal Affairs 
official stated that, “Marital rape is not a crime in this country, although it occurs;” “Marital rape 
is only recognized in the law when the Court issues a Protection Order (interim or final) against 
the husband, in the case of a separation or divorce.” The official indicated further that marital 
rape “doesn’t come before the Courts too often.” She also said that she was once asked by a 
man, “Doesn’t a husband have rights?” because he said that “he needed to know his options 
when his wife withholds sex.” A public health nurse was aware of “a few cases of marital rape.” A 
representative of a faith-based organization (FBO) indicated that he “did not know that marital 
rape exists.” The interviewer noted that, “It is interesting that as the local head of the [named 
FBO], the interviewee was not aware that marital rape exists. This supports the Christian belief 
that women should submit to sex with their husbands on demand, and thus some men of the 
cloth may be unable to grasp the idea of marital rape.” 
 
DV against men 
 
On the question of whether men experience DV, nine (9) of the 15 stakeholders interviewed 
responded, six (6) of whom said that it takes place in the society, and three (3) indicated that 
they either did not know or were unsure. One interviewee raised the issue of violence against 
homosexuals and lesbians, which is a taboo issue that is not discussed in the society. 
 
On the question of whether men felt safe in their homes/ intimate relationships, 12 of the 15 
stakeholders interviewed said “yes” in general. Responses included as follows: “A resounding 
yes;” “Men are the macho ones so they don’t have anything to be afraid of. They are in control 
because of how they were raised;” “I believe that men feel safe in their intimate 
relationships. Even when there are difficulties, men generally feel safe;” “Yes, men feel safer than 
women.” Three interviewees gave a qualified response: “I think men generally feel safe, but some 
who have ego and pride issues may feel threatened. Some think they are not being respected if 
their female partner is strong;” “I guess it depends on the situation;” “Generally, yes.  But it’s not 
a discussion that takes place in school, so it is difficult to assess.” And finally, DOGA wished to 
have empirical evidence, “Gender-responsive surveys would need to be conducted in order to 
have an informed opinion on men’s sense of safety and security in relationships. It is possible that 
homosexual men are more likely to feel unsafe in intimate partnerships due to social stigma and 
discrimination.”  
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Child abuse 
 
Table 7 and Figure 10 below show whether stakeholders interviewed perceived that child abuse 
was a major or minor issue in Antigua & Barbuda, and whether it had increased or decreased 
over the past five (5) years. 

 

T7  STAKEHOLDERS’ PERCEPTIONS OF THE PREVALENCE OF CHILD ABUSE IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 

 
Stakeholder perceptions on  

the prevalence of child abuse 
 

Number of responses 
Major Minor Unsure 

1. Is child abuse a major/minor problem in the 
country? 

10 3  2 

 Increased Decreased Unsure 
2. Have incidents of child abuse increased/ 

decreased over the past 5 years? 
6  1 8 

 
F10 STAKEHOLDERS’ PERCEPTIONS ON THE PREVALENCE OF CHILD ABUSE IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
 

 
 
 
Stakeholders who indicated that child abuse was a major problem, offered the following 
comments: 

 “Child abuse is a major problem in the society which is largely due to poor parenting. 
Some parents speak to children aggressively, as if they are cursing another adult. Some 
treat children as less than human, and have a world view that ‘a child must be seen and 
not heard’. Neglect of children is also a form of abuse. Some parents show little interest in 
education. The TV babysits many children. Some are allowed too much access to social 
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 media, which can have damaging effects. Parents of children with disabilities tend to hide 
them and rob them of the opportunity for socialization” (Media).  

 “Child abuse is rampant in the society, but it’s often kept under wraps” (Ministry of 
Education). 

 “Child abuse is a major problem, particularly men troubling girls and also physical abuse. 
(Public health). 

 “Child abuse is very secret, but it’s a problem” (FBO). 

Stakeholders who perceived that child abuse had increased or decreased over the past five (5) 
years stated as follows: 

 “The number of cases reported has increased, but this may or may not indicate an 
increase of actual incidents” (Ministry of Health). 

 “I have heard of more cases of child abuse, but I don’t know if that means an increase” 
(Media). 

 “It seems to have increased, based on the news” (Public health). 
 “Child abuse has decreased, as the cultural mindset in the society has changed.” 
 “It may be difficult to assess whether child abuse has increased or decreased, due to styles 

of parental discipline” (FBO).  

On the question of whether children felt safe in their homes, six (6) stakeholders interviewed 
were generally positive, including: “Yes. A home is a home, and children do not have anything to 
compare it with. Both boys and girls generally feel safe. At the Boys Training School, all the boys 
want to go home to visit their families, even when they are not the most stable of environments.” 
A further six (6) stakeholders qualified their responses: A school counsellor said that in her 
classroom discussions, “Female students indicated feeling unsafe in their homes where family 
members engaged in drug use, and male students who experienced abuse in their home may not 
feel safe.” Other qualified responses included: “Most do but some who have been preyed upon or 
who are subjected to parental violence might not;” “Many do.  But those who are being 
mistreated, abused or neglected may feel unsafe;” “Sometimes children feel safe. It depends on 
how their parents treat each other;” A State protection/security official said, “Children generally 
feel safe in their home when it includes a mother, father and children. Once there are step-
parents involved, they are less likely to feel safe. Step-parents do not always care for their 
boyfriend’s, girlfriend’s or spouse's children in the same way that they care for their own.” Three 
(3) respondents indicated that they were not sure: “I’m not sure. I don’t have much dealings with 
children professionally, so I can’t say in general. Male children may experience physical abuse, 
especially by stepfathers who see them as a nuisance;” and “I have no idea. The Family and Social 
Services Department would be better able to answer this question.” 
 
Figure 11 below shows comparative statistics of stakeholders who perceived that women, men 
and children felt safe in their homes. 
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F11 COMPARISON OF STAKEHOLDERS WHO PERCEIVED THAT MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN FELT SAFE IN THEIR 

HOMES  

  
 

5.5.4 Social characteristics of DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators  

The stakeholders interviewed were asked to describe the social-economic groups (e.g., gender, 
age, ethnicity, (dis)ability, urban/rural location, etc.), and other social characteristics of DV 
survivors and perpetrators in the society. The responses point to stakeholders’ perceptions of 
the social and economic indicators of a greater vulnerability to experiencing DV/GBV among 
both survivors and perpetrators. 
  
Stakeholders’ perceptions of the social characteristics of DV survivors 
 
The majority of stakeholders interviewed stated that women (12 out of 15 responses) comprised 
the majority of DV survivors, followed by children (6 of 15 responses), and men (1 of 15 
responses).36 See Figure 12 below. With regard to DV perpetrators, the vast majority of 
stakeholders (14 of 15 responses) believed that men comprised the majority of perpetrators.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                           
36  It needs to be noted that some stakeholders gave more than one response, e.g., women and children. 
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Comparison of Stakeholders who perceived that women, men and children 
felt safe in their homes 
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F12 COMPARISON OF STAKEHOLDERS WHO PERCEIVED THAT MEN, WOMEN OR CHILDREN COMPRISED THE 

MAJORITY OF DV SURVIVORS 

 
 
With regard to their perceptions of the socio-economic groups and other social characteristics of 
DV survivors (women and children), stakeholders’ offered the following responses based on their 
professional experience: 

 “Based on the cases reported to DOGA, DV survivors are predominantly women in the 25-
34 and 35-44 age groups. The majority of these women are of African heritage; nationals 
of Antigua & Barbuda and other Caribbean countries; resident in St. John’s Parish; 
engaged in common-law relationships; and having both low and high self-esteem. They 
are employed in the public and private sectors, informal economy, e.g., members of the 
Police force and other security services, teachers, nurses, office workers, hotel and 
restaurant employees, domestic workers, as well as persons from the informal sector and 
the unemployed. They may also be unemployed.” (DOGA). 

 “Children and women. Mostly middle-age women in my experience” (FBO). 
 “Women who report DV are more likely to be in their 30’s and 40’s.  I am not sure if this 

indicates that there are less DV cases among women in their 20’s and other age groups” 
(Ministry of Health). 

 “It could be anyone. However, educated and professional women might not report DV 
because it might damage their image. We tend to see more cases from Grays Farm and 
other low socio-economic areas because they have public fights, etc.” (Media). 

 “DV survivors may be found among the entire population of women and girls in Antigua & 
Barbuda. But women from the lowest socio-economic strata, living in poverty, are most 
likely to experience DV” (Boys Training School). 

 “Adolescent girls and young women; ‘ghetto’ people from low-income neighbourhoods; 
single women; unemployed women; women from all geographic areas” (Ministry of 
Health). 

 “Women with low self-esteem, financially dependent on their partner. Marital status and 
geographic location makes no difference” (Ministry of Legal Affairs). 
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  “It is often the children of single mothers, because they are working long hours and are 
unable to properly supervise their children. Also, girls in a compromised position, where 
the male perpetrator is a source of income for their survival” (Ministry of Health). 

 “It varies – all ages for sure. Low economic status seems to make them more vulnerable. 
I’m not saying women in higher economic brackets don’t get abused, but the others seem 
more likely to be victims. Migrant women and their children suffer abuse. Some migrant 
women without the proper status feel they have little or no rights, so if they are violated, 
they often don’t talk about it. The children also don’t want to jeopardize their parents’ 
position or cause their mother’s boyfriend to have to leave when he is the breadwinner, 
even if he is abusing them” (Ministry of Education). 

 “A lot of DV and child abuse reports to the Police, especially the more aggressive 
behaviours, are from immigrants.” The official also stated more generally that, “In the 
socialization of children in Antigua & Barbuda, women/girls are treated as the lesser sex” 
(Office of the Police Commissioner). 

With regard to the social characteristics of women perceived as being particularly vulnerable to 
DV, the following numbers of responses were received from stakeholders interviewed: 
Poor/destitute women/girls (7 out of 15 responses); young women/ girls (6 of 15); women/girls 
with disabilities (5 of 15); women migrants, including women migrant workers (5 of 15); elderly 
women (4 of 15); and women/girls belonging to minority groups (3 of 15). It was notable that 
two of the respondents who identified women belonging to minority groups included the LGBT 
community.37 See Figure 13 below. 

F13 STAKEHOLDERS’ RESPONSES ON THE SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WOMEN PERCEIVED AS BEING 

PARTICULARLY VULNERABLE TO DV 
 

  
 
On the issue of male survivors of DV, a female participant in the focus group held in St. John’s 
Parish responded that both women and men experience DV, but “women are the main survivors 

                                                           
37  It needs to be noted that some stakeholders gave multiple responses, and others gave none. 
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 because men feel that they own women.” Another female participant said that, “Men do 
experience DV, but mostly in the form of cussing [verbal abuse] or an injury when the woman 
decides to hit back.” A retired male Police officer said he knew of “men who had experienced 
both verbal and physical abuse from their wife or girlfriend, but they seldom reported it to the 
Police because of the fear that they would be laughed at.” 
 
Stakeholders’ perceptions of the social characteristics of DV perpetrators 
 
Fourteen (14) of the 15 stakeholders interviewed perceived that men comprised the majority of 
DV perpetrators in Antigua & Barbuda. With regard to the socio-economic groups and other 
social characteristics of the DV perpetrators, the following were stakeholders’ responses based 
on their professional experience: 

 “Based on the cases reported to DOGA, DV perpetrators were mainly men between the 
ages of 25-34 and 35-44 years old. However, in 2011, 2012 and 2014, DOGA saw an 
increase in reported cases of perpetrators in the 45 and over age group. The majority of 
the male perpetrators were of African descent, resident in communities in St. John’s, and 
are both married and unmarried” (DOGA). 

 “All types of men, often young to middle-aged” (FBO). 
 “Men of all ages. Some had been victims themselves, and some came from households 

where they witnessed violence” (Ministry of Education). 
 “The predominantly male perpetrators show different behaviours. Some have mental 

health issues, for example, they started by killing the cat. Some threaten to burn down the 
house. Some are very angry, and have anger management issues” (Legal Aid). 

 The majority of cases encountered were “girls who were rape victims/survivors, often 
within a family context” [i.e., incest]. The perpetrator tended to be “a man who took 
advantage of a girl.” He was often “the mother's boyfriend, an uncle or a distant relative.” 
Charges were usually not pressed because of the family's denial and/or financial 
dependency on the perpetrator” (Ministry of Health). 

 “There is no specific profile of male perpetrators. We see the cases that become public, 
but there is a lot of silent abuse” (Media). 

5.5.5 Stakeholders’ views on the laws related to DV/GBV  

Table 7 and Figure 14 below show the stakeholders’ knowledge/awareness of the laws related to 
DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda, and their views on public access to information on the laws. 
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 T8 STAKEHOLDERS’ RESPONSES ON THE LAWS RELATED TO DV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 

 
Responses of stakeholders interviewed on 

the laws related to DV/GBV 
Yes No Unsure/ 

Unaware 
No response 

1.  Knowledge/awareness of the laws  9 1 2 3 
2. Is there public access to information on the 

laws?  
12 2 1 

 
0 

 
F14 STAKEHOLDERS’ RESPONSES ON THE LAWS RELATED TO DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
 

  
Knowledge/awareness of the laws related to DV/GBV 
 
The majority of stakeholders interviewed who responded to the question, had 
knowledge/awareness of legislation related to DV/GBV. Some specifically named the Domestic 
Violence Act (2015). The senior official from the Office of the Police Commissioner spoke of “the 
multiple efforts to improve the DV laws in Antigua & Barbuda,” and his view that “they have 
improved greatly in 2015 with the Domestic Violence Act (2015) which is closer to that of Trinidad 
& Tobago,” which he believed was “a good model.” The senior official from Legal Aid pointed out 
that the Domestic Violence Act (2015) was “useful because one does not have to show a physical 
injury as before; an affidavit alone is enough for the issue of an Interim Protection Order.” A 
DOGA official indicated that, “The Domestic Violence Act (2015) was upgraded from the Act of 
1999. However, it has more power when taken in conjunction with other Acts.” Officials from the 
Ministry of Legal Affairs named the following specific laws relevant to prosecuting DV/GBV: 
Domestic Violence Act (2015); Sexual Offences Act, Criminal Assault on the Person Act; Common-
law Act; Childcare and Protection Act; Juvenile Justice Act; Child Maintenance Act; and Cyber 
Crimes Act. 
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The journalist, who was notably able to name the specific laws related to DV/GBV, made the 
point that, “So many people don’t know their rights.” It is also noteworthy that a number of 
stakeholders expressed being “unaware” or “not sure” of the laws related to DV/GBV. A similar 
response was made by focus group participants in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish, who said that they 
were “not too aware of the laws and policies in place to address DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda.” 
A former Police officer asked FG participants in St. John’s Parish how many of them knew about 
the new Domestic Violence Act (2015). Two female participants replied that they had “heard 
about the new Act, but didn’t know much about it.”   
 
Access to information on the laws related to DV/GBV 
 
The majority of stakeholders interviewed agreed that there was access to information on the 
laws related to DV/GBV, and some specifically named Legal Aid and DOGA as sources of 
information on the law. However, other interviewees, including those in key positions in State 
protection/security agencies, qualified their responses, as follows: “Information is available, but 
not easily accessible” (Office of the Commissioner of Police); “Not openly, you have to dig” (Boys 
Training School); “It’s available if you can afford a lawyer” (Ministry of Health);  
 

“There is some access if the person knows where to look. Maybe more 
information on the DV/GBV laws should be shared with the public, so 
people would know” (Media). 

 
FG participants in St. John’s Parish put forward recommendations on access to information on 
the laws related to DV/GBV. A male participant recommended the need for “regular community 
programmes as well as school programmes specially designed to teach children of all ages.” A 
young male participant said that, “the ‘Health and Family Life Education’ (HFLE) programme in 
schools was not strong enough and should be improved.”   
 
Implementation of the laws related to DV 
 
A number of stakeholders interviewed, including those in key State protection/security agencies, 
were generally not pleased with the implementation of the laws related to DV. Responses 
included: “The laws exist, but implementation is often delayed” (Office of the Police 
Commissioner); “The laws exist, but implementation is lacking” (Her Majesty’s Prison); 
“Implementation of the laws on DV is a problem” (Boys Training School). One interviewee 
explained, “Because the Domestic Violence Act (2015) has just gone into effect, is it difficult to 
ascertain the effectiveness of its implementation at this point” (Ministry of Health). 
 
FG participants in St. John’s Parish had strong views and recommendations on the 
implementation of laws related to DV. A female participant said that, “Stronger laws and 
sentences need to be put in place to help stop domestic violence.” Another female participant 
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 stated that, “While the Domestic Violence Act (2015) is a good step, the attitude of some Police 
officers when taking reports needs to change, so that people would feel safe and not 
embarrassed to report DV.” A third female participant recommended that, “There should be a 
half-way house or shelter for women who experience domestic violence.”  
 
FG participants from St. Mary’s Parish added their voices on the issue of implementation of the 
laws. A Police officer stated, with regard to perpetrators, “If a perpetrator does not show up in 
Court, another date is given, and if s/he still doesn’t show, a bench warrant is issued.” A female 
participant said, “Some women [DV survivors] make reports to the Police, but do not follow 
through. They withdraw the reports and waste the time and resources of the Police, when 
someone else could use the assistance.”  
 

5.5.6 DV/GBV services provided by State/Government ministries, departments 
and agencies  

Stakeholders’ discussed their knowledge and awareness of DV/GBV prevention, protection, 
support and care services provided by State/Government ministries, departments and agencies 
(MDAs). They also provided critical perspectives on the DV/GVB services that are offered by the 
various MDAs. Finally, they offered recommendations on how the MDAs could improve their 
service provision. 
 
Table 9 and Figure 15 below present an overview of stakeholders’ responses on their 
knowledge/awareness of DV/GBV services provided by a list of relevant State/Government 
agencies and ministries. 

 T9 STAKEHOLDERS’ KNOWLEDGE/AWARENESS OF DV/GBV SERVICES PROVIDED BY RELEVANT 

STATE/GOVERNMENT MINISTRIES, DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 
 

 Ministries/Divisions/Agencies Yes, 
aware 

Not 
aware 

Not 
sure 

No response 

1. Ministry of National Security; Royal Police Force; Her     
Majesty’s Prison; Boys Training School 

12   - - 3 

2. Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA) 13 - - 2 
3. Ministry of Social Transformation 4 - - 11 
4. Ministry of Legal Affairs 6 - 1 8 
5. Ministry of Health 6 - - 9 
6. Ministry of Education 7 - - 8 
7. Ministry of Labour 2 3 - 10 
8. Ministry of Immigration 2 2 2 9 
9. Ministry of Finance 2 1 1 11 
10. AIDS Secretariat/ Division 6 - 2 7 
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 F15 STAKEHOLDERS’ KNOWLEDGE/AWARENESS OF DV/GBV SERVICES PROVIDED BY RELEVANT 

STATE/GOVERNMENT MINISTRIES, DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES 
 

 
 
Table 9 and Figure 15 above show that of the 15 stakeholders interviewed, 13 were aware of the 
DV/GBV work of the Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA); compared to 12 responses for the 
Ministry of National Security/ Royal Police Force; and 6 or less for the other relevant 
State/Government ministries or agencies who provide various DV/GBV services.  
 
The discussion that follows is an analysis of the stakeholders’ knowledge of and critical 
perspectives on the DV/GBV work of the various State/Governmental, private sector, civil society 
organizations, as well as recommendations on how the services provided could be improved and 
what further needs to be done.  
 
Is the Government meeting its obligations to address DV/GBV? 
  
Stakeholders interviewed were asked whether the Government was meeting its obligations to 
address DV/GBV. Of the 11 (out of 15) stakeholders who responded, one (1) person stated a 
categorical “yes”; five (5) indicated that “the Government is trying”; and three (3) said “no” or 
“not enough.”  
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 One (1) stakeholder said that, “The Government is responsible for being the first responders on 
DV/GBV. It also has the most resources, e.g., the Police, hospitals and health clinics, schools, etc. 
However, the Police and all first responders should receive ongoing training to raise awareness of 
their responsibilities and improve their services.”  
 
Two (2) stakeholders stated that: “Persons in State/Government agencies are themselves 
perpetrators of DV/GBV abuse;” and “The Government needs to improve its enforcement of the 
laws and the services available. In the Courts, due to delays and other malfunctions, many cases 
are dropped, and many women and children have to return to their abusive homes.”  
 
Two (2) persons expressed views on the effect of political partisanship on addressing DV/GBV in 
the society: “Domestic violence is a major problem in Antigua & Barbuda, and there is enough 
knowledge and ideas to combat this issue. However, politics can get in the way. Individuals tend 
to support one of the two main political parties, and act in accordance with their party. Even 
when there is a good plan, it is not implemented because after the five years are up, the 
Government changes and everything starts over. There is thus no continuity of implementing 
programmes or services. DV/GBV would be better addressed if the programmes to prevent, heal, 
and deal with these issues were not subject to political affiliation;” and “There should be a non-
partisan way to handle these issues, with no favours or connections. In order to effectively 
address DV/GBV, there needs to be a direct link between parliament, politicians from all political 
parties, ministries/departments/agencies delivering services, and the population.” 
 
One (1) stakeholder stated that, “We should have a more holistic approach in dealing with 
gender-based violence, rather than separating it from domestic violence.” She further 
commented that, “Many persons were not aware that DV/GBV is a social problem that could 
affect anyone, and they tended to resort to gossip, e.g., “Shelly man beat she good and proper 
last night.” 
 
Two (2) stakeholders spoke about inadequate public awareness of DV/, child abuse and rape in 
the society. One stated that, “The Government falls short in educating the public on these 
issues. After a crisis, for example, when a child was raped or there was a series of break-ins that 
involved rape, the news and media covered issues of DV/GBV abuse.” She believed that, “This 
discussion should be ongoing. It should take place in the schools and on television, so that the 
community can develop a vocabulary to discuss such issues and feel more comfortable to report it 
when it occurs.” Another said that, “This is everybody's responsibility. We need to change our 
culture.” 
 
 
 
Ministry of National Security Royal Police Force (RFP) 
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 The senior official from the Office of the Police Commissioner indicated that the Royal Police 
Force comprised over 700 Police officers, with 40 persons in upper management positions. “At 
the Langfords Police Training School, all Police trainees are now trained on the Domestic Violence 
Act (2015) during their mandatory six months of training, and there is some sensitization on 
DV/GBV. Of those [the majority] who have been in the Police Force before the passing of the 
Domestic Violence Act (2015), most have been informed, but it has been difficult to reach all 700+ 
officers. Some Police officers have also received training as sexual assault first responders. 
However, there needs to be ongoing professional development.” An ex-senior Police official 
stated that, “There is ongoing training of Police officers, but it is focused on management and 
supervisory issues, and not so much about how to effectively enforce the law and engage in 
community policing on issues such as DV/GBV.” 
 
At the FG held in St. Mary’s Parish, a participant said that, “DV survivors are often afraid of the 
consequences of engaging with the system, so they tend to ask the Police to warn the perpetrator 
rather than make an arrest.” A Police officer stated that they have a “Three strikes and you’re out 
rule. They warn the perpetrator twice and if the person harms a third time, they are arrested 
regardless of what the survivor requested.” The officer said further that, “The Police can press 
charges and take the case to Court if the survivor reneges, especially if s/he had provided 
evidence the first time;” and “If the Police suspect a DV situation, they don’t have to wait for a 
report but can instigate an enquiry as part of community policing.” It is notable that this Police 
officer was very knowledgeable about how the Police are expected to respond to DV.  At the 
Focus Group held in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish, a Police officer spoke about a challenge faced by 
the Police when dealing with DV survivors. He said that, “Survivors were not consistent in their 
requests to the Police, and sometimes they requested an intervention and changed their minds 
later.”  
 
Stakeholders were highly aware of the responsibilities of the Police Force in enforcing and 
implementing DV/GBV laws and policies, as well as critical of their performance. Some voiced 
specific concerns and offered concrete recommendations.  
 

 “The Police respond when DV/GBV cases are reported by the school [named secondary 
school].” 

 “The Police are supposed to respond to DV/GB when it happens, but their performance is 
not adequate. Some Police officers don’t even know the DV/GBV laws and amendments. 
DV/GBV needs to be taken more seriously throughout the Police Force.” 

 “The Police drop the ball in many cases because of their slow or lackadaisical response, 
and because they do not familiarize themselves enough with the laws to be able to help 
citizens or tell victims their rights.” 

 “Previously, the Police could not intervene in private/domestic affairs of couples” 
(husband and wife, common-law relationships, intimate partners, etc.). “This is no longer 
the case, but there is still a belief among all ranks of the Police Force that they shouldn’t 
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 interfere in ‘husband and wife business’. The Police Force needs to put in place ongoing 
education, training and sensitization of its officers at all levels to change this mindset.” 

 “There was a Special Police Unit responsible for handling sex crimes, but it has been shut 
down. It should be reinstated under the umbrella of the new Domestic Violence Act 
(2015), with a stronger mandate to lead change across the Police Force.” 

Her Majesty’s Prison (HMP) 
 
The senior official from Her Majesty’s Prison indicated that the prison population comprised [on 
the date of the interview] 331 inmates, 13 of whom were females. The inmates included those 
on remand as well as those who had been sentenced. He estimated that the prison received 
approx. 60 new inmates per year. He stated that there was no specific Police charge or Court 
sentence titled ‘Domestic Violence’, but that they can ascertain whether a charge or sentence of 
assault or battery involves DV based on the relationship between the aggressor and the 
victim.38 The official indicated that prison inmates participate in individual sessions with a 
counsellor and the Men Against Negative Attitudes (MANA) programme. HMP also offers 
“vocational programmes, in which prisoners are attached to mentorship type jobs in the society, 
usually labouring work such as construction or welding.” However, these programmes are only 
available to prisoners who have been sentenced, and not those on remand who are awaiting 
sentencing. See Section 5.4 for the interviews with DV/GBV perpetrators, one of whom had been 
on remand for two years, and was therefore not eligible to participate in the HMP’s counselling, 
educational and work programmes. 

Boys Training School 
 
The senior official interviewed indicated that there were eight (8) boys in the facility [on the date 
of the interview], all of whom had been sentenced for a non-violent crime, none of which 
involved DV/GBV. However, she noted that, “it was possible that at least some of them would 
have either witnessed or been involved in some type of DV/GBV in their developmental years.”  
 
Individual counseling is provided and families are involved from time to time, “but it is difficult to 
engage the families as they are mostly from the west and the Boys Training School is located in 
the east.”  The boys are taught communication and decision-making skills, however they are 
isolated from their home environment and while "rehabilitation" takes place during their stay, it 
is difficult for a young person to apply those newly learned skills once they return home to family 
and friends who were involved in the activities that led to their placement.  
 
Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA)  

                                                           
38  This point is related to the earlier discussion (see Table 1) that in Antigua & Barbuda, domestic violence per se is 

not criminalized under the Domestic Violence Act (2015), and thus a perpetrator cannot be charged or 
sentenced with domestic violence. Charges can only be laid by the Police under other relevant criminal laws 
such as the Offences Against the Person Act (and its amendment), the Sexual Offences Act, etc.  
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The majority of stakeholders interviewed were aware of DOGA’s lead role in addressing DV/GBV 
in the society. One interviewee stated: “Kudos to Gender Affairs. They try to make a difference. 
They have a hotline, organize Women’s Day on March 8th, and they are visible to the 
community.” Other responses included as follows:  
 

 Co-ordination: “They coordinate the whole DV/GBV response;” “They launched a National 
Strategic Action Plan to end GBV (2010-2015).” 

 Crisis hotline: “They manage a crisis hotline.” 
 Counselling: “They offer counselling to DV survivors.” 
 Public sensitization/training: “They play a leading role in public sensitization;” “DOGA has 

started a male-led training initiative;” and “They will be hosting a National Gender-Based 
Violence Forum to increase outputs and interventions to strengthen the action plan for its 
next cycle.” 

 One-stop centre: “DOGA is in the process of establishing a one-stop centre to bring 
together the services needed by DV/GBV survivors.”  

 Shelter for DV survivors: “Since there is no formal shelter in Antigua & Barbuda, DOGA 
assists the victim in identifying options, including a family member or close friend.”  

Ministry of Social Transformation 

Interestingly, although 13 (of 15) stakeholders interviewed were aware of DOGA’s leading role in 
addressing DV/GBV, only 4 (of 15) indicated awareness of the role of the Ministry of Social 
Transformation.  

The Ministry’s portfolio includes DOGA, as well as family services, citizen welfare and probation 
(DOGA). Stakeholders indicated that:  

 “The Citizens Welfare Department is responsible for child welfare and the elderly, 
although there is a public misconception that it addresses the social needs of all citizens.” 

 “Sexual abuse of female and male children in the household are reported to and recorded 
at the Citizen Welfare Department of the Family Services Division.” 

 “Social services for DV/GBV survivors are inadequate.  The law and enforcement are 
changing, but the availability of social services has not caught up.” 

 “They coordinate social services in Antigua & Barbuda, but they are understaffed and 
under-resourced.”  
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 Ministry of Legal Affairs 
 
The researchers sought to access DV/GBV records held by Legal Aid and the Courts, but without 
success. Six (6) stakeholders indicated their awareness of the role of the Ministry of Legal Affairs 
in addressing DV/GBV in the society, including the work of Legal Aid and the Family Court; and 
their responsibility for “putting laws in place” and “reviewing/amending the laws.” A senior 
counsel from the Ministry of Legal Affairs indicated that the Legal Aid department “was set to be 
expanded, which would increase its capacity to assist more DV/GBV survivors.” On the issue of 
data collection, she indicated that, “The information kept by the High Court would be in logs, and 
might not be attributable to DV but to physical assault.” She recommended that, “Now would be 
a good time to ask the newly established Family Court to start keeping statistics on domestic 
violence.”  
 
Ministry of Health 
 
Four (4) health personnel indicated that the Ministry of Health was engaged in responding to 
DV/GBV in a variety of ways, and also offered recommendations to improve the services 
provided.   
 

 Health care: Hospitals and health clinics provide medical care to injured DV/GBV 
survivors. However, a Public Health nurse supervisor noted that, “Due to a lack of 
training, some of the nurses might not always pick it up [DV/GBV] but just treat the injury 
without asking about the cause.” An FG participant in Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish said 
that, “The medical clinic is there, but there is a lack of privacy and therefore it is 
inappropriate for certain discussions. It is located on the main road and the windows open 
onto the road, ‘the block’, and a bar. There are several rooms in the clinic, but the 
partitions do not go up to the ceiling so you can hear persons speaking in another room.”  

 Counselling: At the Mount St. John’s Hospital, the in-house counsellor assesses and 
counsels DV/GBV patients referred by doctors, as well as DOGA and WAR.  Counselling is 
offered to all injured DV/GBV victims. It was recommended that there should be targeted 
efforts at addressing mental health issues. 

 Referrals: The Ministry of Health also refers DV/GBV survivors to other 
departments/agencies for the relevant assistance. 

 Training/Sensitization: Some nurses were trained as SANES (sexual assault nurse 
examiners); Training is provided four times per year to staff at the Mount St. John’s 
Hospital, “although issues related to DV/GBV and child abuse do not make the agenda 
each year.” A public health nurse stated that, “In the medical clinics, the nurses’ 
knowledge is restricted to whatever nursing or medical education was received prior to 
employment. There is no ongoing training. Their only further education is through 
interacting with peers, a mentoring type of exchange of information.”  
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  Data collection: Hospital/health clinics’ interviews with patients do not seek to obtain 
information on DV/GBV, nor do they document such information. “Many patients report 
their experiences of rape and/or incest, but the patients' charts would simply reflect the 
medical diagnosis.”  

 Confidentiality: “There are cultural barriers to reporting abuse, particularly because of the 
lack of privacy when entering a clinic; everybody knowing everybody in the community; 
and the “small island tendency to gossip, even professionals working in the relevant 
ministries, departments and agencies.” In Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish, for example, “the 
health clinic is located on the main street and the window opens onto the bus stop. It’s 
across the street from a bar, and on the other side of the building there’s a car wash, 
locals hang out, etc. Anyone can see patients walking in and out of the clinic.”   

Ministry of Education 
 
Stakeholders interviewed expressed mixed knowledge of the work of the Ministry of Education in 
preventing and responding to DV/GBV. Four (4) believed that the Ministry was engaged: 
“Yes, when there is a case of child abuse, the school reports it to the Police and Child Welfare;” 
“They partnered with DOGA in a pilot program for youth on the reduction of GBV;” “There is some 
discussion in schools on the issue;” “Yes, they are doing something;” “I believe so;” and “They are 
supposed to.” Stakeholders were of the view that the Ministry should be doing more to raise 
awareness of DV/GBV: “There is more education and information sharing than previously, but 
there is plenty more to do;” “They should educate youth more.”  
 
A secondary school counsellor interviewed indicated that her job includes classroom work, 
counselling, event planning, and other tasks. The school does not provide services that 
specifically address or respond to DV/GBV. If a case of child abuse or rape comes up in school, 
she reports it to the Police and Child Welfare, who then handle it. Classroom work includes 
teaching life skills such as communication, decision-making, goal-setting and family roles. She 
recommended that, “This could be a useful setting to discuss gender roles, intimate relationships 
and conflict resolution, although these issues would need to be on the curriculum to enable them 
to be covered in class.” She meets students for counselling on “an as-needed basis.”  She pointed 
out that intimate relationships are discouraged, as the students are minors. The interviewer 
noted that, “Students may therefore not feel comfortable in discussing violence in their intimate 
teen relationships with the school counsellor.” The counsellor also indicated that some secondary 
schools participated in Gender-Based Violence Against Men (GBVAM), a programme seeking to 
reduce GBV that was targeted to male students. Sessions were held twice a week for three 
months after school hours, and participation required parental consent. However, she indicated 
that attendance at her school was “inconsistent,” and recommended that, “The content should 
be incorporated into the school curriculum, and offered during school hours to make it more 
accessible and sustainable.” 
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 A senior education officer indicated that the Ministry of Education provides “support to 
counsellors who educate and support vulnerable girls and boys in the schools.” The Ministry has 
also participated in a pilot project on GBV prevention. The officer stated, as a follow-up to the 
interview, that she will reach out to UN Women to see if the programme can be implemented in 
all schools.  
 
Ministry of Labour 
 
Only two (2) stakeholders interviewed responded that they were aware of the work of the 
Ministry of Labour in addressing DV/GBV. One indicated that, “A policy on sexual harassment in 
the workplace is to be rolled out at some point.” Another responded, “Not enough. The Court 
should refer DV/GBV perpetrators to labour programmes to find work.”  
 
Ministry of Immigration 
 
Two DOGA officials stated that, “The Ministry of Immigration is sensitive to trafficking issues;” 
“Cooperates [with DOGA] on trafficking;” and “They have been trained by IOM and do good 
screening and detection.” One stakeholder recommended that, “They should educate 
immigrants.” 
 
Ministry of Finance 
 
Two (2) stakeholders interviewed believed that the Ministry of Finance played a role in 
addressing DV/GBV, through budget allocations: “They have a budget allocation for GBV;” and 
“Yes, I think they give a budget for domestic violence.”39 
 
AIDS Secretariat/Division 
 
Six (6) stakeholders interviewed were aware of the work of the AIDS Secretariat/Division in 
addressing DV/GBV, including: “They have a gendered response in their outreach;” “Yes, they 
provide public education on how abused women can get HIV from an infected partner;” and “A 
workshop was recently held on decentralizing care for HIV victims and looking at the cultural 
aspects of care for vulnerable persons.”  

5.5.7 Role of the private sector and civil society in addressing DV/GBV  

Stakeholders interviewed shared their knowledge and views on the role of the private sector, 
civil society (including faith-based organizations), and regional and international agencies in 
addressing DV/GBV, and recommendations on what more needs to be done: 
 
 
                                                           
39  The researchers were unable to verify whether this is indeed the case.  
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 Private Sector 
 
Five (5) stakeholders interviewed commented on the role of the private sector in addressing 
DV/GBV, but their knowledge was sketchy: 
 

 “Yes, Scotia Bank.” 
 “Through sponsoring programmes.” 
 “Homes for girls are private.” 
 “Yes, but it’s not successful.” 
 “Maybe they are waiting to be asked.”  

CSOs, NGOs, CBOs 
 
Five (5) stakeholders interviewed named “civil society” in their response to the question of who 
should be responsible for addressing the needs of DV/GBV survivors and their families. One 
stakeholder stated, “Everybody should care for their neighbours. There should be a partnership 
between Government, the private sector and civil society.” 
 
A few stakeholders were aware of the work of specific civil society organizations: 
 

 “WAR, Women of Esteem, Intersect, and Women of Antigua were engaged in sensitization 
and awareness-raising through conferences, rallies, focus group sessions, social media, as 
well as drama and theatre.”  

 “POWER, CAFRA and community-based organizations.” 
 “The Rotary, Lions and other groups focus more on health screenings and should get 

involved in addressing DV/GBV.” 

Faith-based organizations (FBOs) 
 
A few stakeholders’ were aware of the positive role played by FBOs in addressing DV/GBV, but a 
number were highly critical: 

 “Yes, in sermons and through their groups. The Methodist Church preaches non-violence 
to the boy scouts, girls’ and boys’ brigades, youth fellowship.” 

 An Anglican pastor indicated that he has reached out to congregants and families in his 
Church, and has tried to engage men in the Caring Dad programme. He also expressed 
interest in working with young people in schools on relationships; gender roles; and 
simple, effective, respectful interactions. 

 “Yes, the Church helps sometimes, e.g., ‘Big brother, big sister’ mentorship programmes.” 
 “Some FBOs are involved in education and they attend DOGA events.” 
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  “They should address the moral aspect of DV/GBV. They preach that wives should be 
submissive. They seem to turn a blind eye to abuse.” 

 “I don’t think they do much more than encourage women to obey their husbands.” 
 “The Church is often silent on DV/GBV issues, and silence means they condone the 

activity.” 
 “The Church is not doing enough. They should do more awareness-raising because they 

have access to a ready audience comprising a large part of the population. They also have 
the resources to set up shelters, provide counselling, training and other support services to 
DV/GBV survivors.”  

Regional and international agencies 
 
There was some awareness among stakeholders of the regional and international agencies that 
support Antigua & Barbuda, but little specific knowledge of their programming on DV/GBV: 
 

 “DOGA and Ministry of Education collaborated on a programme sponsored by UN 
Women.” 

 “UN Women, UNFPA and CDB do some work on the issues.” 
 “PAHO, ILO and FAO. I think PAHO holds workshops.” 
 “I think USAID and UNICEF help.” 
 “UNICEF, UN Women and EU.” 
 “UN Women and UNFPA.” 

 
5.5.8 Agencies responsible for DV/GBV perpetrators (punishment and 

rehabilitation) 

Stakeholders interviewed indicated the following agencies responsible for dealing with DV/GBV 
perpetrators: Ministry of National Security; the Police; the Courts; the Prison. It needs to be 
noted that these agencies tend to take a more punitive than rehabilitative approach to their 
work with perpetrators. In addition, the researchers were unable to identify other organizations 
in the society, e.g., NGOs or FBOs, engaged in the rehabilitation of perpetrators.   
 
A DOGA official indicated that in the past, DOGA worked with perpetrators. 
 
One stakeholder said, “It should be a collective effort. You can send a man to prison for beating 
his wife/intimate partner or abusing his child, but if you have not addressed the beliefs/ attitudes/ 
lack of knowledge/ anger management issues/ etc. that lie at the root of his tendency to be a 
DV/GBV perpetrator, nothing will change.” 
 
With regard to the issue of rehabilitation, two (2) stakeholders stated that:  
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  “Rehabilitation does not exist in Antigua & Barbuda,” and gave the example of the 
Singapore prison system, “where they are able to rehabilitate and re-integrate their 
prison population back into the community;” and  

 “Canada's legal system is more effective in addressing DV, specifically in going to Court 
and mandating services. Even though perpetrators do not tend to respond well to 
rehabilitative services initially, eventually many of them make attempts to change their 
ways.” 

 
5.5.9 Recurring issues faced by agencies responsible for addressing DV/GBV 

Stakeholders raised a number of recurring issues faced by agencies responsible for addressing 
DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: lack of safe spaces for clients to disclose/report abuse; 
confidentiality; appropriate/confidential handling and management of DV/GBV files; and 
referrals of DV/GBV survivors to other relevant ministries/departments/agencies. 
 
Safe spaces for clients to disclose/report abuse (where appropriate) 

 “The school counselor's job includes drop-in counseling, referrals, class activities, 
organizing events, etc. It is not a specifically clinical position. The office space is not ideal 
for safe disclosure or confidentiality, and regular/weekly therapy sessions do not occur” 
(School counsellor). 

 An FG participant at St. Mary’s Parish indicated that, “Rather than reporting DV/GBV to 
the Police, where the officer may not be approachable or the counter/desk for reporting 
may be open to all passers-by, some survivors prefer to tell friends or family.”  

Confidentiality  
 
Stakeholders responded as follows to the question of client confidentiality among various 
agencies that address DV/GBV in the society: 

 “DOGA seems confidential” (Legal Aid); 
 “Yes, efforts are made to make clients feel comfortable and ensure confidentiality. 

However, when someone walks in and sees someone they know working at DOGA, they 
might feel it is not confidential. Some survivors prefer to remain anonymous and seek 
assistance by phone” (DOGA). 

 “Yes, the [named FBO] respects the confidentiality of parishoners who share their DV/GBV 
experiences” (FBO);  

 “Yes, I think Ministry of Education personnel respect the confidentiality of students who 
report DV/GBV” (Ministry of Education). 

  “Although there is an awareness of confidentiality, the work space at the Police stations 
and responsibilities of officers do not really provide for it” (Office of the Police 
Commissioner). 

 “Yes, it’s a small society, so confidentiality is a concern” (Legal Affairs); 
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   “Confidentiality is difficult due to the culture of small communities where everyone knows 
everyone” (Ministry of Health);  

 “The institutions need to improve on confidentiality” (Boys Training School). 
 An FG participant in St. Mary’s Parish stated that confidentiality is an issue in reporting 

DV/GBV, and made the comment that “not every listening ear is a quiet mouth.” 

Appropriate/confidential handling and management of DV/GBV files  
 
Stakeholders responded as follows to the question of whether their agency/organization 
managed DV/GBV clients’ files appropriately/confidentially: 
 “The Police Code of Conduct includes ‘integrity and honesty’, and the DV/GBV cases are 

handled on a ‘need to know’ basis” (Office of the Police Commissioner). 
 “Yes” (DOGA). 
 “Somewhat. I handle my client files in a confidential manner, but other hospital staff may 

lack the same standard of confidentiality. There are a lot of people who have access to 
hospital records, which makes confidentiality difficult to enforce” (Counsellor, Ministry of 
Health). 

 “Somewhat. The school counsellor’s office is not locked at all times” (School counsellor). 

Referrals of DV/GBV survivors to other agencies 
 
Stakeholders responded as follows to the question of whether their agency/organization 
effectively referred DV/GBV clients to other relevant services: 

 “Yes, DOGA receives referrals regularly from health professionals, Legal Aid, Social 
Services” (DOGA). 

 “The counsellor receives referrals internally from doctors at the Mount St. John’s Hospital, 
as well as from DOGA and WAR. And the counsellor makes refers DV/GBV clients to 
community services” (Counsellor, Ministry of Health). 

 “Referrals of rape and child abuse cases are made to the Police, Welfare Department, and 
Youth Intervention” (School counselor). 

 “The medical clinics make referrals, but not consistently” (Public Health nurse). 
 “Many professionals throughout the system do not trust referring a DV/GBV client to 

another agency. Those individual professionals who are committed will try to help as 
much they can through their own agency, even though they may not be the best qualified 
or resourced” (Boys Training School). 

Stakeholder agencies managing the impact of DV/GBV work on staff 
 
A couple of stakeholders responded to the question of whether their agency/organization had 
programme(s) to address/mitigate the impacts of DV/GBV work on the staff: 
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  “The in-house counsellor is in the process of preparing a proposal for staff self-care. This is 
new to our culture, so it’s not yet in place” (DOGA). 

 “It’s difficult to know, since each person has their own needs for and approach to self-
care” (Ministry of Health). 

5.5.10 Advocacy on DV/GBV 

On the question of which ministries, departments, agencies and organizations in the society 
were principally engaged in advocacy on DV/GBV, stakeholders interviewed responded as 
follows: 

 “Advocacy is one of our main mandates. We seek to reach different levels of the 
population through: public service announcements on the main radio stations and the 
state-owned television station; press releases in the Daily Observer, Caribbean Times and 
the online Antigua Chronicle; a presence on Facebook, twitter and Instagram; booklets, 
pamphlets, billboards; and occasional community meetings or street programmes” 
(DOGA). 

 “Primarily DOGA, WAR, POWER, CAFRA” (Office of the Police Commissioner; HMP). 
 “I have seen some television programmes and interviews, heard advertisements on radio 

and seen billboards encouraging people to speak up” (FBO). 
 “There tends to be an increase in media attention after a terrible incident has occurred, 

e.g., interviews, and public education programmes on GBV on radio and TV. But it is not 
sustained” (Ministry of Health).  

A number of stakeholders interviewed wished to see more advocacy on DV/GBV: 

 “More advocacy is needed to give survivors a voice and to advertise services available. We 
need more advocates, more manpower. More resources should be allocated for this” 
(Legal Affairs). 

 “We need more advocacy from leaders, persons who have experienced DV/GBV, parents 
of children who were abused” (FBO). 

 “Not enough is being done to help people understand DV/GBV, so they can make different 
choices. The media should play a bigger role in educating the public, promoting services 
available for survivors, and calling for improved services” (Media). 

 “Advocacy needs to go beyond providing brochures. The goal of public sensitization and 
education should be empowerment, to enable DV survivors to get out of the abusive 
situation (Legal Aid).” 

 “Public education needs to undertaken on an ongoing basis through the schools and 
media, to improve prevention of DV/GBV;” “The government should implement more 
education in schools and the media to raise national awareness on the DV/GBV all year 
round. It needs to become a regular discussion in the home, school, community and 
workplace, so that people feel safe to report any type of abuse;” “The Ministry of Health 
should designate officers in each zone to handle DV/GBV cases. Apart from the Police, 
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 nurses often don’t know who or where to call to get support for these cases” (Ministry of 
Health officials). 

5.5.11 Budget allocations for addressing DV/GBV  

Stakeholders interviewed were asked whether their ministry/ department/ agency/ organization 
had an annual budget allocation for addressing DV/GBV. The responses were mixed: 
 

 “Yes. DV/GBV is embedded in DOGA’s budget. Thus all areas of DOGA’s programming 
(staffing, counselling, training, workshops, events, advocacy, media, public relations, etc.) 
include a focus on DV/GBV” (DOGA). 

 “DV/GBV is included in the new Police training programme.  And since the new Domestic 
Violence Act (2015), officers from most of the Police stations throughout Antigua & 
Barbuda have received some training, although it has been difficult to reach all 700+ 
police officers” (Office of the Police Commissioner). 

 “Indirectly. DV/GBV is included in training, but not annually.  Counselling is provided for 
survivors and perpetrators. Also, relevant tests are conducted at the hospital following an 
assault or rape;” “Yes, counseling and workshops”; “Yes, training” (Ministry of Health 
officials). 

Most stakeholders interviewed indicated that there was no institutional budget allocation for 
addressing DV/GBV. They included persons from: Ministry of Legal Affairs; Legal Aid; Ministry of 
Health; Ministry of Education; Media; and the Methodist Church.  
 
The majority of stakeholders were also “not aware” or “unsure “of whether the Ministry of 
Finance or other Government ministries/departments/agencies have mechanisms in place to 
quantify the cost to the national economy of the health, work and other social impacts of 
DV/GBV. It needs to be noted that the researchers did not uncover any such initiative in Antigua 
& Barbuda.   
 
5.5.12 Data collection/analysis/dissemination by DV/GBV stakeholder agencies 

The majority of stakeholder institutions do not collect, analyze or disseminate statistical or 
qualitative data on DV/GBV in the society. Where they do, it is often inadequate. The Police and 
DOGA were the only two institutions in the society that recorded statistical data on DV/GBV (see 
Sections 5.1 and 5.2). However the Police data are kept in Police logbooks and required 
painstaking efforts by the researchers to compile and quantify. None of the other stakeholder 
institutions have a system in place for collecting or analyzing DV/GBV data. Stakeholders’ 
responses included as follows: 
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  DOGA collects sex-disaggregated data related to DV (see Table 3, Section 5.2), which are 
analyzed and disseminated through reports on the CEDAW and Belem do Para 
conventions (DOGA).  

 “The Police have always kept statistics, but their method is from the United Kingdom, and 
while good, it is dated.” He estimated that it has been in use since the 1960s. They are 
now in the process of updating their statistical data collection methods to be of more use 
in today's society. The new Domestic Violence Act (2015) mandates the Police to prepare 
a written report for every DV report made (Office of the Police Commissioner). 

 “DOGA keeps statistical data on DV.  The Police keep logbooks of reports made, which 
include DV/GBV. Statistical data can be requested from these institutions” (Ministry of 
Health). 

 “Legal Aid has some statistics, but they are not sex-disaggregated” (Legal Aid). 
 “The Courts don’t keep DV statistics because, for example, a ‘battery’ case might not even 

be listed as DV” (Ministry of Legal Affairs). 
 “I do not believe that the hospital or medical clinics document DV cases, but only 

according to their diagnosis, e.g., bruises, broken bones, etc. I’m not sure how any 
information gathered is disseminated” (Ministry of Health). 

 “I document any reported case of DV/GBV abuse in my log, and then I call the Police and 
Welfare Department to handle the matter. However, statistics are not compiled or 
disseminated from this information” (School counsellor). 

 “Statistics are generally very difficult to find in Antigua & Barbuda.” The HMP official 
recalled that when doing the research for his Master’s thesis, he searched for statistics 
and found very little. “Things are improving little by little. The prison is starting to digitize 
their data.” He said that in follow-up to the interview, he will start asking for prison 
statistics regularly (HMP).  

 “When I call around, I can’t get reliable statistics, so I keep my own records based on 
media reports (Media). 

 “No data is gathered by our organization” (Methodist Church). 

5.6 Key conclusions of the field research on DV/GBV in Antigua & 
Barbuda 

Box 2 KEY CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIELD RESEARCH ON DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 

SECTION KEY CONCLUSIONS OF THE FIELD RESEARCH ON DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
 

5.1 Police Statistical Records of Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda: 
Table 2 shows the Police records of DV in three selected parishes: St. John, St. Philip, and St. Mary 
which includes the island of Barbuda for administrative purposes. It is not clear whether the statistics in 
Table 2 represent all DV cases reported to the Police stations, i.e., whether all cases reported were 
actually recorded. The Police records were generally not computerized, but kept manually in logbooks 
at the police stations in the three parishes. The Domestic Violence Act (2015) only came into force on 1 
October 2016, and the logs did not include language that specifically stated "domestic violence." The 
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researchers thus painstakingly identified and counted all incidents that involved domestic relationships: 
husbands, wives, ex-husbands, ex-wives; boyfriends, girlfriends, ex-boyfriends, ex-girlfriends; baby or 
child, mother or father; and uncle, aunt, nephew, grandparent, etc. The two main types of abuse 
identified in the logs were “battery” and “threats.” A category of “other” types of abuse included: 
“verbal abuse;” “annoyance;” “insulting;” “harassment;” “stalking;” and “throwing a missile.”      
 
The highest number of DV reports (367 or 63%) were made in St. John’s Parish, the capital city, an 
urban centre; followed by 158 (or 27%) in St. Mary’s Parish, a neighbouring parish of St. John’s; and 61 
(or 10%) in St. Philip’s Parish, a rural parish located farthest from St. John’s. However, when the 
numbers of reports were calculated against the populations of the parishes, a very different picture 
emerges, with Barbuda showing the highest rate of DV reports to the Police, and St. John’s the lowest. 
The rates of female reports were as follows (highest to lowest): Barbuda (1:32); St. Mary (including 
Barbuda) (1:43); St. Philip (1:47); followed by St. John (1:96). The rates for male reports were (highest 
to lowest): Barbuda (1:57); St. Philip (1:69); St. Mary (including Barbuda) (1:84); followed by St. John 
(1:285). When compared with the global statistic that one (1) in three (3) females experiences GBV in 
her lifetime, it is evident from the above statistics that Antigua & Barbuda exhibits very low rates of DV 
reporting to the Police. 
 
The ratio of female to male DV survivors is 425 to 162. Females thus accounted for just over 72% of the 
DV survivors who reported to the Police. These figures indicate the predominance of female DV 
survivors. The significant percentage of male survivors (28%). also indicates either that DV against 
males is increasing or that more males are reporting DV abuse. The ratio of male to female DV 
perpetrators is 485 to 95, accounting for almost 84%. The figures indicate both the predominance of 
male perpetrators, as well as a significant percentage of female perpetrators (16%).  
 

5.2 DOGA Statistical Records of Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda: 
DOGA is responsible for leading the implementation of the country’s Domestic Violence Act (2015). It 
works closely with the Police with regard to all forms of GBV. Clients often call or visit DOGA’s offices 
directly, or are referred by the Police, legal system, health care institutions, among others. 
 
Table 3 presents the numbers of DV cases handled by DOGA for the period 2011–2015 (inclusive). 
DOGA does not keep statistical records of reports of sexual abuse (including rape) committed against 
adults (18 years and over) and children (under 18 years old) outside of the domestic context. The types 
of abuse recorded by DOGA are as follows: physical abuse; sexual abuse; psychological and emotional 
abuse; verbal abuse; and financial abuse. 
 
Figure 5 indicates a general decline in the cases handled annually, except for 2014 when there was an 
increase over 2013. It is not clear what accounts for the annual decline in reports received over the 5-
year period, for example, whether it’s due to a decrease in the incidence of DV in the society linked to 
increased advocacy and awareness, or other factors.  
 
When the DOGA statistics are compared to the Police records for 2015 shown in Table 2, it is evident 
that the Police received higher numbers of reports of domestic violence overall. This is to be expected, 
since each parish is served by local Police stations, which would tend to be the first port of call for DV 
survivors, particularly when the incidents occur at night. In addition, the location of DOGA’s offices in 
St. John’s may present an obstacle to DV survivors resident in rural parishes as well as in Barbuda. 
 
Figure 6 shows that psychological/emotional abuse and verbal abuse tend to go hand in hand. Thus, in 
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general, persons reporting verbal abuse also report psychological/emotional abuse. They also represent 
the highest incidence of DV cases handled by DOGA. When the DOGA and Police records are compared, 
the latter show relatively few reports of verbal/psychological/emotional abuse. This suggests that the 
persons who report verbal/psychological/emotional/ abuse to DOGA generally do not go to the Police, 
because they may be either ashamed, or they believe it won’t be taken seriously, or they are actually 
seeking the counselling support offered by DOGA which is not offered by the Police. This tends to 
suggest that the Police and DOGA statistics may represent different cohorts of persons, with some 
degree of overlap. 
 
Figure 7 indicates that in the period 2011-2015, female survivors outnumbered males with regard to all 
types of abuse. It is also notable that women, as perpetrators, were more likely to use 
verbal/psychological/emotional abuse, than physical or sexual.  
 
It is noteworthy that significant numbers of men reported domestic violence, which represents a shift 
from the past when men felt an acute sense of shame in reporting DV/GBV. Among the male DV 
survivors, the highest number reported verbal and psychological/emotional abuse, with very few men 
reporting sexual or financial abuse. 
 

5.3 Interviews with DV/GBV Survivors: 
All eight (8) DV/GBV survivors interviewed went to the Police for help. While this is positive in that they 
all viewed the Police as a key source of assistance, their experiences indicate that the Police do not take 
reports of DV/GBV very seriously. In two cases, the Police provided no assistance to the survivors. In 
two further cases, the Police took the side of the perpetrators. In one case, after the Police conducted a 
sensitive interview with the survivor, there was no follow up. And in two cases where the perpetrators 
were imprisoned for sexual abuse, one was “for a couple of days,” and the other case was thrown out 
for a lack of evidence. Finally, one survivor seems to have been pushed into becoming a perpetrator. 
Having made many reports to the Police and receiving no assistance, she responded to the 
perpetrator’s harassment by stabbing him, at which point the Police put her in jail “to cool down.” 
 
Four (4) of the eight (8) survivors had their cases taken to Court. Their Court experiences were mixed. 
Four (4) survivors never made it to Court. In the case of S-2, there was no follow-up by the Police and 
the perpetrator was never caught. S-5 received no assistance following her report to the Police. In the 
cases of S-3 and S-8, the Police took the perpetrators’ side, and did not undertake any follow-up 
investigation or lay charges. 
 
While three (3) DV survivors received substantial support from family/friends, the majority received 
either limited or no support. This is a key finding, given the lack of a coherent support system for DV 
survivors in the country. It suggests a need for greater public education to raise awareness of the 
situation of DV survivors, and the critical need for stakeholder agencies to improve their DV support 
services and coordination. 
 
The DV/GBV survivors’ responses indicated that they had little knowledge of the laws related to 
DV/GBV, their rights under the law, or support services provided by various agencies. It would be 
helpful to DV/GBV survivors if, on seeking assistance from key institutions such as the Police, DOGA, 
hospitals, Legal Aid, etc., they could be given a brochure on DV/GBV which provides information on 
their legal rights as well as the support services offered by various agencies/organizations. 
 
It is notable that the majority of survivors (6 of the 8 interviewed) had attended secondary school, 
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which suggests that despite having had secondary education, the women experienced DV. With regard 
to occupation, less than half were employed, which may be a more critical factor in having the financial 
autonomy to not accept/reject DV in an intimate partner relationship. Certainly their voices and stories 
point to a deep awareness that their experiences of DV/GBV were violations of their rights; they all 
made reports to the Police; four pursued their cases in Court, despite their inadequate knowledge of 
and frustration with the system; the majority sought/received counselling from St. John’s Hospital, 
DOGA and a school counsellor. And they all continue on their individual journeys of self-empowerment.  
 
Based on the interviews, it is clear that the childhood home was the arena in which the DV abuse took 
place or started; and the legal, social and other support systems in the society for survivors are 
inadequate. 
 

5.4 Interviews with DV/GBV Perpetrators: 
The interviews with seven (7) DV/GBV perpetrators provide a great deal of insight on DV with regard to: 
societal gender norms, the normalization of gender-based violence, and the impunity perpetrators 
experience in the society. Based on the perpetrators’ recounting of their experiences with intimate 
partners, much of the DV seems to be related to problems associated with men’s challenges in coping 
with changing gender roles in the society. It indicates the clear need for public education through the 
schools, media, etc. And the particular need for boys and men to be targeted for awareness-raising and 
sensitization on gender equality and domestic violence.  
 
Two (2) of the seven (7) perpetrators had their cases taken to Court. One said he was treated “unfairly” 
by the Court; he was sentenced/imprisoned for an undisclosed period. Another was sentenced to 2 
years and 3 months imprisonment for the GBV crime of having sex with a minor. Five (5) perpetrators 
did not go to Court, since they were either never reported to the Police by their survivors, or charges 
were not laid by the Police. 
 
The DV perpetrators’ responses above are similar those of the survivors in Section 5.3, and indicate that 
they have little knowledge of the laws related to DV/GBV, the rights of survivors under the law, and the 
penalties for offenders. It would be helpful to DV perpetrators if, on being reported to key institutions 
such as the Police, Courts, DOGA, hospitals, etc., they could be provided with information and a 
brochure on DV/GBV to raise their awareness of the issues and contribute to a change in attitudes and 
behaviours.  
  

5.5 Stakeholders’ perspectives on DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 
Interviews held with 15 representatives of DV/GBV stakeholder institutions; and 4 Focus Groups held in 
the parishes of St. John, St. Mary and St. Philip provided a rich body of evidence, which is presented in 
Section 5.5 under the following main headings: 
 
5.5.1:  Socio-cultural beliefs, norms and attitudes that underpin DV/GBV in Antigua & Barbuda: 

 Stakeholders raised the following key socio-cultural beliefs/norms/attitudes that in their 
view underpin DV/GBV in the society: childhood experiences of DV – learning from 
experience; corporal punishment of children is widely tolerated/practiced in the home 
and school; the societal tradition that the male is the head of household, which gives 
him the belief that he owns the woman, and can do as he pleases; inadequate trust, 
communication and conflict resolution skills between intimate partners; and the link 
between substance abuse (alcohol and marijuana) and DV/GBV.   
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5.5.2:   Stakeholder understandings of DV: 

 A case of violence (physical, sexual, verbal/emotional/psychological, financial) is only 
considered to be DV under the law if the perpetrator and survivor are connected in a 
familial or domestic relationship. 

 The difference between discipline and child abuse was discussed. Under the law in 
Antigua & Barbuda, children can be disciplined physically (corporal punishment) without 
resulting in battery or grevious bodily harm. Stakeholders pointed out that this was 
abusive, regardless of the law. 
   

5.5.3:  Stakeholders’ perceptions of the prevalence of DV abuse in the country: 
 Stakeholders believed that the most prevalent forms of DV were: physical abuse (57%); 

verbal/emotional/psychological abuse (30%); and sexual abuse (13%). 
 The majority of stakeholders believed that: DV is a major problem in the country; and 

that incidents have increased over the past 5 years. 
 The issue of marital rape is not a crime under the law, but a number of stakeholders 

indicated that it occurs. 
 

5.5.4:  Social characteristics of DV survivors and perpetrators: 
 Women comprise the majority of survivors and men the majority of perpetrators. 
 The social characteristics of the majority of survivors handled by DOGA include: 25-34 

and 35-44 age groups; African descent; resident in St. John’s; engaged in common-law 
relationships; and professions include Police, other security services, teachers, nurses, 
office workers, hotel/restaurant employees, domestic workers, and informal sector 
workers. Stakeholders’ perceptions of the social characteristics of survivors were 
(highest to lowest numbers of responses): poor/destitute women; young women/girls; 
disabled women/girls; women migrants; elderly women; women/girls from minority 
groups including LGBT. 

 The social characteristics of the majority of perpetrators handled by DOGA include: 25-
34 and 35-44 age groups; African descent; resident in St. John’s. Stakeholders perceived 
that perpetrators who sexually abuse/rape girls in the domestic context tend to be the 
mother’s boyfriend, an uncle or distant relative. In addition, male perpetrators were 
viewed as having mental health problems and anger management issues.  

 
5.5.5:  Stakeholders’ views on the laws related to DV/GBV: 

 The majority of stakeholders expressed knowledge/awareness of the laws related to 
DV/GBV; and believed that there is public access to information on the law. However, 
the latter response was qualified, to “information is available, but not easily accessible.” 

 Stakeholders were critical of the implementation of the laws on DV/GBV including a lack 
of implementation; delays; attitude of Police officers; women themselves make reports 
to the Police and do not follow through; the Domestic Violence Act (2015) has only 
recently come into effect; the absence of a shelter or halfway house for DV survivors. 
 

5.5.6: DV/GBV services provided by State/Government ministries, departments and agencies: 
 Stakeholders expressed knowledge/awareness of the services provided by the MDAs; 

offered critical perspectives on their performance, and recommendations on how they 
could improve their services. The majority were aware of the services provided by the 
DOGA and the Police. Other agencies that provide DV/GBV services included: Her 
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Majesty’s Prison; Boys Training School; Ministry of Legal Affairs, including Legal Aid and 
the Courts; Ministry of Health; Ministry of Education; etc. 

 Critical perspectives include: State/Government agencies are first responders on 
DV/GBV and need to improve their services; the Police response to DV/GBV is 
inadequate; some employees of State/Government agencies are themselves 
perpetrators; there is political partisanship in addressing DV/GBV in the society; 
Rehabilitation services are not made available to prisoners on remand, only those 
sentenced. 
 

5.5.7:  Role of the private sector and civil society in addressing DV/GBV: 
 Stakeholders expressed a sketchy knowledge of the work of the private sector in 

addressing DV/GBV. There was greater awareness of the role of CSOs, NGOs and CBOs. 
Stakeholders named a number of regional/international agencies, but had little 
knowledge of their specific programming. They were highly critical of FBOs, which they 
thought should be doing more to provide shelter, counselling, training and other 
support services to DV/GBV survivors. 
   

5.5.8:  Agencies responsible for DV/GBV perpetrators (punishment and rehabilitation): 
 Stakeholders identified the key agencies responsible for DV/GBV perpetrators in the 

society: Ministry of National Security; Police; Courts; Prison; Boys Training School. The 
research did not find other organizations in the society that are engaged in the 
rehabilitation of perpetrators, e.g., the private sector, CSOs, NGOs, CBOs or FBOs. 

 The research findings pointed to a more punitive than rehabilitative approach to 
handling DV/GBV perpetrators in the society. 
  

5.5.9:  Recurring issues faced by agencies responsible for addressing DV/GBV: 
 Stakeholders identified the following recurring agencies faced in addressing DV/GBV: 

safe spaces for clients to disclose/report abuse (the spaces at Police stations, DOGA, 
and health clinics were often inadequate); confidentiality (this was often identified as a 
problem because of the small society, everyone knowing everyone else, etc.); 
appropriate/confidential handling and management of DV/GBV files (the handling and 
management of DV/GBV files by agencies was viewed as being inadequate); referrals of 
DV/GBV survivors to other agencies (there was indication of referrals, but it is 
inadequate); and  professionals in frontline agencies managing the impact of DV/GBV 
work on themselves (there is need for the frontline agencies to put in place support 
programmes for the care of staff/first respondents). 

 
5.5.10:  Advocacy on DV/GBV: 

 Key agencies/organizations identified as advocates on DV/GBV in the society were 
DOGA and some [named] NGOs. The point was made that following a DV/GBV crisis in 
the society (e.g., a series of break-ins and rapes, the killings of women in DV situations, 
etc.), there are press releases, media interviews, talk shows, etc. However, these are 
not sustained once the public outcry has subsided.   

 Stakeholders expressed strongly that there should be increased and ongoing advocacy 
on DV/GBV through the schools, media (radio, TV, press, social media). 
  

5.5.11:  Budget allocations for addressing DV/GBV: 
 The research did not uncover any specific annual budget allocations for DV/GBV 
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programming among the Ministry of Finance or frontline agencies. The research also did 
not find any mechanisms among the DV/GBV agencies for quantifying the economic and 
social cost of DV/GBV to the society. 

 Based on stakeholder responses, it was found that a number of agencies/organizations 
provided DV/GBV services which were embedded in their annual budgets, e.g., Police, 
DOGA, Ministry of Legal Affairs, Legal Aid, Courts, Prison, Ministry of Health, Ministry of 
Education, Ministry of Social Transformation, etc. 
 

5.5.12:  Data collection/analysis/dissemination by DV/GBV stakeholder agencies: 
 The majority of DV/GBV stakeholder institutions do not collect, analyze or disseminate 

statistical/quantitative or qualitative data on DV/GBV in the society. The Police and 
DOGA are the only two agencies that record the DV cases they handle. The Police 
stations have logbooks in which they manually record cases reported. However, they 
are not labelled as “domestic violence” (see summary of Section 5.1 above). DOGA 
keeps records of DV cases handled, compiles the figures annually, and indicated that it 
analyzes the statistics in the CEDAW and Belem do Para reports. However, it needs to 
be noted that the country has not submitted a CEDAW report since 1995, although a 
2017 report is in the process of being prepared. 

 The researchers were unable to access statistical information from any of the other 
DV/GBV frontline agencies in the society, including Legal Aid, the Courts, Her Majesty’s 
Prison, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Education, CSOs/NGOs/CBOs and FBOs. However, 
is noteworthy that the interviews conducted with 8 DV/GBV survivors, 7 DV/GBV 
perpetrators, and 15 stakeholders, as well as the 4 focus groups held in the three 
selected parishes provide significant qualitative information on DV/GBV in the society, 
as is evident in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.   
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A CO-ORDINATED APPROACH TO 

ADDRESSING DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
Table 10 below presents recommendations for a coordinated approach to addressing DV/GBV in 
Antigua & Barbuda, which have emerged from the desk/internet and field research undertaken 
for this project, as well as based on regional and international best practice.  
 
It needs to be noted that the recommendations are not intended to be prescriptive. Rather, they 
are presented for the consideration of national, regional and international DV/GBV stakeholders 
including Government, private sector and civil society, as well as organizations/institutions that 
may be seeking to begin/increase/strengthen their work on DV/GBV. Table 9 also identifies key 
stakeholder institutions for the implementation of the recommendations.  
 

T10 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A COORDINATED APPROACH TO ADDRESSING DV/GBV IN ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
 

KEY AREAS FOR  
FOLLOW-UP ACTION 

RECOMMENDATIONS KEY STAKEHOLDERS  
RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

LEADERSHIP AND CO-ORDINATION OF THE NATIONAL RESPONSE TO DV/GBV 
 

DV/GBV National 
Response Task Force 

Establish a DV/GBV National Response Task 
Force comprised of key stakeholders, with 
responsibility for leading and co-ordinating the 
prevention of DV/GBV; the protection, support 
and care of survivors; the rehabilitation of 
perpetrators; and the other key areas identified 
in the recommendations set out in this table. 
 
 

As the lead agency responsible for 
implementation of the Domestic 
Violence Act (2015), DOGA should 
take responsibility for establishing, 
leading and coordinating the 
DV/GBV National Response Task 
Force, chaired by the Minister with 
responsibility for DOGA, and 
comprised of the following key 
stakeholder institutions: 
 Government: DOGA; Ministry of 

National Security; Royal Police 
Force; Her Majesty’s Prison; Boys 
Training School; Ministry of Legal 
Affairs; Legal Aid Department; 
Ministry of Social Transformation; 
Ministry of Education; Ministry of 
Health; Ministry of Labour; 1-2 
Representatives of Barbuda. 

 Private Sector: Chamber of 
Commerce; major trade unions. 

 Civil Society Organizations (CSOs): 
1-2 NGOs working on DV/GBV, 
e.g., WAR, POWER; and 1-2 faith-
based organizations (FBOs) with 
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the largest national 
memberships. 

 
Civil Society Coalition on 
DV/GBV 

CSOs should establish a Coalition on DV/GBV to 
engage in a coordinated civil society and private 
sector response.  

Key organizations representing civil 
society and the private sector (e.g., 
NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, Chamber of 
Commerce, trade unions, the media 
and others). 
 

Mainstream gender 
equality and DV/GBV into 
national development 
plans and strategies 

Mainstream gender equality and DV/GBV into 
all relevant national development plans and 
strategies being developed by various 
Government ministries. 

Ministry of Planning, in collaboration 
with: 
 DOGA; 
 Relevant Ministries. 

 
Laws related to DV/GBV 

 
Mechanisms for the 
enforcement of laws 
related to DV/GBV 

The Police Commissioner should inform all 
Police officers that the new Domestic Violence 
Act (2015) is in force (as of 1 October 2016), 
provide copies of the Act to all Police stations, 
and point out the responsibility of the Police 
under the Act to respond to and report on all 
cases of domestic violence.  
 

Office of the Police Commissioner  
 

 Put in place/improve mechanisms for the 
enforcement of the laws related to DV/GBV, for 
example: 
o Ensure alignment of the Criminal Code 

with DV/GBV, to address the challenges 
faced by Police officers in the application 
of the law. 

o Develop Standard Operating 
Protocols/Procedures (SOPs) for 
stakeholder institutions working on DV/ 
GBV, e.g., protocols for interviewing 
DV/GBV survivors and perpetrators; 
investigating reports of DV/GBV; the 
protection, support and care of DV/GBV 
survivors; the rehabilitation of 
perpetrators; etc. 

o The Police Commissioner should reinstate 
the DV/GBV Special Unit (comprised of 
Police officers trained on DV/GBV, the 
laws related to DV/GBV, handling cases 
with sensitivity, capacity for advocacy, 
etc.) with a mandate for coordinating and 
strengthening the Police Force’s national 
response on DV/GBV. 

 DV/GBV National Response Task 
Force; 

 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 Office of the Police 

Commissioner; 
 Royal Police Force. 
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o The Domestic Violence Act (2015) 
mandates that all DV reports made to the 
Police should be investigated and not left 
up to the judgement of individual Police 
officers. This should be enforced by the 
Office of the Police Commissioner and 
senior officers in charge of all Police 
stations. 

o Each DV/GBV incident addressed by Police 
officers should be reported to a 
supervisor, who should discuss with the 
officer how the case was handled and 
what could have been done differently; 
officers should undertake follow-up to 
check if the survivor is feeling heard and 
cared for; and a post mortem should be 
conducted on all DV/GBV cases before 
they are closed. 

Establishment of the  
Family Court 

Expedite the establishment of the Family Court 
to international standards, to address DV/GBV 
cases. 
 

Ministry of Legal Affairs 

Review of Policing and 
Prosecution of Sexual 
Offences: Country Report 
for Antigua & Barbuda 
(2009) 

If the conclusions/recommendations of the 
Review of Policing and Prosecution of Sexual 
Offences: Country Report for Antigua & Barbuda 
(2009) have not been implemented, the 
Government should seek support from the 
Association of Caribbean Commissioners of 
Police (ACCP) and UN Women to implement 
them. 
 

 Royal Police Force; 
 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 DOGA. 

New legislation and Legal 
reform 

Develop legislation on sexual harassment.  Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 Ministry of Labour. 

 
 Amend existing legislation to criminalize marital 

rape. 
 

 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 DOGA. 

Access to the law Public education on DV/GBV should include 
information on the law; services provided by 
the various law enforcement agencies and 
other stakeholder institutions; and where 
DV/GBV survivors should go to seek help. 
 

All stakeholder institutions that work 
on DV/GBV. 

Advocacy and awareness-raising on DV/GBV 
 

Advocacy and awareness-
raising on DV/GBV 

Public education by all key stakeholders should 
be ongoing, so that the national community can 
develop a vocabulary to discuss DV/GBV, and 

 DOGA; 
 Media; 
 Ministry of Education; 
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survivors can feel more comfortable to report it 
when it occurs. Stakeholders should not use the 
word ‘victim’ unless the person is dead, and 
instead use the word ‘survivor’ which 
empowers DV/GBV survivors. 
 

 All other stakeholder institutions 
that work on DV/GBV; 

 National public figures, e.g., 
parliamentarians, media 
personalities, calypsonians, 
artists, business persons, etc. 
 

 Promote a ‘Zero tolerance of DV/GBV’ in the 
society, to transform the traditional 
socialization of boys and girls, where 
masculinity is associated with strength and 
violence, and femininity with weakness and 
dependency. Provide information on ‘being a 
real man’ that challenges traditional male 
stereotypes and include being non-violent, 
attentive, sensitive, participation in housework 
and parenting, etc. 
 

 DOGA; 
 Media; 
 Ministry of Education; 
 All other stakeholder institutions 

that work on DV/GBV. 

 Awareness-raising should also include that men 
are both DV/GBV perpetrators and survivors. 
Male survivors should be encouraged to report 
incidents of DV/GBV, whether perpetrated in 
the home, school, workplace, public spaces, etc. 
And perpetrators should be encouraged to seek 
help.  
 

 DOGA; 
 Media; 
 Ministry of Education; 
 All other stakeholder institutions 

that work on DV/GBV. 

Popular music There should be increased public discussion on 
the role of popular music (calypsoes, reggae, 
dance hall, hip hop, rap, etc.) in promoting a 
national culture in which men perpetrate sexual 
violence, and women accept the messages 
and/or participate actively, e.g., through media 
talk shows, panel discussions during the 
Carnival season, school debates, etc. 
 

 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 Ministry of Information OR 

relevant Government Ministry; 
 Civil society organizations 

(including women’s/ men’s/ 
youth groups, NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, 
etc.). 

Training/sensitization on DV/GBV 
 

DV/GBV training for 
professionals in frontline 
agencies  

Training/sensitization is a critical aspect of the 
implementation of the Domestic Violence Act 
(2015). The Act includes the rights of survivors, 
information/reports to be documented, and 
referrals to be offered.  
 
All Police officers and professionals in other 
frontline agencies should receive training on the 
Act; characteristics of DV/GBV; how to respond 
to DV/GBV incidents in a sensitive and 
appropriate manner; how to help survivors feel 

DOGA, in collaboration with key 
training institutions, e.g., Police 
training school, Nurses training 
school, Teachers training college, 
UWI Open University, etc. 
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protected and safe; how to handle and 
rehabilitate perpetrators; and the specific 
protocols to be followed by their agency. 
Ideally, this training/sensitization should be 
integrated into mainstream training institutions, 
e.g., the training schools for the Police, nurses, 
teachers, etc. 
 

DV/GBV training for the 
Police 

Previously, the Police could not intervene in 
private/domestic affairs of couples (husband 
and wife, common-law relationships, intimate 
partners, etc.). This is no longer the case, but 
there is still a belief among Police officers that 
they shouldn’t interfere in ‘husband and wife 
business’. The Royal Police Force needs to put 
in place ongoing training/sensitization of 
officers at all levels to change this mindset. 
 

 Royal Police Force; 
 Police training school. 

DV/GBV training for 
media professionals  

DV/GBV workshops should be offered to 
newspaper editors, journalists, radio 
announcers, bloggers, etc., to raise awareness 
on DV/GBV in the society, the need for 
increased public awareness, and the ethics of 
reporting on DV/GBV. 
 

 Ministry of Information; 
 National Media Association; 
 Individual media 

houses/agencies. 

Public education on 
DV/GBV in schools 

Public education on DV/GBV is critical to 
building/strengthening individual and collective 
empowerment in the society. It should start at 
the early childhood and primary school levels 
with age-appropriate information, e.g., young 
children should be aware of what is good and 
bad touching, etc. 
  

 Ministry of Education; 
 HFLE teachers; 
 School counsellors. 

HFLE should include 
modules on DV/GBV 

The Health and Family Life Education (HFLE) 
programme in schools should incorporate 
modules on DV/GBV that include information 
about healthy relationships, communication, 
expression of emotions, problem solving, inter-
personal conflict resolution, anger 
management, red flags in an abusive 
relationship, who to contact, etc. 
 

 Ministry of Education; 
 HFLE teachers; 
 School counsellors. 

Protection, support and care of DV/GBV survivors 
 

DV/GBV One-stop Centre Expedite the establishment of the ‘one- stop 
centre’ comprised of key stakeholder 
institutions to address the immediate needs of 
DV/GBV survivors, e.g., Police, medical, shelter, 

 This initiative is currently being 
led by DOGA, with support from 
UN Women; 

 Relevant institutions need to be 
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legal, counselling, training, employment, etc.  
 
The role of the one-stop centre is vital in the 
protection, support and care of DV/GBV 
survivors, so all professionals involved should 
be trained in interview techniques and 
confidentiality issues. 
 

on board, e.g., Police, Ministry of 
Health, Legal Aid Department; 
Ministry of Labour; relevant 
national and international NGOs; 
etc. 

Shelters for DV survivors 
and their dependants 

Establish shelter(s) for DV survivors and their 
dependants.  

This could be undertaken 
independently by DV/GBV 
stakeholder institutions, e.g., DOGA; 
FBOs; or through partnerships 
among the Government, Private 
Sector, NGOs and FBOs. 
 

Role of DV/GBV 
stakeholder institutions 

Apart from the ‘one-stop centre’, which 
addresses the immediate needs of DV/GBV 
survivors, each of the key stakeholder 
institutions (Police, DOGA, Legal Aid, Courts, 
Welfare Department, Ministry of Health, 
Ministry of Education, etc.) should critically 
review and enhance its services for the 
protection, support and care of DV/GBV 
survivors. Examples of international best 
practices, in addition to those provided 
elsewhere in this table, include as follows: 
Police Stations: Counselling offered to DV 
survivors by the Police in the first month after 
the report is made; Courts: Put in place a 
DV/GBV Survivor Support Unit, to enable 
survivors to meet with the prosecutor about 
their Court case, obtain regular information on 
the status of their case, etc. 
 

All key stakeholder institutions (e.g., 
Police, DOGA, Legal Aid, Courts, 
Welfare Department, Ministry of 
Health, Ministry of Education, etc.) 
that provide protection, support and 
care for DV/GBV survivors and their 
dependants. 

 Public sector, private sector, and civil society 
organizations should build/strengthen their 
knowledge of DV/GBV, and put in place 
programmes to raise awareness and support 
their staff, members and clients (e.g., integrate 
DV/GBV into staff training and human resource 
policies/practices; set up parent support groups 
and after school homework/play centres; 
engage in/support public education on DV/GBV; 
etc.). 

 Public sector (e.g., State agencies, 
Government ministries, parastatal 
bodies, etc.); 
 Private sector (e.g., Chamber of 

Commerce, individual companies, 
trade unions, etc.); 
 Civil society organizations (e.g., 

women’s/men’s/youth groups, 
clubs; and NGOs; CBOs; FBOs, 
etc.). 

 
Role of hospitals and 
health clinics 

Screening for DV/GBV should be 
institutionalized in hospitals and primary health 
care centres across Antigua & Barbuda. 

• Ministry of Health; 
 Hospitals;  
 Health clinics; 
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DV/GBV training/sensitization should be 
integrated into the Nurses’ training school, 
including: how to recognize cases of DV/GBV; 
conducting sensitive interviews with DV/GBV 
survivors; referrals for counselling of DV/GBV 
survivors and perpetrators; referrals to other 
relevant agencies, e.g., Police, Welfare 
Department, etc.   
 

 Nurses’ training school. 

Role of the Media The media should play a greater role in 
regularly informing the public on the incidence 
of DV/GBV in the society; at what point in a 
relationship is seeking help necessary; where 
DV/GBV survivors can get help; etc. 
 

 National Media Association; 
 Individual media 

houses/agencies; 
 Individual journalists/media 

personnel. 

Role of the Church According to the 2011 Population and Housing 
Census (2014), Christians comprise 76.4% of the 
total population in Antigua & Barbuda.  
 
The Church in its various denominations should 
play a greater role in:  
 Educating their personnel on DV/GBV; 
 Awareness-raising on DV/GBV because they 

have access to a ready audience comprising 
large sections of the society; 

 Establishing shelters, providing counselling, 
employment training and other support 
services for DV/GBV survivors, and 
rehabilitation support/services other 
perpetrators. 

 

Faith-based Organizations (FBOs). 

Establishing DV/GBV 
services at the parish 
level 

Despite public awareness of DV/GBV services in 
St. John’s, survivors may be unable to afford the 
time or expense to go there. Organizations at 
the parish level should establish services locally, 
e.g., shelters/safe houses for DV survivors; 
after-school centres (homework/play) for 
children; parent support groups; parks or sports 
facilities to enable children/youths to engage in 
positive activities; etc. 
 
 

This could be undertaken 
independently by parish level 
organizations (e.g., Police, medical 
clinics, FBOs, CBOs, etc.), or through 
partnerships. 

Rehabilitation of DV/GBV perpetrators 
 

An early intervention or 
prevention programme 
for DV perpetrators 

The Police should establish an early 
intervention or prevention programme for DV 
perpetrators, where there are early warning 

 Royal Police Force 
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signs in intimate partner relationships in 
particular, and domestic relationships in 
general. 
 

Rehabilitation of DV/GBV 
perpetrators 

The society lacks an adequate system to 
rehabilitate DV/GBV perpetrators, which means 
there is a high level of recidivism (re-offending). 
Rehabilitation programmes for DV perpetrators 
(including during CID, while on remand, while 
serving a prison sentence, and while on 
probation) should include mandatory 
counselling, and participating in an anger 
management programme. 
 

 Royal Police Force; 
 Her Majesty’s Prison; 
 Boys Training School. 

Data collection on DV/GBV 
 

Protocol for Harmonized 
Reporting 

DOGA should collaborate with the Police and 
Central Statistical Office (CSO) to develop a 
‘Protocol for Harmonized Reporting’ of all 
DV/GBV cases reported to Government 
stakeholder institutions (please see the Draft 
Protocol provided in Section 7). The reports 
should include: type(s) of abuse; charges laid; 
sex/gender of survivors/perpetrators; age of 
survivors/perpetrators; parish of residence 
(including Barbuda); occupation; nationality; 
ethnicity; etc.  
 

 DOGA; 
 Royal Police Force; 
 Central Statistical Office (CSO). 

Computerization of 
DV/GBV reports to the 
Police 

The fact that DV/GBV reports to the Police are 
not computerized or compiled annually by 
parish and types of abuse makes it impossible 
for the Police and other key stakeholders to 
make informed policy and programmatic 
decisions to prevent the incidence of DV/GBV; 
provide protection, support and care to DV/GBV 
survivors; and provide rehabilitation services to 
DV/GBV perpetrators. The Office of the Police 
Commissioner should establish a 
computerized/networked data base of all 
DV/GBV reports in the country (please see the 
Draft Protocol in Section 7).  
 

 Office of the Police 
Commissioner; 

 Royal Police Force. 

Compiling, analyzing and 
disseminating DV/GBV 
statistics annually 

DOGA, as the lead agency responsible for 
programming and reporting on DV/GBV, should 
work in collaboration with the Central Statistical 
Office (CSO), Police and other stakeholder 
agencies (including Hotlines, Legal Aid, Courts, 
Prison, Probation, Welfare, Health, Education, 

 DOGA; 
 Central Statistical Office (CSO);  
 Royal Police Force; 
 Other key stakeholder agencies 

that interface with DV/GBV 
survivors and perpetrators. 
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etc.) to compile, analyze, and disseminate 
annual statistics of all forms of DV/GBV 
(including domestic violence, violence against 
children, rape and sexual violence, trafficking, 
etc.), to inform policy, programming, advocacy, 
training, etc. 
 

 
 

Legal Aid Department, 
Family and High Courts 

The Legal Aid Department and the newly 
established Family Court should record and 
compile data on DV and GBV. The information 
recorded by the High Court is currently kept in 
logs, and may not be attributable to DV but 
rather to physical or sexual assault, depending 
on the specific charges laid. The Legal Aid 
Department, Family and High Courts should be 
included in the data collection process (see 
above on Protocol for Harmonized Reporting). 
 

 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 Legal Aid Department; 
 Family Court; 
 High Court. 

Reporting on DV/GBV 
 

Annual report to 
Parliament on DV/GBV 

The Minister of Social Transformation, with 
responsibility for DOGA, should report annually 
to Parliament on the implementation of the 
National Strategic Action Plan to end Gender-
Based Violence (2013-2018); and the work of 
the DV/GBV National Response Task Force, and 
DV/GBV One-stop Centre. 
 

 Parliament of Antigua & Barbuda; 
 Minister of Social Transformation; 
 DOGA; 
 DV/GBV National Response Task 

Force; 
 DV/GBV One-stop Centre. 
 
 

 The lead agency responsible for the National 
Strategic Plan on HIV/AIDS (2012-2016) should 
present a final report on the implementation of 
the Strategic Plan, including conclusions/ 
recommendations on the linkages between 
HIV/AIDS and DV/GBV. 
 

 Ministry of Health; 
 AIDS Secretariat. 

Government Reports to 
the UN and other 
International/Regional 
Agencies  
 

The Government Ministries responsible for 
gender equality and human rights should 
enhance their reporting on DV/GBV, e.g., 
Report on the Convention of the Elimination of 
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW); and Periodic Review submitted to the 
United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC). 
 

 Ministry of Legal Affairs; 
 DOGA. 

OAS/CIM Report  Encourage OAS/CIM to publish the findings of 
the Report on Capacity Building for Integrating 
Services on HIV and Violence against Women in 
the Caribbean: Analysis of Service Provision in 
Antigua & Barbuda (2011), and assist the 

 DOGA; 
 AIDS Secretariat. 
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Government with the implementation of the 
recommendations. 
 

Research on DV/GBV 
 

Academic studies on 
DV/GBV  

The Government should institutionalize gender 
training at the Antigua State College, including 
research on DV/GBV. 
 

 Ministry of Education; 
 DOGA. 

 The Government should support the candidacy 
of nationals applying for overseas 
scholarships/fellowships to pursue masters’ and 
doctoral degrees in Gender and Development 
Studies. 
 

Ministry of Education 

Resources for addressing DV/GBV 
 

Budget allocations for 
DV/GBV 

The Ministry of Finance should increase the 
budgetary allocations to the Police, DOGA and 
relevant Social Welfare divisions to strengthen 
their capacity to address DV/GBV. 
 

 Ministry of Finance; 
 Ministry of Social Transformation. 

 All DV/GBV stakeholder institutions should 
allocate funds to address DV/GBV in their 
annual budgets. 

All DV/GBV stakeholder institutions 
including Government, Private 
Sector and CSOs. 
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APPENDIX I –RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
List of Research Instruments: 

1.1 Informed Consent Forms (2) for Key Informants and Key Stakeholders. 

1.2 Tables (2)40 for collecting statistical/quantitative data from key agencies at the national 
and parish levels: 

(a) Reports of Domestic Violence made to DOGA and WAR (Type of Abuse, and Sex 
and Age of Victims/Survivors and Perpetrators); 

(b) Reports of Domestic Violence made to the Police in 3 parishes and Barbuda (Type 
of Abuse, Sex and Age of Victims/Survivors and Perpetrators, and Actions 
undertaken); 

1.3 Questionnaires (2) Individual semi-structured interviews with DV survivors and 
perpetrators. 

1.4 Questionnaire for Individual in-depth interviews with key stakeholders. 

1.5  Questions for Focus Group (FG) meetings with key stakeholders held in the three (3) 
parishes. 

  

                                                           
40  It needs to be noted that while 6 tables were prepared originally, the only DV/GBV stakeholders from which 

statistical data were received were the Police and DOGA (see Table 2, Section 5.1; and Table 3, 5.2). The other 
stakeholders did not provide any statistical data on cases handled. 
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 1.1 Informed Consent Form for Key Stakeholders 
 
The main aims of this Research Project are:  

• To conduct research on “Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda”;  
• The research findings will inform advocacy, policy-making and activities to enable cultural 

and behavioural change and the empowerment of victims/survivors of domestic violence; 
and  

• The research findings will contribute to the prevention and reduction of domestic 
violence in Antigua & Barbuda. 
 

1. I understand the information given about the reasons for the study, and the procedures that 
I am being asked to participate in. 

2. I understand that I can ask any questions I may have about the Research Project.  
3. I understand clearly what I will be required to do if I agree to participate in this study.  
4. I know that I have the right to leave the study at any time if I do not wish to continue. 
5. I know that I have the right to refuse to answer questions in the interview or focus group 

discussion.  
6. I am aware that the information that I give will be kept strictly confidential. 
7. I agree/ do not agree to take part in this study. 
 
Name (Block letters): ____________________________________________________ 
 
Organization: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature (Optional): 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Interviewer: ____________________________________________________ 
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 1.2 Informed Consent Form for Key Informants 
 
The main aims of this Research Project are:  

• To conduct research on “Domestic Violence in Antigua & Barbuda”;  
• The research findings will inform advocacy, policy-making and activities to enable cultural and 

behavioural change and the empowerment of victims/survivors of domestic violence; and  
• The research findings will contribute to the prevention and reduction of domestic violence in 

Antigua & Barbuda. 
 

1. I understand the information given about the reasons for the study, and the procedures that I am 
being asked to participate in. 

2. I understand that I can ask any questions I may have about the Research Project.  
3. I understand clearly what I will be required to do if I agree to participate in this study.  
4. I know that I have the right to leave the study at any time if I do not wish to continue. 
5. I know that I have the right to refuse to answer questions in the interview or focus group 

discussion.  
6. I am aware that the information that I give will be kept strictly confidential. 
7. I agree/ do not agree to take part in this study. 
 
Initials (Block letters): ___________________________________________________ 
 
Year of Birth: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature (Optional): _____________________________________________________ 
 
Date: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of Interviewer: _____________________________________________________ 
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 1.3 Tables for collecting statistical/quantitative data from key agencies  
at the national and parish levels, January – December 2015 

 
 

Type of Abuse, as defined by the Domestic Violence Act 2015 
(See below the table for types of abuse related to Nos. 1-8) 

Other 
form(s) 
of abuse, 
not 
listed in 
1.-8. 

What 
remedy/ies 
was/were 
recommended 
to the client, 
support 
provided, and 
follow-up 
undertaken? 

 
1. 

 
2. 

 
3. 

 
4. 

 
5. 

 
6. 

 
7. 

 
8. 

Sex of Victims/Survivors 

Age of Victims/ 
Survivors 

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F 

0 - 4                   
5 - 9                   

10 - 14                   
15 - 19                   
20 - 24                   
25 - 29                   
30 - 34                   
35 - 39                   
40 - 44                   
45 - 49                   
50 - 54                   
55 - 59                   
60 - 64                   
65 - 69                   
70 - 74                   
75 - 79                   
80 - 84                   
85 - 89                   
90 - 94                   

95+                   
 Perpetrators by Sex   

Age of 
Perpetrators  

M F M F M F M F M F M F M F M F   

0 - 4                   
5 - 9                   

10 - 14                   
15 - 19                   
20 - 24                   
25 - 29                   
30 - 34                   
35 - 39                   
40 - 44                   
45 - 49                   
50 - 54                   
55 - 59                   
60 - 64                   
65 - 69                   
70 - 74                   
75 - 79                   
80 - 84                   
85 - 89                   
90 - 94                   

95+                   
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Types of abuse, as defined in the Domestic Violence Act 2015 (Please note that the types of 
abuses below refer to the numbers in the Table): 

1. Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse; 

2. Sexual abuse or threats of physical abuse; 

3. Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse; 

4. Economic abuse; 

5. Intimidation; 

6. Stalking; 

7. Damage to, or destruction of property; 

8. Entry into the applicant’s residence without consent, where the parties do not share the 
same residence.  
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 1.4 Questionnaires (2) Individual semi-structured interviews with DV survivors and perpetrators. 
 

Questionnaire for Individual Semi-structured Interview with  
Victims/Survivors of Domestic Violence 

1. Background Information 
   

a) Initials of Key Informant/Year of Birth/Age  
b) Sex/Gender  
c) Urban/Rural  
d) Highest level of Educational Attainment  
e) Occupation  
f) Ethnicity  
2. Would you like to share your experience of Domestic Violence? (The abuses listed below are as 

defined in the Domestic Violence Act 2015) 
 

a) Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse Yes/No  
b) Sexual abuse or threats of sexual abuse   
c) Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse   
d) Economic abuse   
e) Intimidation   
f) Harassment   
g) Stalking   
h) Damage to or destruction of property   
i) Entry into the applicant’s residence 

without consent, where the parties do not 
share the same residence 

  

j) Any other not identified above   
3. Who did you tell what was happening or ask for help?  

 
On a scale of 1-10, how helpful were they (1 being the least helpful and 10 being the most helpful). 

 
a) A hotline (DOGA or WAR)? 1-10  
b) The Police (Parish/Headquarters)    
c) Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA)   
d) School (Teacher/Counsellor/Other)   
e) Hospital/Health Centre/Health Clinic   
f) Church/FBO (Priest/Pastor/Other)   
g) Employer/Colleague/Other   
h) Counsellor/Psychologist/ 

Psychotherapist/Psychiatrist 
  

i) Legal Aid   
j) Attorney-at-law   
k) The Court (Family Court, Magistrate’s 

Court, High Court) 
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 l) Family/Relative/Friend/Neighbour   
4. What kind of help did they offer? 
 

a) Medical care  

b) Food/Shelter/Clothes (for you and your 
children) 

 

c) Protection Order/ Other Orders  

d) Counselling  
e) Legal assistance (through the Court 

system) 
 

f) Job training  
g) Employment  

h) Other forms of assistance  
5. Did you observe or experience any kind of violence as a child or when you were growing up? 
a) Home (Father/Mother/Siblings/ Family 

dynamics, etc.) 
 

b) School (corporal punishment, bullying, 
teacher/student classroom dynamics, 
male/female student interactions, etc.) 

 

c) Village/community/street culture  
d) Church/faith-based organization  

e) Music (calypso, dance hall, etc.)  
f) Messages through the media (radio, TV, 

newspapers, social media, etc.) 
 

g) Politics  
6. How did these experiences affect you? 
7. Do you think these experiences contributed to 

your experience of Domestic Violence?                                                                
Yes/No  
How? 

8. Did you know there are laws in Antigua & 
Barbuda to address Domestic Violence? 

Yes/No 
Which laws? 

9. What was your experience of accessing legal assistance? 
a) The Police  
b) Legal Aid  
c) The Courts (Family, Magistrate’s, High 

Courts) 
 

10. If you did not seek legal assistance, why not? 
11.  What support services do you need at this time? 
12. Provide a referral to a Domestic Violence hotline, in case the Victim/Survivor needs any counselling 

following this Interview. 
13. Thank the Victim/Survivor for participating in the Interview. 
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 Questionnaire for Individual Semi-structured Interview with  
Perpetrators of Domestic Violence 

1. Background Informatio 

a) Initials of Key Informant/Year of Birth/Age  

b) Sex/Gender  

c) Urban/Rural  

d) Attainment  

e) Occupation  

f) Ethnicity  

 Would you like to share your experience of what happened with your intimate partner/ in your domestic 
relationship(s)?  
(The abuses listed below are as defined in the Domestic Violence Act 2015) 

a) Physical abuse or threats of physical abuse Yes/No  

b) Sexual abuse or threats of sexual abuse   

c) Emotional, verbal or psychological abuse   

d) Economic abuse   

e) Intimidation   

f) Harassment   

g) Stalking   

h) Damage to or destruction of property   

i) Entry into the applicant’s residence without 
consent, where the parties do not share the 
same residence 

  

3. When did this/these experience(s) take place? 

4. Did you observe or experience any kind of violence as a child or when you were growing up? 

a) Home (Father/Mother/Siblings/ Family 
dynamics, etc.) 

 

b) School (corporal punishment, bullying, 
teacher/student classroom dynamics, 
male/female student interactions, etc.) 

 

c) Village/ community/ street culture  

d) Church/faith-based organization  
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 e) Music (calypso, dance hall, etc.)  

f) Messages through the media (radio, TV, 
newspapers, social media, etc.) 

 

g) Politics  

5. How did these experience(s) affect you? 

6. Do you think these experiences contributed to what 
you’re going through at present?                                                               

Yes/No 
How? 

7. Did you talk to anyone about what was happening with your intimate partner/ in your domestic 
relationship(s)? 

 
On a scale of 1-10, how helpful were they (1 being the least helpful and 10 being the most helpful). 

a) A hotline (DOGA or WAR)? 1-10  

b) The Police (Parish/Headquarters)    

c) Directorate of Gender Affairs (DOGA)   

d) School (Teacher/Counsellor/Other)   

e) Hospital/Health Centre/Health Clinic   

f) Church/FBO (Priest/Pastor/Other)   

g) Employer/Colleague/Other   

h) Counsellor/Psychologist/ 
Psychotherapist/Psychiatrist 

  

8. Did you know there are laws in Antigua & 
Barbuda to address Domestic Violence? 

Yes/No 
Which laws? 

9. If you did not seek legal assistance, why not? 

10. Would you like to tell us your experience of the system?  
How do you feel you were treated? 

a) The Police  

b) Lawyer(s)  

c) The Courts (Family, Magistrate’s, High Courts)  

d) Prison  

e) FBOs/NGOs/CBOs/etc.  

f) Other?  
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 11. Did you experience any difficulties or challenges during your experience of Domestic Violence? 

12. What support services do you think would be useful to persons in similar circumstances? 

13. Provide a referral to a Domestic Violence hotline, in case the Key Informant needs any counselling 
following the Interview. 

14. Thank the Key Informant for participating in the Interview. 
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 1.5 Questions for Focus Group (FG) meetings with key stakeholders held in the three (3) parishes. 
 

Focus Group Questions 

1. Is Domestic Violence a problem in this parish? 
 

Who experiences Domestic Violence in this parish? (Women and girls? Men and boys? Which 
women and girls?  Which men and boys?) 
 
Have incidents/reports of Domestic Violence increased/ decreased/ remained the same over the 
past 5 years?  

2.  What are the root causes of Domestic Violence? 
 

Which social and cultural norms serve to reinforce and perpetuate Domestic Violence? 
 

What are the impacts of Domestic Violence in the family/ community/ country? 

3.  What laws and policies are in place to address Domestic Violence? 
 

How effective are the laws and policies in addressing Domestic Violence? 

4.  Which institutions/organizations are taking action on Domestic Violence? What services do 
they offer? 

 
The Police 

 
The Courts 
 
Legal Aid 

 
Directorate of Gender Affairs 

 
Schools 

 
Hospitals/ Health Centres 

 
NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, etc.  

 

5.  What more needs to be done to help victims/survivors and perpetrators of Domestic 
Violence? 
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APPENDIX II – KEY STAKEHOLDERS (PARTICIPANTS IN INTERVIEWS AND 

FOCUS GROUPS)  
 

Stakeholders (Individual in-depth interviews) 
Institution Position Gender 

State protection/security agencies 
Office of the Police 
Commissioner, Police 
Headquarters, St. John’s 

Senior Official Male 

Her Majesty's Prison Senior Official Male 
Boys’ Training School Senior Official Female 

Government Ministries 
Directorate of Gender Affairs 
(DOGA), Ministry of Social 
Transformation 

5 Officials Female 

Ministry of Legal Affairs Senior Official, Legal Aid  Female 
Ministry of Legal Affairs Senior Counsel Female 
Ministry of Health Medical Clinics Zone Officer Female 
Ministry of Health Public Health Nurse,  

St. John’s Parish 
Female 

Ministry of Health Public Health Nurse Supervisor Female 
Ministry of Health Social Worker/Counsellor, Mount 

St. John’s Hospital 
Female 

Ministry of Education Senior Education Officer  Female 
Ministry of Education  School Counsellor,  

Secondary School 
Female 

Private Sector 
Observer Media Group Journalist Female 

Faith-based Organizations (FBOs) 
Anglican Church Pastor Male 
Antigua Methodist Circuit Senior Representative Male 

Stakeholders (Participants in 4 Focus Groups held in 3 parishes)41 
 

Focus Group, Yorks Community Centre, St. John’s Parish 
State protection/security agencies 

Royal Police Force Retired Senior Police Officer  Male 
Political Constituency 
Representative 

Senior Security Officer  Male 

Government Ministries 
Ministry of Education Assistant Teacher  Female 
                                                           
41  These individual DV/GBV stakeholders were resident in the 3 parishes in which the 4 Focus Groups were held. 
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 Private Sector 
Self-employed Senior Sales Representative Female 

Faith-based Organizations (FBOs) 
Seventh Day Adventist Church Deaconess Female 

Private Sphere 
Home Housewife  Female 

Focus Group, Bolans Village, St. Mary’s Parish 
State protection/security agencies 

Royal Police Force Police Officer Male 
Royal Police Force Police Officer Male 
Royal Police Force Police Officer Female 
Airport Authority Official Female 

Government Ministries 
Ministry of Social Transformation Personal Assistant Female 

Community-based Organizations (CBOs) 
Women Action Group Representative Female 

Community Members 
St. Mary’s Parish Community resident Female 

Focus Group, Seaton Village, St. Philip’s Parish 
Para-statal Body 

Antigua Public Utilities Authority 
(APUA) 

Official Male 

Private Sector 
Self-employed Construction worker Male 
Self-employed Stone worker Male 
Self-employed Taxi driver  Male 

Focus Group, Willikies, St. Philip’s Parish 
This Focus Group comprised 16 participants: 11 females and 5 males. Their ages ranged from 20-75 years. 
Their occupations included: Police Officer; Staff of the community medical clinic; Nursing students; 
Employees from the tourism industry; A shop owner from the community; and Other residents of the 
community. 
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